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LIQUID SURFACE LEVITATION HOLOGRAPHY
PART 1 - THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

1. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic holography is an area of active research which finds application in such varied
fields as imaging of organs of the human body and nondestructive testing. There are several

methods of recording the acoustic image by holographic means; one of the more promising is to
use the surface of a liquid as the recording medium. This method has the advantage of record-
ing the entire field of view of the system ana displaying the image in visual form in real time.

Liquid surface acoustic holography has been analyzed by a number of authors. Probably

the most thorough analyses to date have been by Pille [1] and by Pille and Hildebrand [2]. A
comprehensive treatment of the subject is given by Brenden [3]. The present work is a
rigorous analysis of a typical liquid surface holography system and is a natural extension of the
work of Pille and Hildebrand. It will for continuity repeat some of their major results, and it
will also consider some interesting effects which have not been treated elsewhere.

The system to be analyzed is shown in Fig. 1. The object to be imaged is immersed in an
acoustic fluid (usually water) contained in a large tank called the object tank. The object is
insonified by a transducer, and the sound transmitted through the object is imaged by an acous-
tic lens system onto the surface of a smaller tank called a minitank that contains an imaging
fluid. The imaging fluid is usually other than water. A second (reference) transducer emits an
acoustic wave which enters the small tank and forms an interference pattern with the focused
acoustic image at the liquid surface. The interference pattern levitates the liquid surface.

The surface is in effect a phase hologram, which is reconstructed with laser light. The
light reflected from the surface is phase modulated due to the levitation and passes through an
optical system consisting of lenses and a spatial filter. The optical system focuses the recon-
structed image onto a ground-glass viewing screen.

The system consists of five subsystems and processes:

The acoustic lens system,

The minitank,

The interference of the acoustic image with the acoustic reference beam,

The response of the liqui4 surface,

The optical system.

Mainuscript ,submilled Fcbruary 22, 1979
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@ SPATIAL FILTER LENS LASER
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R CFig. I - A typical system for liquid

OBJECT surface acoustic hiolography
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Following this introductory section are five main sections, each devoted to one of these five
subsystems. The transfer function for each subsystem is derived, along with the conditions
necessary for good imagery.

In the first main section (section 2) the input to the acoustic lens system is the distribu-
tion of acoustic sources which represents the object being imaged. The output is the velocity
potential in the acoustic image at the liquid surface of the minitank. This ignores internal
reflections in the minitank and the mechanical properties of the thin membrane which is at the
bottom of the minitank and separates the two fluids. The transfer function does account for
defocusing.

In section 3 the input is the velocity potential in the focused acoustic image. The output
is the corresponding acoustic particle velocity at the liquid surface of the minitank. Now multi-
ple internal reflections in the minitank as well as the effect of the membrane are taken into
account.

In section 4 the interference generated by the reference transducer and the focused image
is considered. The interference upshifts the spatial frequencies in the velocity field associated
with the acoustic image and acts as a driving pressure to levitate the liquid surface.

The interference pattern arises because of the momentum flux per unit area, which is a
nonlinear effect. Accordingly section 5 begins with a brief review of some aspects of nonlinear
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acoustics. It is the vertical component of the steady momentum flux per unit area, called the
radiation pressure, which acts as a driving pressure for the levitation of the surface. The
transfer function for the liquid surface is derived, with the input being a pulse of radiation pres-
sure and the output being the levitation of the liquid surface.

The transfer function is time dependent. After the pulse of radiation pressure excites the
surface, there is a time t, when the transfer function is constant over the bandwidth of spatial
frequencies associated with the focused image. The laser samples the liquid surface at this
time. Because the imaging fluid has viscosity, the levitation caused by the interference of the
acoustic image and reference beam decays. When the levitation has become small, another
pulse of radiation pressure excites the surface, and after another delay of duration t, the laser
again samples the surface. This process is repeated rapidly enough to form a flicker-free optical
reconstruction.

The reflected laser light is shown to consist of a multiplicity of beams (diffracted orders).
The purpose of the optical train is to spatially filter the reflected light and thus extract the beam
carrying information about the acoustic image and to focus this beam into an image suitable for
observation by eye.

In section 6 the transfer function for the optical reconstruction is derived. The input is
the height of the liquid surface, and the output is the optical disturbance.

The transfer functions for the various subsystems have been derived in Refs. I and 2. To
maintain continuity, it is necessary to repeat some of the results of these previous analyses.
The present work also considers the following topics, which have not been treated elsewhere in
any detail:

* Defocusing and depth of field of the acoustic lens system are considered, accounting
for difference in the minitank and object-tank fluids. It is found that the depth of field is typi-
cally a few acoustic wavelengths. The criterion for negligible defocusing is derived.

* The effects of the mechanical properties of the thin membrane separating the minitank
from the object tank are considered. Three major effects are of interest here:

- The first is the effect of the membrane on the transmission and reflection coefficients
appropriate to the interface between the imaging and object-tank fluids. These
coefficients are used in calculating the transfer function for the minitank. For certain
ratios of minitank depth to acoustic wavelength constructive (and destructive) interfer-
ence can occur due to multiple internal reflections. This causes loss of fidelity in
recording the acoustic image. Such interference is enhanced by the presence of the
membrane. Furthermore the use of identical imaging and object-tank fluids causes the
interference to become even more pronounced when the effect of the membrane is
significant.

- The second interesting effect of the membrane is the possibility of coupling of its oscil-
lation with those of the liquid surface. Previous investigations [11,2], have been based
on the assumption of a rigid membrane; this is shown to be valid only when this cou-
pling effect is negligible.

3
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The third effect is degradation of the focused image by membrane displacement. For
typical minitank and object-tank fluids the membrane must not be displaced more than
a fraction of an acoustic wavelength; otherwise the acoustic image can be distorted.
This limitation on membrance displacement places an upper bound on the intensity in
the acoustic field, calculated here for a typical system.

* The equations governing the motion of the fluids and the liquid surface are rigorously
derived here from mass and momentum conservation. In general the equations are nonlinear.
In order that the liquid surface faithfully record the acoustic image, the equation of motion of
the surface must be linearized. This places another upper bound on permissible acoustic inten-
sity, which also is calculated.

* Another consequence of the nonlinearity of the mass and momentum conservation
equations is the possibility of coupling between the acoustic field and the field generated by
motion of the surface. Such a coupling would seriously impair the fidelity of the recording pro-
cess. It is shown that this coupling is negligible.

I The interference between the focused acoustic image and the reference beam produces
a levitation of the surface containing information about the acoustic object; this levitation h, can
be considered "signal". There is an additional low-spatial-frequency "bulge" hb, which can be
thought of as "noise", since it causes an additional phase shift in the reflected light unrelated to
the acoustic image. It is shown that for typical system parameters the bulge will reach a
steady-state value, unlike the information-bearing levitation. This is unfortunate, since there is
no time when the surface can be sampled to avoid the distortion caused by the bulge.

* The question of maximizing the "signal-to-noise" ratio /,/1b is also considered. In a
typical imaging situation the ratio reaches a maximum when the velocity potential in the
focused image equals that in the reference beam. For typical system parameters the ratio is of
the order of 10-I.

* The possibility of using several reflected orders of lasei light to image phase objects is
also explored. Since the optical reconstruction is viewed by eye (an intensity detector), phase
objects will be invisible when only one order of reflected light is used in the optical reconstruc-
tion. However, by using two or more orders and allowing them to interfere, a fringe pattern is
produced with phase shifts corresponding to the outline of the phase object.

2. ACOUSTIC LENS SYSTEM

2.1 Formation of an Acoustic Image

Consider the formation of an acoustic image by the acoustic lens system shown in Fig. 1.
The acoustic energy from the object transducer passes into the object to be imaged and is
diffracted, internally reflected, and attenuated. This distorted sound field emerges from the
object and propagates through the acoustic lens system, which focuses it on the surface of the
minitank.

Consider the situation shown in Fig. 2, where an object is placed in the z' = 0 plane and
insonified by the object transducer. In the volume V, enclosed by the surface o- in the figure,
the velocity potential is [41

4
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Y/

O'inc Z e z V

Fig. 2 - Quantities used in calculating the acoustic field due to
the presence of any acoustic object S.

47r W fr1. e- ek? elkr 80n,() do. (1)
a 10 &n (rJ r an I

The integration is performed over the surface o. The quantity r is the magnitude of r, a vector
from a point in Vto the surface o-, n is the unit normal vector pointing into V, and n = Inl. A
time factor e'O' has been suppressed, where w, is the transducer frequency (with the sub-
script a indicating an acoustic quantity). The wavenumber k is given by Wa/C, with C the
sound speed in the object-tank fluid.

The assumptions inherent in (1) are:

* The fluid is inviscid and compressible;

* Body forces (such as gravity) are negligible within the fluid;

* The sound field sets up small perturbations about the equilibrium state of the fluid;

* There are no reflections; the fluid is assumed to be infinite in extent;

* The fluid flow is irrotational; that is, v, = Vk0 , where v, is the particle velocity.

It can be shown that the integral over the hemispherical surface in Fig. 2 vanishes for
large R. Assume that the object is placed in the near field of the transducer and that the trans-
ducer emits a beam of radius rb . Then the region in the z' = 0 plane outside a circle of radius
rb does not contribute to the surface integration; only the insonified region contributes to the
integral in (1).

As an approximate boundary condition let 0,(a, ) = S0(o)0i.(-, ) and Oak0/On =

So(Oa,,/On), where S, is the object transmission function and 0, is the velocity potential in
the incident beam. S, accounts for any changes in amplitude and phase due to internal flaws,
voids, changes in acoustic path lengths, etc. in the object.

5
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Let r be much greater than X, the acoustic wavelength. Then in (1),

e k k O r eik" ( a
(n ranr

Furthermore, for an incident plane wave of the form , - A (x, y) eikz e - ',
___°(o_ -*i Oz

)= -L S, (o) (o). (2b)
On On

Using these results in (1) gives

IOn On J 4 r(

This shows that the field transmitted by the object is a superposition of secondary sources of
strength S. 0,i, with directivity pattern OrlOn - OziOn, distributed over that part of the object
surface insonified by the incident beam.

Equation (3) is difficult to deal with in the most general case, so the following
simplifications are made. First the object is assumed planar, so that OziOn = 1. Then attention
is restricted to the field at points lying near the z' axis, so that Or/On -1. This reduces (3) to

Cbo - o~., ) e kr

f P - d,, (4)
r

where the source strength is *, .

The sound field represented by (4) propagates from left to right through the acoustic lens
system shown in Fig. 3. The lenses L1 and L 2 are placed a distance f, + f2 apart, where f, is
the focal length of LI, and f2 is the focal length of L 2. For simplicity two-dimensional propa-
gation will be considered; that is, the object is assumed to lie in the y, plane, and L1 and L 2 are
cylindrical lenses. Generalizing to three dimensions would increase the complexity of calcula-
tions and add no physical insight.

Y, Y, Y, Y3 Y

EXTREME
RAY a

LINE
SOURCE LL2

}- -D, f f 2 4.@l- D2 -P

(1 - O,/f,) -

Fig. 3 - Acoustic lens system
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For two-dimensional propagation, integrating (4) in the x direction (out of the plane of
the paper in Fig. 2) gives [41

Z) _ f poGo) e ,Ardy, r> (5)

Assume that the sound field emerges from the object in the z' = 0 plane and denote the field
incident on LI by 00 (yl). Equation (5) can be used to compute 00;(yi); the source points now
lie on the y, plane (z' = 0), and the field points lie on the Y, plane (z' = DI). The lens thick-
ness is assumed negligible here. Let both source and field points lie near the z' axis of the lens
system. Then

r = VD + (yo - y,) 2 = D1 + (y, - y 1 )2/2D1 , (6)
sincq' higher order terms in (y. - yl) 2/2D, are negligible. The cylindrical wave e'krIV,/r is
appro)"Mated by

eikr eikDI eik(yo_Yl) 2
/2Dt (7)

which is a two-dimensional paraxial approximation [4]. Equation (5) becomes

eikD = e D - o(io) ik(ye-y
l
)

2/2D, dYo. (8)

Using the symbol o for proprotionality and 9 for spatial convolution,
bo(Yl) ~~~ b(o iky 2/ 2D .

(9

Assume that lens L1 is aberration free and multiplies 00o(yl) by a quadratic phase factor
e- ky/2f ; see for example Ref. 4. This represents a converging cylindrical wave which focuses
at a distance f, behind the lens. For a lens of width 2a, the sound field 0'o(YV) emerging from
the lens is

0 (yl) = Rect (yl/a) e- i/o 22ft o(y1), (10)

where Rect (yI/a) is unity for <v11 a and zero otherwise.

Equation (5) is now used to calculate the field in the Y2 plane, the back focal plane of L1 .
The source distribution is 00o(y,), and the distance r between the source points (in the yi
plane) and the field points (in the Y2 plane) is approximated by

r =_ f, + (Yl - y2)2/2fl •  11

Then

e -iri4  
eikfI ikey?/2f,](20-(/2)e

i  [0+0,1) ED ei  1 ]  (12)

or, by use of (9) and (10),

2 e 'eky ED Rect (l/a) e -  o0' e 2 •  13
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For a2 >> 2D1/k it can be shown that

Oo(Y2) - (ikv
]

/2fj) (I- D/] 1 ) 0 (n1 ) ek(DI+fl), (14)

where 'io0(7)) is the Fourier transform of 0,o(yo) and -q = Y21\afl. Typical values are D1 - 14
cm, a = 8 cm, and k = 120 rad/cm; thus the inequality a 2 >> 2D1/k is easily satisfied. The
proof of (14) is fairly straightforward and is carried out in the first section of Appendix A.

Suppose 4'o(Yo) - 8(y,); that is, the object is a line source at yo = z' = 0. Then
tPo(7) - I and (14) gives 0,(Y2) "c e' 2 - ./fl/fl This is the paraxial approximation for a
cylindrical wave which converges to a focus at a distance -f /(1 - D/fl) to the right of the Y2

plane if D, > fl; if D, < fl, then the wave diverges from a (virtual) line source a distance
f110l - D1/fl) to the left of the Y2 plane. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the case D,
< fl. If D = fl, then the virtual source appears to be at z' tha - t is, the lens converts
the cylindrical wave emitted by the line source into a plane wave.

Due to the finite size of the acoustic lenses, some of the sound field in the Y2 plane may
not pass through lens L 2. In fact, Fig. 3 shows that if f, > D1, the extreme ray (which strikes
the rim of L 2) passes through Y2 = a', where a' < a. Thus, in calculating the propagation of
the sound field from the Y2 plane to L 2, the Y2 integration extends from - a' < Y2 < a'.

Also note that typically the lens width 2a and the distances DI, .f, f 2, and D2 are the
same order of magnitude. This implies that the paraxial approximation cannot be rigorously
used in this calculation. The theory of Fourier analysis indicates that if the object distribution
qs, extends only over a small region [yo1 < b, and b << a, then tPo(7)) will extend over a large
region of the Y2 plane. Since , (,q) does not necessarily lie close to the z' axis of the lens sys-

tem, the paraxial approximation is, strictly speaking, invalid when propagation from the Y2
plane to L 2 is considered. This difficulty is avoided (at least mathematically) by assuming that
the acoustic lenses are corrected so that the result of the breakdown of the paraxial approxima-
tion (resulting in aberrations) is compensated for. This requires, for instance, that an incident

plane wave be diffracted by the lens into a cylindrical wave which focuses in the back focal
plane of the lens.

With this assumption about lens quality, the acoustic field incident on L 2 is

c,,(Y3) lekI {eiky?/2
f
2 E) [Rect (Y2/a') 0,,(Y2)]1, (15)

and the emergent field is just
-tkv21/2f2

0'(Y3) = Rect (yja) 00J(y 3 ) e " (16)

The field in the Y4 plane is

0'(Y4) c eAD2 [e''1 2D 2 (D 0 +, (y3)]. (17)

As shown in detail in Appendix A, the operations indicated by the above are simplified by
assuming that a 2 >> D2/k and that

I/f, + 1/f2 = D1/f2 + Difi, (18)

8
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which is the focusing condition for the lens system. Then, if L - D, + f, + f 2 + D 2,

"Y eikL flf2) 0 " I('7Y4-- A I f 2raY4f(

where sinc x (sin x)lx.

The relation (19) is a scaled, inverted image of the object distribution ,0 convolved with
sinc (27rya'/1Xf 2), the impulse response of the lens system. The impulse response is the out-
put of the lens system due to a line source at y, = z' = 0. The relation (19) holds only if the
distances D1 and D2 are related through the focusing condition (18). The y, and Y4 planes are
said to be conjugate planes; an object placed in one plane will be imaged in the other.

At this point it is necessary to use some geometrical acoustics to determine a'. For the
line source qio = 8y 00) in Fig. 3 the extreme ray intercepted by lens L 2 (at y3 = a) passes
through Y2 = a', and a' < a for D1 < fl. The extreme ray appears to come from a virtual
source a distance f 1/(l - D,/f1 ) to the left of the Y2 plane. From similar triangles

af aa__[ = a(20)

f) f, + (I - D 1/fl) f(20

and using this equation in conjunction with the focusing condition leads to a'/f 2 = aID 2. If
D, > fl, then L, becomes the limiting aperture of the lens system, and a'/f2 -
(a/D1 )(fl/f2). Hence the impulse response of the lens system is sinc (27Ty 4a/kD 2), which is
convolved with the (scaled) input tpo:

0o(-) - e1 sie (y4a21)

eikLj ~2j sic jXa D2
60,, t~l) o -f-2 I I<.2

The image will be demagnified if f2 < fl, which increases the acoustic intensity at the liquid
surface; the surface is assumed to be the Y4 plane here. However, it will be seen that this is
obtained at the expense of increasing the range of spatial frequencies that must be faithfully
recorded by the surface.

When the convolution theorem of Fourier analysis is used, the field in the image plane
becomes

C--(Y4) -ei f Rect [2qi, I e 2 '17Y4 di1, (22)

with , = a'/Xf 2. The Fourier transform of sinc (27ryn,,) is Rect (-q/7q,1), as shown in, for
example, Ref. 4. The factor Rect (7)/',) shows that only components in the spectrum of
to(- f 2vj/fd) having spatial frequencies 711 < 71 mfi/f2 will be passed by the lens system.

The field between L2 and the image plane can be represented as

)(Y. Z') cc ekf (I? J Rect I~ J ewiYe t e (23)

for z' = z + L. The time factor e- 'a' has been restored here. This equation satisfies the wave
equation between the Y3 and Y4 planes, provided that

9
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2= 1/A2 - 12.  (24)

Furthermore (23) reduces to (22) on the image plane (y4 plane), where z = 0. Hence the field
to the right of L 2 can be thought of as a superposition of plane waves which have the form
'o(- f 27q/f1)e 2viqYe 2 ritz traveling with direction cosines Xa relative to the z' axis. The factor
Rect (71'/hn) shows that only those waves having a spatial frequency in the bandpass In) < ,Q
will propagate through the lens system. In the Y4 plane these waves combine to produce the
acoustic image. Furthermore, if f2 < fl, then the bandwidth of the object distribution i'

increases by the factor fI/f2.

Iffl < f2, then the image is magnified in accordance with (21), and from (22) the spatial
frequency spectrum of 41, decreases. However, the function Rect (7l/1m) remains the same,
showing that more components of the object spectrum are passed by the lens system. As the
lens system accepts more spatial frequencies in q1s(-f2 -o/f 1), less degradation of the image
results.

Another method of increasing image quality is to increase 9,,, the cutoff of the lens sys-
tem in the spatial frequency domain. Suppose D, < fl; then 7, = a/XkD 2. For a lens of
fixed diameter the cutoff can be increased by decreasing D2 (increasing DI) until D2 = f 2.
The focusing condition (18) shows that if D, = fl, then D2 - f 2, so that all rays intercepted
by L 1 are captured by L 2, and 7  =- a/Xaf 2. If D, > fl, then lens L, becomes the limiting
aperture of the lens system and q,, - af 1/Xaf 2D1, in this case, since f, < D1, 7/) has
decreased. Consequently the best image is obtained when the object is placed in the front focal
plane of LI.

Equation (22) shows that the focused image has spatial frequency components

This is the output of the lens system in the spatial frequency domain, due to input lp !), when
focusing condition (18) is satisfied. The transfer function, which relates 4ko(n) to qP,('0), is
given by the convolution

ea+ L2~I
followed by multiplication by Rect (Tl/7Jm).

2.2 Depth of Focus of the Lens System

The acoustic lens system focuses the acoustic image on the air-imaging fluid interface
(Fig. ). In general the imaging fluid will differ from the fluid in which the object is submerged
(object-tank fluid). The focusing condition (18) has been derived on the assumption that fluid
properties are the same between the y, plane and the Y4 plane (surface of the imaging fluid). It
is of interest to consider what, if any, corrections need to be made to (18) when the minitank
fluid is not the same as the object-tank fluid.

The velocity potential for the region between lens L 2 and the bottom of the minitank can
be represented by (23), repeated here for convenience:

10
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'1,z)x e"k~ A ~ Rect eJ-. e21r "ye 2i'4 e"Va dO.1 (23)

If the imaging fluid and object-tank fluid are identical, then on the liquid surface of the mini-
tank, where z = 0, the above reduces to (20).

Let the imaging fluid have sound speed c and wavelength X,, where the subscript u is

used because the minitank is the upper tank; then in the minitankI,2
V 2 

Ci (26)

The velocity potential in the minitank becomes

01 cc ekL J f o ) Rect [2-M e-2i<d e 27+iZe(z+d) e27r7Ye" ' di.-----, (27)

where

21r u = (Oalcu) 2 
- (2ff 71)2 = 2nr cos 0 2  (28)Au

to satisfy the wave equation (26). 02 is the angle between the z axis and direction of propaga-
tion of the wave in the minitank, and d is the minitank depth. Evaluating (27) at z = 0 (the
liquid surface) gives

Comparing (29) with (23) shows that an additional phase factor having argument 27r i (Qu - 4) d
has appeared. This occurs because the acoustic path lengths of the traveling waves in the
integrand have changed due to the difference in sound speed between the imaging and object-
tank fluids. The phase factor represents a defocusing effect.

If the depth of focus of the lens system is great enough, then this defocusing can be
ignored and the system is diffraction limited; that is, any image degradation is due to the fact
that only waves having spatial frequencies in the bandpass i'ii < T, are collected by the lens
system. To investigate this further, assume small angles of incidence. Then, from (24),

12=f .j111,% - ll I - 2 A,, (30)

and similarly for 4u. Here X, is the acoustic wavelength in the object-tank (lower-tank) fluid.
This allows (29) to be rewritten as

_f2_n_7 iA XJ7 2 biy 4  -I.W

Because the factor Rect ('q/'q,,) is present, the integration will extend only over the region I11
<im. If WIT - X1 Iti

2d<< I in this region, then defocusing is negligible. Let the imaging
fluid be for example Freon E-5 and let water be the object-tank fluid; then Xu = 0.47X,. Furth-
ermore, let d - O0(A,), and aID 2 = 0.3, so that IrIA - X IdQ 2 - 0(1); the notation d-
0(6X) means that d and X, are the same order of magnitude. For this case, the system is no
longer diffraction limited, and defocusing effects are important.

11
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To correct this situation, one possibility is to reposition the lenses; that is, to calculate the
correction to the focusing condition (18) necessary to cause the acoustic image to focus on the
liquid surface when A,, ; Al. However, a simple example suffices to show that for large
f-number lenses this is rather impractical.

Consider the situation in which the object to be imaged is a line source, so that 4,(Yo) -
8(y 0 ) and @0 () - 1. From (31),

Obo(y 4 ) c sine (2"nry4-,,) (D e (32)/2

where A = (X, - ,)d/k, and k, = 27r/xA; the inverse transform of e- "' (A 
A 

d
i?

2 is

e -  
" The quadratic phase factor is the paraxial approximation for the field in the Y4 plane

due to a cylindrical wave which focuses at a line z = A, which is above the liquid surface. If
the previous criterion for negligible defocusing r(x, - X,,)dmI « 1 is to be satisfied, then A
must satisfy

A X D2J 

I
where it is assumed that D, < fl. Using the values that were given for A,, k,,, etc. shows that
in this instance A << 6X1. Hence for negligible defocusing the lenses must be repositioned so
that the defocusing error is reduced below approximately 6 acoustic wavelengths. As the lens
width 2a increases, the tolerable defocusing error decreases. The criterion (33) can be applied
to any focusing error, if A is interpreted as the distance from the plane of sharpest focus to the
liquid surface.

The focusing condition for the case X, ! X, is
I + D + D2 - A (Xu/) (4

f + f2- f2 f2 1 34

Here the Y4 plane is required to be the liquid surface. To derive (34), recall that the line
source is imaged a distance A above the liquid surface; from geometry the distance D2 between
L 2 and the liquid surface must be increased by A02/0 1, where 01 is the angle of incidence of an
acoustic ray in the object tank and 02 the corresponding angle in the minitank. Use of Snell's
law

sin 01 sin 02 (35)

for small angles shows that D2 must increase by Ak,/X = d(I - Au/X,).

2.3 Depth of Field of the Lens System

Rather than repositioning the lenses the object can be translated along the z axis
(scanned) until it is in the plane giving the sharpest image. To fully use the real-time imaging
capabilities of the system, it is desirable that the depth of field be large; this will avoid the need
for mechanical scanning devices.

To calculate the depth of field, assume that the object is slightly displaced from the y,,
plane. The y, plane and the Y4 plane (the liquid surface) are now conjugate planes for X,, ;4 X.

12
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That is, an object placed in one plane will be imaged in the other. The locations of these planes
are such that (34) is satisfied.

Suppose the object is again a line source and let it be displaced E units in a direction away
from L1. Then the lens system will form the image a distance E' below the liquid surface.
Here E' is calculated from

-- + D +e D-E'(A/A,) (36)

f1  f 2  f? f2

for D2 = D2 - d(1 - AX/Xk). This assumes that e' < d. Since D2 and D, are such that the
focusing condition (34) is satisfied, (36) gives e' = E (V2/fl)2 (X,/X ).

The velocity potential in the Y4 plane will be (for D, < fl)
J 2,fY4aJ , iy2N'

0o(Y4) cc sinc 2wD2 S e 4 (37)
X ,D2

which is a representation of the field due to a line source E' units below the liquid surface, con-
volved with the impulse response of the lens system. This can also be written as

ko(Y4) 0f_ Rect (%q/ qm) e 17A +' 2 e 27ti'Y4 dn. (38)

If the principal image degradation is to be due to the finite size of the effective aperture of the
lens system, then the argument ir'E',n2 must be much less than I in the spatial frequency
bandpass ['i1 < ,?. Using this criterion and assuming D, < fl, the displacement E of the
object from the y, plane must satisfy

S<< 171 T(39)

As a typical example let f1/f 2 = 1.4 and D/a = 3; then e << 6X1. Any object placed less
than 6 acoustic wavelengths from the y, plane will then be within the depth of field of the lens
system according to the criterion expressed by (39).

2.4 Transfer Function For the Lens System

For an object described by the distribution to (yo) of line sources the velocity potential in
the Y4 plane will be

Oo (Y 4) - e 4Y+2' QIsinc (21ry 7,,) to i YJ ( 0

This has the equivalent Fourier integral representation

'ko(Y') ) Rect de. (41)
771

Hence in the spatial frequency domain the transfer function which accounts for displacement of

the object a distance e from the y, plane is e'n , with e'= (f]f) 2X/hXu. The total
transfer function for the cylindrical acoustic lens system is contained by the outer box in Fig. 4.

13
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Rect( ) effn'i

Fig. 4 - Transfer function for the acoustic tens system

3. EFFECT OF THE NINITANK

The preceding section considered the formation of the acoustic image on the liquid sur-
face of the minitank. It was shown that the acoustic image can be thought of as a superposition
of plane waves traveling at all spatial frequencies passed by the effective aperture of the acous-
tic lens system. The effect of the minitank on each of these plane waves will now be con-
sidered. It will be shown that multiple internal reflections can occur in the minitank. The
effect of the membrane which separates the object-tank fluid from the imaging fluid will also be
accounted for. In previous analyses [1,2], it was assumed that the membrane is transparent to
ultrasound, and its presence was ignored. It will be shown here that in certain instances the
membrane is not transparent and can have significant effects on system performance.

The purpose of the minitank is twofold. It isolates the liquid surface from environmental
disturbances due to vibration etc., and it allows the use of a thin film of imaging fluid whose
properties are more advantageous than those of the object-tank fluid (typically water). For
example, Freon E-5 is often used as an imaging fluid, because its surface tension is less than
that of water.

3.1 Transfer Function for the Minitank

To this point the acoustic field has been assumed monochromatic. Previous investigations
[1,21 have shown that better image fidelity can be obtained if the object and reference transduc-
ers are operated in a pulsed CW mode. The reason for this will be demonstrated in section 5.
Let 0j,, be the magnitude of the velocity potential in the acoustic wave incident on the object
S0, and let t = t - At. Let the object transducer emit a quasimonochromatic pulse of duration
2At such that w, > > Il/At. If normal incidence is assumed, the velocity potential at the object
is

0j, (z'- 0) c A (y0 ) Rect (/At) e- iwa'. (42)

Equation (23) gives the acoustic field between lens L 2 and the membrane when the
acoustic field is monochromatic and defocusing is negligible. To obtain the quasimono-
chromatic equivalent, set (JooY. ) - S.(y.) t, n(yo, w) , then, from (42),

14
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'kc(Y0 , ca) o A (y,) sinc [( ) - t ea)Ate'- AI, (43)

and, by setting S, = A (y,) S (Y) and z = z' -

(yz, t) a eiLc [sinc (o - w)Atl " f2 Rect

X e e 2
7ri7y e274z e"" dtdw. (44)

This can be integrated over w; let w' = - wv, with wo' << wa since the pulse is quasi-
monochromatic. Defining

2r-9 = (wto/c) sin 01 + (W'/c,) sin 01

and

27rC = (wa/cl) cos 01 + (W'/c) cos 01

allows (44) to be integrated over w'(since dou = dw') with the result

(o ' z, t) , R ect [1 71 1 .g..I..l ?I e (io) /1)(y sinO"+z-Cos 0 1-CA )

x Rect tL -  t - (1/c ) (ysin0 1 +zcos 01) d-q, (45)

where tL is the retarded time t - Lic. This result represents a superposition of plane wave
pulses traveling at spatial frequencies 21r-q = w,, sin 01/c,.

Let the field of (45) be incident on the membrane, located in the z = -d plane (Fig. 5).
In the spatial frequency domain

0.6q, z = -d, t) -, P() e21rly-d), (46)

where for the moment a time factor has been omitted. tp('i) represents the diffraction-limited
acoustic image Rect (7/11m) S( f 27q/fj) •

Obviously, not all waves of form (46) reach the liquid surface together. However,
differences in arrival times cannot be distinguished by the liquid surface for small angles of
incidence. The field incident on the liquid surface will be

46o(n1, 0, t) oc T12(7)/) tf1((7) e27r inY e~ri(-) Rect (t/At) (47)

Here time is shifted so that t = 0 when the pulse (47) reaches the liquid surface. The transmis-
sion coefficient for the membrane is denoted as T12 (,q) and will be calculated in section 3.2.
The term e 2ri(4, - a is the image degradation which results if the focusing correction (34) is not
made. If S, is placed in the yo plane, so that the correction has been made, this factor can be
dropped. If S, is displaced a distance e from this plane, the factor which accounts for the
resulting image degradation will be absorbed into qi0 for ease of notation:

111 = ect I g, I - f2 e5 (48)
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z

LIQUID SURFACE Y

I *refl

92

MEMBRANE

Fig. 5 - Wave incident on the mnitank membrane.
Multiple internal reflections are present.

Since the acoustic impedance of air is much smaller than that of the imaging fluid, the
reflection coefficient at the liquid surface is -1. Thus the wave reflected from the surface is

'krfl~' r ) ~- 126)) 0160% eJiY e e

I- (1/ca,) (y sin 02 - Z COS 02)j()
RectAt(9

The particle velocity at the liquid surface in the vertical (z) direction due to the incident and

reflected waves is

V. ((q, , t)=--(6 + refl) i.. ~(50a)

or

(71 0, 1) - V 4 . ~T1 2(71 1 tk(,q) e21~ ~ Rect (i/ar). (50b)
Here the incident wave strikes the liquid surface at z = y - 0 (Fig. 5).

The wave 'f'rfl will reach the membrane at z = -d, y - d tan 02, where it will be partially
reflected, with reflection coefficient R21 (7). _The arrival time at the membrane is d/(c, COS 02).

If this partially reflected pulse is denoted as "f and a time factor is suppressed, then I
- --2,wit,(z42d)

The factor e 4 ,r jd appears, so that the phase of krefj and ,f are equal at the membrane. i
16
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The pulse ,'e: reaches the liquid surface at time t' = 2d/(c, cos 02), where t' is the time
of the first internal reflection in the minitank. This generates another reflected wave rf"

-refIe R 21 T 12 -1 (-q) e2
,r i'Y e

-2 r i u(z- 2d)
fx Rect[ (G - t') - (1/cq)(y sin 02- z cos 02)1 (52)

I et ~ ' At I.52
Continuing in this fashion would show that the vertical component of velocity at the liquid sur-
face after N internal reflections is [I1]

7V.(n, 0, t) c 4v i TI T 2  )(() I (-R2n e ' "d)' Rect 1- . (53)
n-0 I At

The factor e 4vi 'd represents a phase shift due to one internal reflection, and t, is the time of
the nth internal reflection:

S 2nd nt'. (54)
c, COS 0 2

The complicated expression (53) can be simplified if At >> t'. Typically, the minitank

depth d is a few acoustic wavelengths, and At is of the order of 107 4 s. Then

At C(At) cos0 2 _ 0(00), (55)
t' 2d

where At/t' - 0(100) denotes that the ratio is of the order of 100. In the above, it is assumed
that the transducers operate in the megahertz range and that cos 02 - 0(1).

Since At >> t,

Rect t J Rect ( (56)

unless t, is large. But if , is large, the product ,2" Rect (r - t)/At] in (53) is small, since
R 2 < 1. Hence the summation on the right-hand side of (53) extends only over small n, and
(56) holds. Furthermore

(-R 21 e -'-1d)" 1I (57)
I + R 21 e47r d

so that, denoting 21r/k, by ku,

where the quantity

() T12 cos 02- q- g2 4iriC d (59)

1 + R21 e

represents the transfer function for the minitank. It relates the vertical particle velocity at the
liquid surface to the velocity rotential in an incident plane acoustic wave.

17
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To this point the plane waves considered have been those which make up the focused
acoustic image. The reference transducer also generates a plane wave which strikes the liquid
surface. The necessity for this reference beam will become clear in section 5. Let 'k, =
A,e 2"ff" Y Rect (i/At) be the velocity potential in the reference beam; then

"rz(, , t) - 2ik. 0 d,(7)) Rect (t/AO), (60)

where v, is the z component of v,, the particle velocity due to the reference beam.

Thus the transfer function for the minitank is a simple multiplier in the spatial frequency
domain, as shown in Fig. 6. The input is the velocity potential in either the acoustic image or
the reference beam; for example, when the input is the acoustic image, the input (rT) is then
qi 1 and the output i. becomes vo2.

2ik U'Tn

Fig. 6 - Transfer function for tlie minitank

In the preceeding, it was assumed that the minitank is infinite in lateral extent. In reality
the minitank has a finite radius, typically of the order of 103 K,; eventually some part of the
internally reflected wave will reach the minitank wall. Consider a portion of 0-, incident on the
membrane at a distance Ay from the minitank wall. This will undergo N internal reflections
before striking the wall, where N < Ay/(2d tan 02). It will be shown that 0R211 0(10-') at
low spatial frequencies for a typical plastic membrane separating water and Freon E-5 (imaging
fluid). Hence the energy in the internally reflected waves will rapidly approach zero, since a
sizable fraction of the energy leaves the minitank on each internal reflection. Thus, for a wave
with significant energy to reach the minitank wall, N must be a small number, showing that Ay

0(2d). Since typically d - O(Xu), only a small fraction of the incident acoustic wave is
reflected from the minitank wall, and it can safely be ignored.

3.2. Effect of the Membrane on T12 and R21

_ It remains to calculate the transmission coefficient T12(ij) and the reflection coefficient

R21('q) for the membrane. To keep the problem simple, the following assumptions are made:

* A plane wave of infinite extent is incident on a thin membrane, also of infinite extent;

* The problem is two dimensional;

18
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* The displacement w of the membrane is much less than X, and X,, the acoustic

wavelengths in the lower and upper fluids respectively;

" The fluids above and below the membrane are inviscid.

Some comments need to be made about these assumptions. The thin-membrane assumption is
valid if 2b << X1 and Xe, where 2b is the membrane thickness. It also requires that

T 2--- w E(2b) 3 - 4w
ay 2  1-v 2 0y4 '

that is, the in-plane stretching forces in the membrane are much greater than flexural forces.
Here T is the tension per unit length in the membrane, E is Young's modulus in the mem-
brane, and vp is Poisson's ratio in the membrane. Furthermore the thickness 2b must be much
less than the wavelengths of rotational and dilatational waves in the membrane itself [5].

It is assumed that w is much less than X1 and X, because if X, ;d X, and w - O(X,),
then an incident wave having a single spatial frequency -1 will be diffracted by the membrane
and will propagate into the minitank with a multiplicity of spatial frequencies. This can have
highly objectionable results on the acoustic imaging process. This subject will be considered in
more detail later.

To calculate the transmission and reflection coefficients, it is necessary to derive the boun-
dary conditions at the membrane. Continuity of vertical (z) velocity requires that

. . . .' (61)

8z Oz
at the membrane; now z = 0 at the membrane. Here 0 and 0., are velocity potentials for z <
0 and z > 0 respectively; that is, v, = Vol and v, = V471 . Another condition is obtained by
considering conservation of momentum. To this end a control volume of height Az is erected
straddling the membrane; see Fig. 7. Momentum conservation gives

f # (pv) dV + f pvv dA =-f p dA + £ T dx, (62)

where

dV - volume element (Az)dxdy,
dA = area element,
T = force per unit length in the membrane,
v = velocity,
p - density,

and
p - pressure.

Letting Az--. 2b, considering the force balance in the z direction, and using boundary condition
(61) reduces (62) to

2pM b f i dA f (p,- pu) v? dA - f (p, -p.) dA + f ". dx. (63)
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Z

dAu L Y

Pu'xu

z2b

I _ i i

MEMBRANE

Fig. 7 - Control volume used to obtain tile momentum
balance at the membrane

Constant membrane density pM and thickness 2b are assumed. Here p, is the pressure in the
lower fluid, etc. Also, v- = v. = v,: at the membrane (z = 0); v1: is the vertical particle velo-
city in the object tank and v, the vertical particle velocity in the minitank.

It is necessary to calculate T., the vertical force per unit length due to the tensioning of
the membrane. The tension Tin the membrane is assumed constant, so that the net T. in Fig.
8 is

7" = T[sin (0 + dO) - sin 01. (64)

For small displacements sin 0 tan 0 0 and tan 0 = 0 w/ay ; hence

£ T dx = Tf - --w dy dx. (65)

When the above is substituted into (63), there results

2 pM bi - T --- w = (PO - p,)v? + (p - p,). (66)
ay

2

z

MEMBRANE -

-- dy "

Fig. 8 - Memb,'lne under uniform tension
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The pair of equations (61) and (66) contain five unknowns: w, v/, vu:, pl, and pu. Two
more equations are obtained by considering the momentum equation

p(i + v • Vv) = -Vp (67)

as applied to the upper and lower fluids. Since the response of the membrane to an incident
acoustic wave is being sought, one of the assumptions of linear acoustics, IvI << c, is used; c
is the sound speed in the fluid of interest. Then the momentum equation can be linearized and
integrated to give p = -po k. Small density changes are assumed; that is, p P po, where Po is
the equilibrium density.

The differential equation of the membrane can also be linearized for subsonic flow to give

2 p., biVa - T -(p 1 a - P,, k,) = Ap, (68)

where Ap is the jump in the acoustic pressure at the membrane. The diplacement wa, which is
the response to the linear acoustic pressure, is measured from the position of static equilibrium

of the membrane. (The response w, of the membrane when nonlinear terms are retained will
be calculated in section 5.6. The total membrane displacement w is the sum w. + w,.)

The reflection and transmission coefficients can now be calculated. By definition, T 12 -

0bir/4k,,,, where the ratio is evaluated at the membrane. 0, is the velocity potential in an
infinite acoustic plane wave incident on the membrane with spatial frequency 71, and 0,, is the
velocity potential in the wave transmitted into the minitank. Let

do -c  .A e 2
n, n e 2 r '' : e-"Oa, (69a)

= A TI2 (n) e2'' " e2
r''", e (69b)

and

0r11 A R 12 (y) e2"It e-2 : e 'a (69c)

with cb,. being the wave reflected back into the lower fluid.

The boundary condition i'u =oO4az on z = 0 gives

w,(y, t) T 1 2 A 
2

rT 4,, e
2
r,

' '7tV e
- '

""c 
.  (70)

Wa

Also,. (, + Oe.,,)/Oz on z - 0, so

Wa A (I - R 12) 2r4 e 2"1 ' e (71)
OWa

which represents a ripple traveling along the membrane with spatial frequency -q and phase
velocity Wa/( 2 7r-q). (Theoretically such a ripple would reach the minitank wall and be reflected.
However, the results of Appendix B, which considers the effects of a finite wave impinging on a
finite membrane, show this does not happen.)

With these results, the boundary condition (68) becomes

2r,(-2ptfbwa + 4r 21)2 T) T12(7) = -iao [p,(l + 12) - P,,T 21. (72)
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Comparing terms on the left-hand side for the typical values

Wa = 27r(10 6) rad/s,
2b - 5(10 -3) cm,
PM = 1.5 g/cm 3,
T - 25 N/cm = 2.5 (106) g/s 2

and
, 1 0.15 cm

shows that 2pMb42 2 >> 47r2 2T; that is, the inertial force of the membrane is much greater
than the elastic restoring force. Using this inequality, and eliminating R 2 via (70) and (71),
allows (72) to be solved for T 12 :

T 12()) -2p, Acos 01 (73)
P1 X, cos 02 + Pu X cos 01 - 41r i PM b cos 41 cos 0 2

Recall that g - cos 0/1, and 4,= cos 02/k,; see Fig. 5.

If 4l pMb cos 01 cos 02 << (pIXt cos 02 + pXu, cos 01), the transmission coefficient

reduces to the form appropriate to the interface between two acoustic fluids [1]. Let cos 0

0(1) and cos 02 - 0(1); the inequality is satisified for PMb << (pX, + pA,). The mem-

brane is then said to be "light" and "thin". Satisfaction of the inequality 2p~b.J >> 47r'1 2T
shows that it is "flexible".

Suppose the lower fluid is water and the upper fluid is Freon E-5; then X,, = 0.47h, and
p,, = 1.8 Pl. For o), = 27r(10 6) rad/s, 2b = 0.005 cm, and p. = 1.5 g/cm3 there results

4 rpMb 0.05 g/cm2,
pX, - 0.15 g/cm 2 ,

and

PuAuI 0.13 g/cm 2.

It is seen that the effect of membrane inertia must be included in TI2.

To calculate the reflection coefficient R 21, it is necessary to solve the problem shown in
Fig. 9. Here the plane wave inident on the membrane is traveling through the minitank
(upper) fluid, and the transmitted wave emerges in the object tank. By definition, R2 l =

refllojc at the membrane. An analysis similar to that performed in calculating T12 gives

- pik/ cos 02 - pX cos 01 - 4rripMbcos 01 cos 02  (74)
R21 - P1KI cos0 2 + phXu cos0, - 4"tiPMbcosO 1 cOS 02 '

For a 0.005-cm-thick Tedlar membrane (PM 2 g/cm 3) separating Freon E-5 and water, R 2l

0.12 + 0.18i at 10 MHz, for cos0 1 and cos0 2 of the order of 1.

The expressions for R2, and 12 can now be substituted into (59) to determine g,('0).
The amplitude ik,(71)1 and phase angle Lk.g(q) are plotted in Figs. 10 and I1 for various
depth-to-wavelength ratios d/,. The imaging fluid is assumed to be Freon E-5, and the
object-tank fluid is water. The membrane density is taken to be 1.5 g/cm3 , and its thickness is
assumed to be A1/12. As before, q = (sin 01 )/A,.
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Fig. 9 - Quantities used in calculating tie reflection coefficient R 21

The cutoff imposed by a typical acoustic lens system is shown by the dashed vertical line
in these figures. The cutoff corresponds to D1 = f, and D2 = f2 in the focusing condition
(18); that is, the object plane is the front focal plane of lens L1, and the image plane is the
back focal plane of L 2. It is assumed that a If 2 = 0.4.

The plots in the right-hand columns in Figs. 10 and 11 correspond to the case
4"rptb << p,,X, + pX 1 and were calculated by the authors of Refs. I and 2. Comparing the
negligible membrane inertia curves with those which account for membrane inertia shows that
for moderate depths (d/X,1  2) and large depths (d/x, - 10) the membrane shrinks the region
where g (7) constant. The acoustic image cannot be faithfully recorded unless k (r) con-
stant over the range of spatial frequencies passed by the acoustic lens system. Another effect of
the membrane is to accentuate constructive and destructive interference effects at the liquid
surface; these are indicated respectively by local maxima and minima on the Igl (71) plots.

The figures clearly indicate that better image fidelity is obtained at moderate depths
(d/x,\u 2) and shallow depths (d/hX 0.1) than at large depths, even including effects of
membrane inertia. Note the extreme sensitivity of I l(ri)I to changes in d/X u for large depths.
For example, Fig. l0b shows that a minitank depth of 9.5,\,, will accentuate high-frequency
components of qtl(q) (those near cutoff). This is useful for enhancing edge detection in the
object. However, a depth of 9.375X, will have the opposite effect. Since a depth change of
0.125\u is typically about 10 gm, a method of controlling the minitank depth is desirable.

Of interest is the improvement in system performance which can result from using imag-
ing and object-tank fluids which are dissimilar, when the membrane must be taken into
account. Figure 12 shows that constructive interference effects become more pronounced when
water is employed as both the imaging fluid and the object-tank fluid. Note the similiarity
between the curves in Figs. 12a and 10a and between the curves in Figs. 12b and Ila. Note,
however, that d/X, --- 2 in Fig. 12, whereas d/X,, - 9 in Figs. 1Oa and lla. Hence, in the pres-
ence of the membrane, interference effects due to multiple internal reflections in the minitank
become noticeable at lower d/X1, ratios when both fluids are water.

Figure 12a also shows the behavior of kl(7)) for the case 47rpMb << pXu, with Pu Pt.
In this case gl(jq) = I/T?712/k'2,. Note that kl(-q) is fairly constant over the range of spatial
frequencies passed by the acoustic lens system when 41rptb << p,,X,,. It is necessary to retain
the membrane to isolate the liquid surface from environmental disturbances, so that pyb can-
not vanish. It remains a matter of experiment to see if better imaging can be obtained by
reducing pMb/p,,X,, such that it is much less than I and using identical imaging and object-tank
fluids.
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Fig. II - Phase angle of the nlinitank transfer function for nlembrane separating Freon E-5 and water
(PlP 1.8 and A,,IA, -0.47)
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Fig. 12 -- Magnitude and phase angle of the minitank transfer function for a
membrane (p,,/p, - 1.5 and 2b/k/= 0.0833) separating identical fluids
(pu/P-I land,\,/\IU = l)

3.3 Effect of the Membrane Displacement on Acoustic Imaging

In caiculating TQ2 and R2l it was assumed that the membrane displacement w is much less
than A, and X,. The reason for this assumption and the consequences of its violation will now
be examined. For simplicity it is assumed that the membrane is deformed into a sinusoidal
standing-wave pattern such that w = W cos 27r7'y,; recall that w = w" + ),. The effect of this
displacement on one spatial frequency component of the focused acoustic image will be con-
sidered.

This situation is depicted in Fig. 13, where the incident wave r,,, is of the form
membrane e2 pr  2 083 eaating (75)

(o,/,- Iand ,~/A=26
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Fig. 13 - Quantities used in the far-field calculation of a
wave diffracted by a membrane

The field Or transmitted into the minitank is calculated from the Helmholtz integral equation
(1), which can be put in the form

4"r= f 1 0-L rL J eu a rJ dy, (76)

where the integration is over the membrane. Here

k -i- (e, sin 02 + ez cos 02), (77)

with ey and e being unit vectors and 02 being the angle between r and the z axis (Fig. 13). The
unit normal to the membrane is n, and n - In1.

Consider a point P far removed from the membrane such that 0 02, with 02 being the
angle between the z axis and the vector Rp connecting the origin with the point P. Let r' be a
vector from the origin to a point on the membrane. Since r =- Rp - r' and IRp >> Ir'l for

eik
u

r ik
u

RP
e_____r _ e__ _e- ik,,(ysinO2+zcos 2) (78)
r Rp

Here k, - 2ir/k and the relation r' = ye, + zez has been used. Now if (8w/ay) << 1, then
8/n O 8/8z and

- k" (YSe92(79)02----Z-- (-ik u COS 02) e -
iku( v

si
n (9+zc)2)
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Let rk,. - Ti2(0'),,c at the membrane, where T12(0') is the local transmission coefficient
and 0' is the local angle of incidence. This assumes that the membrane can be considered
locally flat, which requires that the radius of curvature be much larger than the acoustic
wavelength [61. It is also required that (,')->> X, and x,. As shown in Fig. 13, 0' is the
angle between n and the direction of propagation of the incident wave 0, . With 01 indicating
the angle between the z axis and the direction of propagation of 0j,,

- T12 (01)
T 12(0') =T T12(01) + (0'- 0). (80)

Since T1 2 is as given by (73), it is easy to show that aT 12(01)/a0 - O[T1 2(01)1. Furthermore
0' - 0, 3- w/Oy at the membrane for small slopes; hence, if Ow/Oy << 1, then T]2(0')
T 12 (01) and 4, T 12(O)0,,c. In like fashion it is found that, for 0,, - Ae" 6,sinki+zcol)

ik, cos 01 T 12 (0 1) eikj(YsinoI+wcos01) (81)

at the membrane.

Combining all results gives

MIA eik R ~ e- [f (k, cos 02 + k, cos 0,)q~~t,-- 41~ up T2(01

X ei(ksinOI- kusino
2)y e i(kjcosOA-kCoS02)w dy. (82)

Let the further restriction of a bounded incident beam be added; that is, at the membrane 0,,,
eikysinO| 

eikjzcos I Rect (Y/Yb). If R- ; Yb, then k cos 2 constant in (82). The term
e i

(kjco
ss l- kc0S

02)w becomes [7]
e jos1kcos02)w 2,"n,

eikUc-sai-ks E {i ' Jm((k cos 0, - k1, cos 02] W) e 2 rn'"}, (83)

where J,, is the rth-order Bessel function of the first kind. Consequently
kir - A 1 ([k, cos 01- k, cos 02] W) f Rect (y/ 2V) e2,r,,, (84)

where 7)m -= (1/ki) sin 01 - (l/A,,) sin 02 - m'q' has units of spatial frequency. Performing
the integration gives

'kr A T 12(01) i {m J,,([k, cos 01 - k, cos 02] W) sinc (21rT7,yb)1. (85)

For the point P in the y' plane as shown in Fig. 13, sin 02 ; y'/Rp. Furthermore, from
Snell's law, (sin 01)/A, =I (sin 02)/A,,, where 02 is the angle between the z axis and the direction
of propagation of 0,. when the membrane is flat. The zero diffracted order is proportional to
sinc ( 2

7r'oyb), a sinc function centered at y' - Rp 02; the width of its main lobe is RpX U/yb,

Similarly the Mh diffracted order is proportional to a sinc function centered at y' = RP02
NRpAI' and also has a main-lobe width Rpk,,/yb.

Hence the field in the y' plane consists of various diffracted orders, whose magnitudes are
given by J,(k'W), where k' = k1 cos 01 - k,, cos 02. Unless Jm(k'W - 0 for m > 0, (85)
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predicts that when the membrane is insonified by an incident beam having one spatial fre-
quency, the transmitted field will consist of beams having a multiplicity of spatial frequencies.
Obviously this multiplicity will degrade the focused acoustic image.

This multiplicity is avoided if k'W << 1, since J,,(k'W) cc (k'W)m' I for small values of
the argument. The inequality requires either that k, Z k, or that the membrane displacement
be much less than an acoustic wavelength. When k'W << 1, (84) shows that the far-field
velocity potential is proportional to the Fourier transform of the incident velocity potential mul-
tiplied by the transmission factor T 12(01).

Several remarks are in order here. It should be recalled that, in order to use linear acous-
tic theory, lvi must be much less than c. For quasimonochromatic radiation this requires that
fluid particle displacement be much less than an acoustic wavelength. Since w, equals the nor-
mal component of the particle displacement at the membrane, the requirement wa << Xa is
automatically satisfied.

However, the displacement w as calculated in section 3.2 is the response to the first-order
acoustic pressure. There will also be a displacement w, due to nonlinear terms in the mem-
brane equation of motion (66); w, will be calculated in section 5.6. The total displacement is
w + w,. It is possible for w, to exceed an acoustic wavelength if the nonlinear pressure is
large enough. This subject will be taken up in more detail in section 5.7.

Another point to be made is that the calculations performed above are valid at large dis-
tances from the insonified portion of the membrane. However, the minitank depth is typically
of the order of Xe, so that strictly speaking the above analysis is not appropriate to the actual
operational system; that is, the exact form of br near the membrane will not be given by (85).
Nevertheless the requirement k'W << 1 for no distortion of the acoustic image still remains
valid, even near the membrane.

This conclusion is based on the following line of reasoning. For small displacements such

that k'W << I the transmitted velocity potential is approximated by

A T12 (01) imJm(' W) eik(sinOm+ZCos m
) (86)

with sin 0m = sin 01 + 2irm)'1'k,,. The transmitted field consists of various diffracted orders
in the form of plane waves propagating with direction cosines given by cos 0m. This result is
true at points near the membrane when the finite size of the incident beam can be ignored. As
the membrane displacement is increased, the amplitude of the diffracted orders m ;d 0 will
increase, at the expense of the m = 0 order.

For a point S on the liquid surface, the total velocity potential is the sum of all velocity
potentials in the orders incident upon it (Fig. 14). The sum is approximately over all orders
having inclination angles 0,, such that y(S) - Yb < dtan 02,, < y(S) + Yb Here y(S) is the y
coordinate of the point S and Yb is the beamwidth. Since y(S) + Yb >> d for d - 0(\,),
there will in general be many orders incident on point S. To faithfully record the acoustic image
on the surface, all orders except m = 0 must be suppressed, which again leads to the require-
ment kW << I.
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Fig. 14 - Diffracted orders of sound incident
on the liquid surface

4. EFFECT OF INTERFERENCE BETWEEN THE ACOUSTIC IMAGE

AND THE REFERENCE BEAM

Consider the momentum balance for an inviscid fluid with negligible body forces:

f-(pv) dV- -f (pvv" n + pn) dA. (87)

Here the volume integral represents the time rate of change of momentum of fluid within the
control volume V. The surface integral is the flux of momentum out of the surface A bounding
the control volume, and n is the unit vector normal to the surface. Hence the vector
pvv • n + pn is the momentum flux per unit area.

Suppose the time-varying part of v is ie- . Rect (I/At). Then vv is to be interpreted as
Re (v) Re (), where Re (v) denotes the real part of v. The time-varying part of vv is
sin2 o.t Rect (i/At), which equals (1/2) (1 - cos 2w, t) Rect (i/At). Note that Re (v) Re (v)
has a k-w-frequency term (1/2) Rect (I/At) and a high-frequency term (1/2) cos 2wat

Rect (t/At), for & >>I/At. The low-frequency term is proportional to <vv> Rect (;/At),
where

<v A> -- f' Re (v) Re (v) dt; (88)

that is, <vv> is the time average of Re (v) Re (v) over the pulse duration 2At. The pressure
p will be shown in section 5 to contain a component which also does not average to zero over
the pulse duration. Consequently the momentum flux per unit area will have a low-frequency
component and a high-frequency component. Consider the low-frequency component, and let

[<pvv • n> + <pn>] Rect (t/At) = P,. (89)

where P, is called the radiation pressure vector 18].
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Suppose the control volume of (87) is erected such that it straddles the interface between

two fluids. Then the momentum flux/area out of the control volume is

-P, = [< (ptv/v - p,,v,) • n,, > + < (p - p,)nu>J Rect (/At), (90)

where p, is the density in lower fluid, the other subscripted quantities have related definitions,
and the vector n, points into the upper fluid. If (90) is evaluated at the liquid surface of the
minitank, where p, >> p, and Pi >> p, then

-P, = [<plvfvl u n> + <pnu>I Rect (/At). (91)

Anticipating a result to be derived in section 5, it is the vertical (z) component of -Pr
which levitates the liquid surface; for simplicity the quantity -P, • n, is denoted as P,, the radi-
ation pressure. Hence the liquid surface responds to the vertical component of the low-
frequency portion of the momentum flux per unit area incident on the liquid surface. The
momentum flux is due to the presence of the focused acoustic image 1 and the reference
beam 0,.

At the liquid surface P, can be reduced to the simpler form

Pr = - ,<v> Rect (t/At), (92)

which is done in section 5. In (92) pu is now the equilibrium density of the imaging fluid and
v: is the vertical velocity as predicted by linear acoustic theory at the liquid surface. Let

vo, = I V,(y)l elXo(" e-"-' Rect (/At) (93a)

and

v, = Vr (y)I e""v ) e- '' Rect (t/at), (93b)

where it will be recalled that vo. is the vertical component of the particle velocity in the object's
acoustic image, and vr is the corresponding quantity in the reference beam. Then

<v > < [Re (v,:) + Re (v,)12 > (94a)

± I V 12 + I Vr1 2 + 21 V,II V, I cos o- X, (94b)
2

where it is required that oiaAt >> 1. It is assumed that both transducers operate at the same
frequency or, if the difference in frequency between the transducers is AW, it is sufficient to
require AcuAt << 1. Using (94b) in (92) gives for the radiation pressure at the liquid surface

P,= IpuIVo + IVr1 2 + 21 VI Vr I cos (xo- x)l Rect (//At). (95)

Each term can be given a physical interpretation. For example the term p,I Vo (y)1 2/4 is
the radiation pressure if only the focused acoustic image is present. Likewise, pl V,12/4 is the
radiation pressute due to the reference beam only.

The term INul V V, I cos (X,, - X) can be rewritten in the form

1 , ,(I Vole') (I l.e - 'x') + (I Vo e- '',') (I VJ e')].
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From (58) and (60),

vz = 2ik gl(y) E [qi 1(Y) + 0,(y)] e-" '' Rect (I/At), (96)

where gl(y) is the inverse transform of the minitank transfer function k (n). From (93)
through (96),

IP. I VII Vcos(X - X') = jI11i9 P (Bg019 S 1 &+ (g (sDI* [g's0,, (97
2u 0

where gED 4s,. represents the action of the minitank on the focused acoustic image, an asterisk
indicates a complex conjugate, and a factor 2ik , has been absorbed into gl(y). Hence the term
(1/2) pu1 Vo VI cos (x - x,), due to the interference between the reference beam and the

S

the acoustic image, contains a term P,- (1/4)pu(g, E tP 1) (g, E 0r) * carrying information
about the image and a term P, -= P,' containing information about its complex conjugate.

It is also interesting to take the spatial Fourier transform of P, and consider the meaning
of each term in the spatial frequency domain. For instance,1 pul'V(,)I 12 i,~~

4" 1 "7 Pu1gl1)5Jtl(1,)] $ [g'jjG ) 41(16 )) Pro(n), (98)

where E denotes the convolution operation in the spatial frequency domain. As was indicated
by (22), the maximum bandwidth of spatial frequencies in I (,q) passed by the acoustic lens
system is 1i7 K <,. Convolution causes the bandwidth of P,, to extend from -2,qm to 2,m
(Fig. 15).

4P, ( 7)
Pu

P (77)

Pm ( 77) n 
P rto (77

-'r-'?m -
7 r / 2

"1m 
2 7m r '7r+ 'm

-'r +'17m -7rn

Fig. IS - Spatial frequency components of P (7)

Suppose that 46, = A, e- 2vn 'y at the liquid surface; then i, ('q) = A,8(,q - "n,) and

Ip,, I ,q)1 = , Ar2pu l(,q,) 1 (71) = Prr( 7 ). (99)
4 4

Hence the radiation pressure ,, in the reference beam has only a "d.c." term in the spatial fre-
quency domain, as shown in Fig. 15.
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The radiation pressure Pb (n) given by

rb(7) Pu {-p (7l)tI(7)] @ [7( ()]) + A12Pj(11)I 2 E(Di) (100)

will cause a low spatial frequency levitation hb(-q) of the liquid surface. This "bulge" is the

"background" in the phase hologram caused by levitation of the liquid surface.

The "image" term Pr,(6) is given by

P 1  - puArl ( r))([l) (1)] , -11 = 1 ,1 ; (101)

that is, the action of the reference beam is to upshift the spatial frequency components of
k ()tpI (-) by an amount -q.. This is depicted in Fig. 15. Likewise, the conjugate image term
has its spectrum downshifted by an amount -:

Pr(n) -- PArgl67t) [g(1h) I4i(7i)l,-,7+,,. (102)

In Fig. 15 it is assumed that rlr > 3-qm, so that the spectrum of Prb does not overlap those of
P and PC. This allows information about the image to be extracted upon optical reconstruc-
tion of the phase hologram at the liquid surface. Otherwise light scattered from the bulge hb
will also be present as "noise" in the optical image. More will be said about this later.

In reality the reference beam is finite in lateral extent, so that at the liquid surface
= e " Rect (Y/Yb), where Yb is the width of the reference beam. Then, with the

assumption k, () constant over 7) O(7r/yb),

0,7 o A, sinc (27r (-q - 'r)Yb) (103)

and

Pr, - Ar Vl( 6)1l() i' (qi) sinc (27r (-q - lr)Yb). (104)

This represents an upshift of gn ()6pI (6q) by an amount tTr followed by a scanning_by the sinc
function. For large simple objects such that the dominant spatial frequencies of 1p are small
compared to_7rIyb, the convolution operation causes a distortion; that is, Pi is no longer pro-
portional to tI (q - 71,). For complex objects which have most of their spatial frequencies in
the range IiI >> 7rlYb,

[jj(71) $) () I sinc (21r (-q - tIr)Yb) [jI( t/Il(T )]Ih.,, ; (105)

so the spatial frequency content of gl(7I))p (q/) is preserved.

Let the surface levitation caused by P,, be denoted h, and that caused by P,,. be h . Either
h, or h, represents a phase hologram, which, when illuminated with laser light, can be used to
reconstruct the acoustic image. With the assumption that P,, is to be used for imaging, the
transfer function which relates this quantity with 0 t is proportional to the convolution of
sinc (2ir(q - 'q,)yl) with V,,, as shown in Fig. 16.
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V oz (11, t) Pr," Rect 11t)
(D [ u Ar g'  r ) sinc Qirtt 1 - 0 ----- --

Fig. 16 - Transfer function for the interference between the acoustic image and the reference beam

5. RESPONSE OF THE LIQUID SURFACE

This section considers the response of the liquid surface to a pulse of radiation pressure.
In the minitank, perturbations in velocity, pressure, and density are caused by the acoustic
field. The radiation pressure in the acoustic field causes the liquid surface to levitate. The
motion of the liquid surface in turn induces additional perturbations in velocity, pressure, and
density in the minitank.

The nonlinearity of the equations of mass and momentum conservation which govern the
behavior of the imaging fluid could conceivably cause a coupling between, for example, veloci-
ties in the acoustic field and in the field induced by surface motion. This could lead to serious
problems in recording the acoustic image at the liquid surface. However, it will be shown that
to the degree of approximation considered here the acoustic field is unaffected by motion of the
surface.

The radiation pressure is caused by nonlinear effects in the acoustic field which result in a
steady momentum flux per unit area. To show how this comes about, it is advantageous to
review some results of nonlinear acoustic theory.

5.1 Nonlinear Acoustics

Consider the propagation of an acoustic wave through an inviscid homogenous fluid. Let
the density p and acoustic particle velocity v be given by p = Po + PIa + P2a and v = VIa + V2a,
where P0 is the density in the equilibrium state of the fluid and Pla and P2a are the first- and
second-order perturbations in density respectively. Denote the acoustic Mach number by Ma.
It is assumed [91 that Ma O(P la/Po) = O(P2a/P a). Let Via be the amplitude Of via and V2a
be the amplitude of V2,. Then it is assumed [91 that O(VlaI V2a) - O(Ma), where Ma is
assumed << I.

The above forms of p and v are substituted into the mass conservation equation

p + V (v)= 0, (106)

which then becomes

'ota + V (POVa)] + [ 2a + V• (P0 V2a + vlaVa)J

+ V (vip2 a(v + V2 .) + Pt1aV2aJ - 0. (107)

Let the wave be quasimonochromatic, so that, neglecting phase factors which are functions of
spatial variables,
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via oc Via sin woat Rect (t/At),

Plo , R10 sin tJ Rect G/At),

and similarly for V 2a and P2a. Then Pia - O(wup 1 ) and V - (poVla) - O(poVl/Xa). The
terms in the first bracket on the left-hand side of (107) are of the order of 6JaPoMa, and those
in the second bracket are of the order of wapoM]. Groups of terms which are of the same
order of magnitude in powers of M are set equal to zero; that is, to first order in M

Pia + V • (OOVIa) = 0 (108)

and to second order

P2a + V ' (POV2a + PlaVla) - 0. (109)

Consider next the relation between pressure and density. For isentropic flow (non-heat-
conducting fluid) the pressure can be expanded in the Taylor series

P = 2 !O + (110)a =a+p2° +l 1 2! ..
where

P0 = equilibrium pressure,

P' = P - PO,

(OP/Op)o - C2

and

co = sound speed at equilibrium.

Now c2 = l/p3, with f6 being the bulk modulus of the fluid, so (a2p/ap2)0 = -c2/po. Setting
P = p - P0 and retaining only those terms in (110) which are at least of the order of c3poM2
gives

P = C2
(Pla + P2a - P'a/2 P0) •  (111)

In this and subsequent expressions it is to be understood that P is now the pressure perturba-
tion and c is the sonic velocity at equilibrium. Note that P - Pla + P2a, where

P1. = c~pla, (112)

P 2a = C
2 (P2a - p2a/2po), (113)

and P2 /PIa - O(Ma) .

These results will be of use in considering the momentum equation

p[, + V . v]= -VP + ALV2v + (.' +//3) V( v) + pg. (114)

Here A is the coefficient of shear viscosity, IA' is the coefficient of dilatational viscosity, and g is
the gravitational acceleration. The term pg can be rewritten as pgVz, where g = Igj. This
body force term is negligible compared to inertial terms, since Macwa >> g for typical values
of c O(105 cm/s) and (a - 0(10 rad/s).
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To first order the inertial force is p0i' , which is of the order of pooacM,. The lowest
order viscous force term is .V 2Vi + (ja' + /A/3) V( "via), which is of the order of
1AcM,/X,. The ratio of inertial to viscous forces is the Reynolds number Re, which is cxa/v.
Here v is the coefficient of kinematic viscosity A/po.

It is assumed that Re >> 1. Then there will be one set of terms in (l14) which are of
the order of pto~wcM, another set of terms which are of the order of powcM], and a third set
of terms which are of the order of pOwcM,,/MaR,. Those terms which are of the order of
powacMa are grouped together, giving

p0 1 + VP 1 a = 0. (115)

Likewise the set of terms of the order of powa c or smaller gives

POV 2a + Plaia + PO Via " VVia + VP 2a = + (2Vla + (A' + -/l 3 ) V (V • v 1a). (116)

In this equation the right-hand side is negligible if 1/Re << Ma.

Assume irrotational flow so that Via = V01a, and v 2a = V02a. Equation (116) can be
spatially integrated to give

Po(k2a + Via ' va/2) - c2I2a/2po + P 2.= [4-z + 7' V 2
10 . (117)

An arbitrary function of time has been absorbed into b2a, and the momentum equation (115)
has been used in conjunction with (112). Recall that first-order quantities P a and via are time
harmonic, so that, for example, p 0 2c (1/2)(1 - cos 2O~t) Rect (/At). Here the tri-
gonometric identity sin 2 (at = (1/2)(1 - cos 2wat) has been used. It is seen that terms such
asp 2 and via • via will have low temporal frequency components.

These low-frequency components give rise to a small but constant pressure during the
pulse duration 0 < t < 2At. To see how this comes about, the time average of (117) is taken
over the pulse duration, giving

<P2a> a<p1a>-:O <Va 'Via>, (118)

where
2fo Pa (t)dt

<Ph,> 2At (119)

Note that the quantity <b2,,> does not appear in (118). In the absence of viscosity
(whose effect has been neglected on this time scale), the presence of a constant pressure
gradient V < P2,,> would give rise to an increasing velocity. However,

< 2a> = 02,,(2At) - 0 2a(O)
2At (t201

which is of the order of V2a0 a/At. Recall that V2a is by definition the maximum valu,
assumed by v2a. The term <Via • Via> in (118) is of the order of V2 - since twAt I and
V2al/ Vi = Ma, <0 2.> can be neglected compared to <Via Via>.
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Just as there is a steady component of pressure in the acoustic wave, there is also a steady
component of momentum flux per unit area, called the radiation pressure vector P,. For an
inviscid, non-heat-conducting fluid, the time-averaged momentum flux per unit area through a
given surface is given by (89), repeated here in the form

Pr = <P> n + po<vv • n>, (121)

where n is a unit vector normal to the surface. Since <P > = 0, this becomes
Pr = <P 2a> n + po<VlaVl • n>, (122)

where quantities smaller than the second order have been neglected.

Suppose the fluid is bounded. In particular let the acoustic wave travel through the mini-
tank and strike the liquid surface. A boundary condition can be derived from (66) by letting
b - 0, w - h, and T - -y, where h is the height of the liquid surface andy is the surface ten-
sion coefficient. Furthermore p,, becomes the density of air and p, becomes the density of the
imaging fluid.

Since p,, << pl, conservation of momentum in the vertical direction at the liquid surface
requires

P+p(v -e:) 2 + y (123)

where P and p refer to the pressure and density of the imaging fluid and e. is a unit vector in
the vertical (z) direction. Due to the second-order acoustic quantities the low-frequency term
[<P 2a> + p0< (via .e) 2>] Rect (IA), which equals - Pn, will appear in (123). This
will induce low-frequency motions of the liquid surface, and this motion in turn causes addi-
tional pressure, density, and velocity perturbations in the minitank. It is natural to assume
therefore that in the minitank

P = Pla + P2a + Ps, (124a)

P' Pla + P2a + Ps, (124b)

and
V = Via + v 2 , + V,. (124c)

The subscript s refers to perturbations associated with motion of the liquid surface. Substitut-
ing p' into (110) gives P, = c2ps.

To use the liquid surface to record the focused acoustic image, it is necessary that the
acoustic field quantities, such as via and V2a be unaffected by v,. It will be shown later that this
occurs if C, << c and w,1 << w, where C, is the velocity of propagation of a free wave on the
liquid surface, and oa,1 is the corresponding frequency of free vibration. The possibillity of cou-
pling between the acoustic field and the surface-wave field exists because of terms such as
V - (pv) in the mass conservation equation (106) and v •Vv in the momentum conservation
equation (114).

5.2 Propagation of Free Waves on the Liquid Surface

At this point it is necessary to consider free-wave propagation on the liquid surface in the
absence of the acoustic field; i.e., P = p1. p'= p. and v = v5 . For negligible viscosity the
momentum equation (114) becomes
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p(i, + v, . Vv) = -VP, - pgVz s . (125)

For irrotational flow v, = Vt, and (125) integrates to Bernoulli's equation

P = -Po pOV'1s2vs2 -pogz5 . (126)

Here p, has been neglected compared to P0 and an arbitrary function of time has been absorbed
into J,.

Evaluating the above at the liquid surface (where z, = h,) and substituting the result into
the boundary condition (123) gives

-0- poghs + yV 2hs = 0, (127)

where V 1 2 = 2/ay,2. The nonlinear term p0v, • v, has been neglected compared to, for exam-
ple, p ,. This linearization is valid if IvI << C.

At the liquid surface h, = O a/Oz, so (127) can be solved for h, once ( , is known. An

equation for t0, can be obtained from the mass conservation equation

P, + V • (v ) = 0. (128)

Now p, O(wp,) for w, a characteristic frequency of oscillation of the liquid surface. This
term will be neligible compared to V. (pv,) if PsPO << hIA for X, a characteristic
wavelength and h, a characteristic displacement caused by motion of the surface. Since
Ps = P/c 2 and from Bernoulli's equation (126) P, - O(po), it can be shown that
Ps/Po << h,/jA if C2 << c2. The latter inequality will be proven later. Using v, = VO, the
mass conservation equation becomes

V 20, = 0. (129)

At the bottom of the minitank (z = -d), aOc/z equals the membrane velocity t ,.
Assume that w, << h,; it will be shown later in this section that when w, << h5, the boundary
condition at the membrane is effectively aok/z = 0. Then a solution to (129) is

0, = A [cosh " (z + d)] e"i v e- i' .  (130)

To satisfy the kinematic boundary condition h, = 60j/z at the liquid surface, let

hs= - it ei - e-" sinh 'd. (131)

Substituting these results into (127) leads to

A [-c2 + (Pog + yh 2) (h/Po) tanh hdJ = 0. (132)

For nontrivial solutions

(P0g + "/i12) (f1/po) tanh 'id, (133)

where oI is the frequency of oscillation associated with the traveling wave h, ,, e' " e-' ' '.

It is of interest to compare the magnitude of w,, with w , the operating frequency of the
transducers. The wavelength X, of a traveling wave on the liquid surface is given by 27n/.
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Typically Xs>, Xa, so that < O(27r/X 0 ). The notation f0 < O(27-/X) means that the order of
- is less than or equal to 27-/,X,. For transducers operating at 5 MHz in water, Xa = 0.03 cm.
Let y - (100 MN/cm), Po - (1 g/cm3), and d - 0(0.1 cm). For this example, (133) gives
W1 < O(107 rad2/s2), which is much less than CU.

Another quantity of interest is C5, the speed of propagation of a free wave on the liquid
surface. Since C, = wJfi, its general form is

Cs = (pog + ),y 2) tanh -d / (134)
P0I

In the limit of long wavelengths - 0; then C, - -,/d, which is the speed of propagation of a
gravity wave on the liquid surface [101. For short wavelengths, i- 27r/Xa, so that
C, - \[(1/p 0 )-I tanh id, the speed of propagation of a capillary wave [101. For the values of
Po, y, and d used previously, C, - 0(10 cm/s) for both small and large 4. Hence the speed of
propagation is many orders of magnitude less than the sonic velocity. The inequalities
wi << w,, and C, << c will be useful when considering the response of the liquid surface to a
pulse of radiation pressure.

5.3 Levitation of the Liquid Surface By Radiation Pressure

Consider forced motion of the liquid surface due to radiation pressure in the acoustic
field. It is assumed that the pressure, density and velocity are given by (124a), (124b), and
(24c), where the acoustic quantities are calculated from the acoustic mass and momentum
conservation equations (108), (109), (115), and (116). The quantities p, P5, and v, associ-
ated with motion of the liquid surface are assumed calculable from (125) and (128) plus the
relation t1, = c2ps.

It is necessary to show that the general mass conservation equation (106) and momentum
conservation equation (114) are satisfied by the choice of p. P, and v, given by (124a) through
(124c). Before this can be done, orders of magnitude must be assigned to Ps, p5, and v.
These are assigned by considering the balance of forces per unit area acting vertically at the
liquid surface, which is given by (123). With the preceding assumptions as to the form of pres-
sure, velocity, and density, (123) becomes

P1a + P2. + P + (Po + P')[(Vla + V2a + v,) "ez
] + yV2(hia + h 2a + h,) = 0. (135)

Assume that Plt >> P, and Pla >> VYV 2 hl,, in the boundary condition (135). Then (135)
reduces to the pressure-release condition Pla = 0 which was used in the calculation of the mini-
tank transfer function. It will be shown later that the inequality P10 >> P, satisfies the general
forms of the mass and momentum conservation equations. The inequality Plt >> YV I2hi," in
conjunction with the relation hla - 0(Via/ao,,) requires that ,/poC2 a << 1. This is easily
satisfied for imaging fluids of interest, such as Freon and water.

For Pl,, = 0 the boundary condition (135) becomes

P, + yV['h, = -{P2a + (Pro + P')[(Vl, + V2a + V,) -e:1 2 + YV2(hl,, + h2a)). (136)

If the momentum equation (125) is assumed true, then P5 is given by its integral, the Ber-
nouilli equation (126). Substituting (126) into the boundary condition (136) gives
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[PIPog- h + h {P 2 . + poR(VI , ez) 2 + (v, . e:) (v, e,)]
+yV2(hia + h 2 a01 (137)

Here the nonlinear term p0 (v• e-) 2 haS been neglected compared to pO s on the assumption
that jvI << C. The terms which are of order p0 (v2. - ez) (v, • e:) have been neglected also.
In the absence of the acoustic field (137) reduces to (127), the equation for propagation of free
surface waves. When the acoustic field is present, terms on the right-hand side have the char-
acter of driving forces per unit area.

Consider, for example, the term P2a. Now P2a 0C cos 2 wtot Rect (,/At), which has high-
and low-frequency components in the temporal frequency domain. The high frequencies are of
the order of (oa; wa has been shown to be much greater than o,, the characteristic frequency
associated with the free surface wave h, cc e' -' e- ' "'. Hence it is to be expected that the liquid
surface responds to <P 20 > Rect (/At), which contains the low temporal frequencies of P2a.

In like fashion the surface will respond to po< (v j e.) 2> Rect (^'/A)1, the low-frequency
component of po(V1 0 • e4)2. However, the term po(vla • e.) (v, . e:) has dominant temporal
frequencies of the order of w,, and can be neglected as a driving pressure.

Since the liquid surface has frequencies of free vibration w,+, it will respond to temporal
frequency components which are of the order of w.'. The frequency components of Rect(t/At)
are proportional to sinc (wAt), which is of the order of I/w ,At for w - O(w,.). The frequency
components of hl, are proportional t, sinc ((w - w 0 )At), which is of the order of 1/w0 At for
w - O(w,.). Consequently the term 7 2hla can be disregarded compared to, for example,
<po(v,, e:) 2> Rect (t/At), provided that Y/P 0 C2X 0 << M(tw I/d,+), which is met for most
imaging fluids of interest.

Finally it is necessary to consider the term YV h2a. Now <V20 > = 0 at the liquid sur-
face, since otherwise h2a - for At - oo. Hence

h2a V2a for (cos 2wt) Rect (i/At) d. (138)

which leads to
<h2,> cc (V2a/2 o,)/(WaAt). (139)

Consequently, yVV2<h 20 > is much less than p0 <(v1 ,, "ez) 2>, since the requirement

y/poc 2 ,\., << W,At is easily satisfied.

Using all of the preceding simplifies the boundary condition (137) to

-O0, - p 0gh, + yVh, = - [<P 2,> + po< (v, • e)2>] Rect (i/At). (140)

Now 0 O(,X V), and the above equation shows that V, - O( V?/C 5). Furthermore,
since p l4 - O(P) from (126), it follows that P - O(P 20 ). Recalling that P, = c 2p, and
P 2a - O(C 2P2a) givesp, - O(P2a)-

In summary, the boundary condition (135) leads to the following estimate of the orders of

magnitude of pressure, density, and velocity:

Ps 0 O(P 2")' (141a)

Ps - O(P2a), (141 b)
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and

V, - 0( V11a/ C). (0410)

These results will now be used to show that the acoustic field is, to the approximation
considered here, unaffected by motions of the liquid surface. The momentum equation for
inviscid, irrotational flow when the acoustic field and surface-wave field are both present is

(poi'l, + VPI,) + (POi'2a + PlaiIa + p0V10 * VVJa + VP 2a) + p 0vs ' VVla

+ P Ovl " Vv + (P 0i + p0gVz. + VP) = 0. (142)

It is assumed that Iv, I C5, and terms of order P 1oWa V2a have been neglected. All terms in
the above are greater than this, provided that Aa/Xs >> M,.

If this inequality is not satisfied, then poi, - O(Plai2a). However, the dominant tem-
poral frequencies of poi', are of the order wo,, and those Of pii2a are of the order of w. Since
WY, << wa, terms such as PlaV2a do not couple with, for example, p0 ' and hence will be disre-
garded. For the same reason, the terms povs • 7 v10 and PoVia - VV, may couple with, for
example, p0i2a if Iv, - O(V,,) and X, - O(Xa). However, they will not couple with poV.

The group of terms in (142) having the largest order of magnitude is P0ia + VP 1a,
which is of the order of powacMa. The terms in the second and third parentheses in (142) are
of the order of powacMa2 and poacMa2a/Xs respectively. The entire equation can be made
dimensionless by dividing through by puwac. Then terms which are of the order of Ma and M2
are set to zero separately. This gives, for the order of Ma

PoiV. + VPIa - 0 (143)

and for the order of Ma2

P0o2a + PIaIa + p0v1 a Vv a + VP 2a - p0 (v5 " avl + via ' v5 ). (144)

If irrotational flow is assumed, the above can be integrated over space and time-averaged to
give

<p ~ C 2 <2a P0

- > C= -- <Via • Via>. (145)

Here (143) and the relation Pl_ = C2pa have been used. The term in (142) which is of the
order of MX,/0 X, is also set to zero, giving

Pois + pogvzs + VP = 0. (146)

The dimensional forms have been used in (143) through (146).

When Aa 0), terms in (144) and (146) are the same order of magnitude. However,
they are still separated as above, since otherwise there will be more unknowns (such as Pa and
P20) than equations to solve for them, and since the momentum equation (142) is satisfied to
the order of Ma.

The first-order acoustic momentum equation is recovered, since (143) is identical to
(115). The second-order equation (144) contains coupling terms on the right-hand side which
are negligible if IvI < < Via. If Iv, I 0(Via), then the high-frequency (of the order of wa)
components of the second-order quantities v2, and P2, may be affected by the surface-wave
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field, as seen by comparing (144) with (116). However, the low-frequency components of V2a
and 2, are unaffected by surface motion, as seen by comparing (145) with its counterpart,
(118). This is fortunate, since it is the low-frequency components of the second-order acoustic
quantities which give rise to radiation pressure, which levitates the surface. Note also that the
momentum equation involving v, and P, is independent of the acoustic field.

The momentum balance involving first-order acoustic quantities and the low-frequency,
second-order acoustic quantities can be calculated separately from that involving surface-wave
quantities. If the same can be shown to be true with regard to mass conservation, then acoustic
field quantities and surface-wave quantities can be calculated separately in the minitank.

Hence it is necessary to consider the mass-conservation equation

[Pla + V ' (PoVIa)I + [2a + V • (PlaVla + POV2a) + V • (PlaVs)J
+ 7 • (poV) = 0. (147)

The equation can be made dimensionless by dividing by po,. The left-hand side consists of
three groups of terms, having orders of magnitude of Ma, M, and M](c/C)(X,0/X). Equat-
ing each group to zero and returning to dimensional form gives

SIa + V • (pov 1a) = 0, (148)

P2a + V ' (PlaVia + POV2a) - (PtOs), (149)

and

V -v, = 0. (150)

Note that (c/C)(,,/X) can be of the order of 1, for long wavelengths, so that (149) and (150)
can be the same order of magnitude. If they are retained as separate equations, there will be
enough equations to solve for the unknown quantities P, p, and v. That is, the set (143),
(144), (146), (148), (149), and (150) gives 12 equations to solve for 15 unknowns. Three
other relations are

Pla = C2Pla, (151)

P 2a = C2 'P2. - Pa/(2pO)I, (152)

and

p = C 2p. (153)

Furthermore mass conservation is now satisfied to the order of PowaM.c/k.

The first-order acoustic mass conservation equation (148) has the same form as (108),
which is the equation in the absence of the surface-wave field. The second-order acoustic equa-
tion (149) contains the coupling term V • (plav,), which is negligible if lv,I << Vj1 . Even if
Iv, I- O(Via), the time average of (149) is the same as the time average of (109). Hence the
low-frequency second-order acoustic quantities can be calculated independently of the surface-
wave quantities. Furthermore the mass conservation equation in the surface-wave field is
independent of the acoustic field, as comparison of (150) and (129) shows.

If viscosity is considered, then terms such as OtV 2v1 0 will appear on the right-hand side of

(144). However, these terms, as stated previously, are negligible if MR, << 1. Furthermore,
the time average of these terms is zero, so that (145) remains unchanged. There will also be
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terms such asA <, 2 V2a> Rect (t/At) on the right-hand side of (146). These will be negligi-
ble if Re (>s/>a). For typical fluids of interest (such as water and Freon)

0(10-2 cm 2/s) and c- O(105 cm/s). For typical frequencies in the megahertz range,
a (10- 2 cm); consequently, Re - O(105). In any practical system of interest, X, is lim-

ited by the finite size of the system; typically x, < 0(10 cm). Hence the inequality
Re >> Xa/X is easily satisfied.

Finally, terms such as A,V2v, which would appear in (146), can be ignored if CX 5/, >>
1. This dimensionless quantity is the Reynolds number appropriate to the surface-wave field.
For long wavelengths (of the order of 10 cm), this Reynolds number is much greater than 1,
for fluids of interest. At short wavelengths (of the order of Xa), it is of the order of 10.

Thus viscosity will affect neither the first-order acoustic quantities nor the low-frequency
second-order acoustic quantities. Its only practical effect is to induce small viscous forces in the
surface-wave field.

5.4 Transfer Function For Levitation of the Liquid Surface

It is now possible to calculate the form of the transfer function for the liquid surface. To
do so, (140) is used, which is repeated here in the form

p,,0, + p1 gh, - y'7Vh, = (< P2a> + P,< (via " e:)2 >) Rect (t/At), (154)

with Pu being the equilibrium density of the imaging fluid. It was shown earlier that the radia-
tion pressure vector P, at an arbitrary surface with outward unit normal n is given by
Pr = (<P 2a>n + PO<Va Via 'n>) Rect (i/At). At the liquid surface n = e:, so that the
right-hand side of (154) is Pr • n = Pr, the radiation pressure. This shows that levitation of the
liquid surface is caused by the radiation pressure, as was anticipated in the paragraph following
(91) in section 4.

From the acoustic boundary condition Pla = 0 it follows that Pla = 0 at the liquid sur-
face, and from (118) <P 2a> = -Pu <Via " Via>/2 there. Also, the fact that Pla = 0 implies
that every incident compression wave in the acoustic field is reflected as a rarefaction wave and
vice versa. This causes the y component of Via to vanish at the liquid surface, which makes
(Via ' e:) 2 -- Via " Via there. Consequently the radiation pressure at the liquid surface is just
(l/2)p,<v2> Rect (I/At), or (l/2)pu<(vo. + v,) (vo- + v,)> Rect (t/At).

The transfer function will give the levitation of the liquid surface due to a temporal pulse
of radiation pressure of duration 2At having spatial frequency j - 27r-q. Recall that the liquid
surface is the top of a thin layer of imaging fluid of thickness d the bottom of this layer is in
contact with a thin membrane whose properties were analyzed in section 3.

As long as the levitation of the liquid surface h, is much larger than the displacement of
the membrane, it is possible to assume that v, - e: - 0 at the membrane (z = -d). It will be
shown in section 5.6 that

4,s >> (vs" ez) 1:--d (155)

for X, < 0(0 cm). At these short wavelengths the exact solution for h5, accounting for mem-
brane elasticity, is essentially the same as the value of h, calculated using the rigid-membrane
boundary condition v, e, 0 at z = -d.
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To calculate the response of the liquid surface to a pulse of radiation pressure, it is neces-
sary to solve the equations

72,= 0 (156)

and

P5 + PA + P~gz = 0. (157)

The Laplace equation (156) is the form assumed by the mass conservation equation (150) for
irrotational flow, or v, = VO. Equation (157) is the linearized Bernoulli equation, the first
integral of the linearized momentum equation (146) for inviscid flow. The boundary conditionsr(for liquid surface of infinite lateral extent) are

_Pu's -pughs + YV 12hS p= -',Z = 0, (158)

-=~, 0= , (159)
OZ

and

-,= 0, z -d. (160)

As a solution of the Laplace equation (156) let

, (Z t) = ff A( ' c) (cosh [ (z + d)]II e"~~ dj dco, (161)

which automatically satisfies t94ks/.z = 0 at z = -d. To satisfy ak~/Oz = 5 at z =0, set

hs (y, t) =-ff (i/io)) A (j, w) (sinh i d) e' Y e"~~ didw. (162)

Taking the Fourier transform of the boundary condition (158) with respect to time and
space variables gives

[O 2 cosh i~d + (pug + yi 2) Pu- sihj h

- (At') Wri~ (sinc wA 0 eiwt sinh d (163)
P u

Here the radiation pressure has the Fourier integral representation

P,(y, 0) = 2A t ff T,(h~) (sinc A tr) e'0)4 ei Y e-iwt didw. (164)

Using h, =-('il/iw) A and co~ = pu y (j/p,) tanh id leads to

hs -i W)~ i~ w4A (sncc7 (165)
(pug + yi2) (_WI + W1

with inverse transform

~ t) Pu'~+ ~ wsin cut~ E@ Rect (t/A 1), (166)
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where E denotes temporal convolution. This can be put in the form hs(i/, t = H(q, t) (i),
where the transfer function H(, t) is

t

T = ,) sin cu,,t @ Rect (i/At) (167)p~g + yi 2(67

For the general case where the radiation pressure has many spatial frequency components,

h,(y, t) = f__ (i, t) jr(.) e'yd (168)

or, using the convolution theorem of Fourier analysis,
S

h,(y, t) = H(y, t) E p(y). (169)

It was shown earlier that

P, = 1 p V, + I V, 2 + 21 V.I I l. I cos(Xo - X,)J Rect(/At). (95)

Recall that vo: is the particle velocity at the liquid surface, due to the object's focused acoustic
image, and v, is the particle velocity at liquid surface, due to the reference beam. Note that
v,,. and v, are first-order (in Ma) quantities and are given by (93a) and (93b), repeated here
for convenience:

vo= = I VoI e' e Rect(t/At) (93a)

and

V, = I VdIe' e- i 'a Rect(t/At). (93b)

It is convenient to let

Pr p[I. II 2 + 12+21 V I IV, I cos (Xo - X,)+ (170)

The first term on the right-hand side is the radiation pressure at the liquid surface if only the
focused acoustic image is present. The second term is the radiation pressure if only the refer-
ence beam strikes the surface. The third term represents the interference of the focused acous-
tic image with the reference beam. This term can be decomposed into two components, Pr and
Pr,; P,, contains information about 411, the focused acoustic image, and Pr contains information
about 4il', the complex conjugate of i/ 1 . The surface levitation h,, due to P, can be calculated
from

h,(y, t) = H(y, t) E P,,(y). (171)

In the spatial frequency domain (171) becomes._h(, 0 = H(-i, t)Pri(ii), which has the black-
box representation shown in Fig. 17. H(1 , t) is represented by the convolution

W,, sin ),,t Rect (/A), followed by multiplication by l/(pg + y'h2 ).

5.5 Transfer Function as Modified for a Slightly Viscous Imaging Fluid

The transfer function (167) predicts that the liquid surface will oscillate forever when
struck by a pulse of radiation pressure. A more realistic transfer function must account for the
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1r (7) Rect 61/At) t hi(7,t)
- ~(D) w sin w tt

1/ (P g + _Y )

Fig. 17 - Transfer function for the liquid surface when viscosity is negligible

action of viscosity, which has been neglected to this point. It was shown previously that for
MI(PoCk,) << Ma viscous effects are negligible in the first- and second-order acoustic mass
and momentum conservation equations. Recall that pockJ/A is the acoustic Reynolds number.
However, the Reynolds number poCsX,/, associated with the surface-wave field can be much
smaller than the acoustic Reynolds number. Hence viscous effects will first become significant
in the surface-wave field.

The stress-strain rate relations for a viscous fluid are [11]

o= = -P + 2A z (172a)
az

and

avy av.
' = -z + ay (72b)

here v, = v, - e=, etc. Since there is no shear stress at the liquid surface, there will be an addi-
tional boundary condition

"-z +-y + 0 (173)

to satisfy at z = 0. In addition the vertical momentum balance becomes

P, + 2AL --z (174)

Finally the no-slip boundary condition at the bottom of the minitank is

v, = 0, z = -d. (175)

An analytic solution for the motion of the imaging fluid can be obtained for slight viscos-
ity when d - , following Lamb [II. The motion will be approximately irrotational, so that
v, - VO, + curl *, where it is expected that 'I*, << 0,. If two-dimensional motion is
assumed, *, - *',e,. Since V . (curl *) 0, the mass conservation equation remains
V720, - 0. The momentum equation becomes

V(p,,, + P, + p,,gz,) = -curl (p," - MV 2W). (176)
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For approximately irrotational motion, let the relation between 0, and P, be
p,,), + p,,gz, + P', = 0, as in the case of inviscid flow. Then the momentum equation gives

+ = ,V2+ (177)

for v = g/p,, the kinematic viscosity.

Assume solutions in the form

= ff A (, w) el- e' "" e" "' d-qdt (178)

and

', = ff B(, w) e' : e' k e -"' d tdw, (179)

where to satisfy (177), m2 =2 -iw/v. The boundary condition of zero shear stress gives
B('to -2,q2 vi(10

A(, ) -iw + 2 2v (180)

For slight viscosity, w is O(tod, and w,, >> 2 2v. Hence B << A, allowing boundary condi-
tion (174) to be written as

- pu1gh, - 2 Mk,. + y -P, (181)

The relation h, . = Ii at z -0 gives f r ijAw,
h, -f (' e e;' ai dw. (182)

The Fourier transform of the boundary condition (181) gives
/= r.._(0.._,to 72 21 (183)

Pug + Y 2 -0)2 - 2i jW 2V + ((1

Taking the inverse transform with respect to w gives

h2 2&,,sin wt G Rect /At),(184)Pug + Y I I

where (w ') 2 
= W2o _ (2 i 2v) 2. For slight viscosity, w, & u,, and the transfer function becomes

H(¢),t) = to  -2 2"'st,1
w e - sin w,, @ Rect (I/At)

Pug + 2(185)

The case of finite depth is more complicated, and it becomes necessary to numerically
integrate the governing equations. This was done by Pille and Hildebrand [2] for a minitank
with a rigid bottom. The resulting transfer function is the same as f185), except for shallow
depths, defined by dhi < 7r/2. In this case they found by numerical analysis that

H(' t) e sin @O, D Rect (A) (186)
(pug + y0)(8
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where

q = " (tanh d) ,
q 2 P,(Pg+ y- 2)

and
E =0, d > 7r/2,

= -2.3, d < 7r/2.

Pille and Hildebrand [21 observed that, based on their numerical results, the criterion
W >> h2p which has been used to define the fluid as being slightly viscous may be too restric-
tive, That is, the transfer function for a viscous fluid may be adequately described by (186)
even if o, 0 (242v). They also observed that the addition of the factor (tanh -d) - 2-3 in
(186) gave a good fit to their numerical results for depths as small as 0.02X,, where X, = 27r/.
They did not perform any numerical analysis for d < 0.02X,. Furthermore they state that
(186) may be invalid for small .

A typical plot of H(h, t) for a given value of h1 is shown in Fig. 18, taken from Pille and
Hildebrand [2], where HN = 1/p,,g. It is seen that good agreement exists between their numer-
ical results and (186). Note that the surface levitation decays with time due to the effect of
viscosity

0-- pr 0 0s=20Ocm
1 5 dAS

= 0 2 5 8

?= 159 MN cm

P= 179 g cm'
1 v= 0.039 cm' , s

q=0 147
Wen = 505 rad s

0 2., t=3.86
05

-o C -l----.-4-

-EQUATION (186)

-1 0 NUMERICAL

ANALYSIS

-15

Fig. 18 - Response of the liquid surface to a pulse of radiation pressure having spatial
frequency 21r/\,. This figure is taken from Refs. I and 2, by permission.
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A plot of H(, t) with time I as the parameter and varying is shown in Fig. 19, also
from Pille and Hildebrand [2]. Here the minitank depth d is greater than X,/4 for the spatial
frequencies considered and, by definition, dB -- 10 logl 0(H/Hv). The curves were terminated
at the point at which H(, t) becomes negative. Note that for any given time t, there exists a
band of spatial frequencies for which H(, t,) is approximately constant. At this time the
liquid surface faithfully records the corresponding spatial frequency components of the focused
acoustic image.

77 (rad/cm)
1 10 100 1000

0 i i i Him11 i i 11111 i i i

-10

-20 -, a

-0 -40

z

-60

-70 d >X S/4

2Lt =1 0
-
1 s

-801

Fig. 19 - Transfer function for the liquid surface as a function
of spatial frequency, with time as a parameter. The surface is
subjected to a pulse of radiation pressure, the minitank depth is
effectively infinite. This figure is taken from Refs. 1 and 2, by
permission.

Figure 20 shows the behavior of the transfer function for a finite depth (d - 0.015 cm).
It is seen that the effect of finite depth is to reduce the magnitude of H( , t) at low spatial fre-
quencies.

In the preceeding two figures the pulse duration 2At has been finite. Figure 21 shows
H(, t) for At -- ,o that is, for continuous excitation of the liquid surface by radiation pres-
sure for t > 0. The figure clearly shows that the liquid surface experiences an increase in
response to the lower spatial frequencies when excited by a step function of radiation pressure,
as opposed to a pulse. However, it was shown by (105) that the spatial frequency components
in the acoustic image have been upshifted by h, due to the interference of the acoustic image
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-30-Fig. 20 -Transfer function for the liquid surfacem as a function of spatial frequency, with titme as a

___ parameter. The surface is subjected to a pulse of
Z 40 radiation pressure~ the minitank depth is finite.
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Fig 21I Transfer function for the liquid surface
subjected to a step function of radiation pressure CO - 0

(A the minitank depth is finite. This -0
figure is taken from Refs. I and 2. by permission. z
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with the reference beam 0, c A, exp (ii,y). For /i, greater than apt':oximately 10 rad/cm the
steady-state value of fi(i, 0 in Fig. 21 is not constant, which will cause distortion of the
image.

Hence better image fidelity is obtained by subjecting the liquid surface to a train of pulses.
Recall that only those spatial frequencies in the bandpass jI < i,,, are passed by the acoustic
lens system. Since the reference wave upshifts these frequencies, the surface must record fre-
quencies in the band -ij + i, < < ", + h.,. The previous figures show that there exists a
time t, after the initiation of the pulse when H( , t) is approximately constant in this band of
spatial frequencies. It is at this time that the liquid surface is sampled with a short pulse of
laser light. Since the levitation damps out due to viscosity, the surface will eventually return to
its quiescent state. Then it can be subjected to another pulse of radiation pressure and, after
the same time delay t, again sampled with laser light. This process is repeated with a repetition
rate such that a flicker-free optical reconstruction of the acoustic image can be formed.

A typical sampling rate is 60 Hz. It is of interest to determine whether the liquid surface
has returned to its undisturbed state 1/60 second after being subjected to a pulse of radiation
pressure. Let the response to P,,(h) be h,, and assume - 20 rad/cm, or X, - 0(0.1 cm).
The transfer function for levitation of the surface is given by (186). Let the minitank depth d
be of the order of 0.1 cm, then the damping factor e ""I' in (186) becomes e- 2h2 't, since
hd > r/2. Assume Freon E-5 to be the imaging fluid, so that y - 160 MN/cm, v = 0.04
cm 2/s, and p, = 1.8 g/cm3 . For 2At = 10- s it is found that wAt << 1; hence for t > 2At

w,, e - 42 sin 0w,,t e Rect (/X) = 2w, t e - 2,,'' sin wt. (187)

Let t, be the time at which a new pulse of radiation pressure is applied. Then from (186) the
levitation of the surface just prior to the application of the pulse is

t ) =r 2 P,,(h) WoAt e -  sin wstl .  (188)
pug + Y 2

In order for Fi,(iJ, rI) - 0, it is necessary that e 2 0 or 2 2vrtl >> 1. For
t = 1/60 s, 22vi, - 0.5 for h - 20 rad/cm, hence t1,(', t) has not decayed sufficiently when
the next pulse of radiation pressure arrives at the surface.

Two options are available to make h,( i) - 0; either the spatial frequency can be
increased (by increasing the acoustic frequency for example) or the minitank depth can be

decreased. Suppose that i 100 rad/cm; then e - 2 2
, - 0 and hi,(, tI) - 0. If is still 20

rad/cm but d is decreased to the order of 0.01 cm, then d- < ir/2 and the damping factor
e- qarf in (186) becomes exp[-2"h2itl (hd)- 2 3]. The argument of this exponential is of the
order of 10, so that Fl,(h, t1) - 0.

5.6 Levitation of the Liquid Surface Accounting for Membrane Elasticity

It is necessary to justify the use of the rigid membrane boundary condition (160) which
was used in calculating H(ij, ). To do this, consider the response of the system composed of
the imaging fluid, membrane, and object-tank fluid to a pulse of radiation pressure. The
object-tank fluid is assumed to be semi-infinite (to extend to z - -cc). For simplicity, viscos-
ity is assumed negligible.
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The boundary condition at the membrane is given by (66) with the subscript /referring to
the lower (object-tank) fluid and the subscript u referring to the upper (imaging) fluid. The
boundary condition can be rewritten as

2 PMb(iw0 + ,i) - T -2--(w0 + w) = -IAPa + AP 2, + AP, + Apo(Va - )2e . (189)ay

Here API, is the jump in first-order acoustic pressure across the membrane, AP 2, is the jump
in second-order acoustic pressure, Ap0 is the jump in equilibrium-state fluid density, and
AP, = P.,, - P,1, where P~, is the pressure induced in the object tank by low-frequency mem-
brane motion and P,, is the corresponding pressure in the minitank. Since the displacement w,caused by API,, is calculated from (68), the boundary condition (189) reduces to

2p Tb-, - T y (AP, + AP,).=-a. (190)

The membrane deflection w, is measured from its static equilibrium position. In accordance
with (90) the radiation pressure at the membrane AP, is given by

AP= [<AP 2,> + (ApO) <(v 0  e.) 2> 1 Rect (t/,). (191)

The linearized Bernouli equation gives

P= -PROPl - P lgz (192a)

and

PSI, - -Pilot, - P,,gZ,,. (192b)

The velocity potentials 0,, and 4), for the imaging and object-tank fluids are governed by the
Laplace equations

V2(,, = 0, 0 > z > -d, (193a)

and

V2D _ 0, z < -d. (193b)

In addition the boundary condition at the membrane is now

. . . .-', _ _ W = - d . ( 19 4 )

Finally it is necessary to satisfy the following boundary conditions at z = 0:
0 2 /i,

-P,01, - p1 gh, + 'Y P, (195)

and

, I. (196)

To satisfy the Laplace equations, let

0,, f ff [A(, w) sinh i z' + B( . w) cosh jz'1 e'"' el" d'idw (197a)
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and

(D = ff C , e' e'17 e-'w d do. (197b)

Note that z' z + d. Furthermore set

w, = ff e, ) e-' ' d'qdw (198)

and

h, = f f 71(6, e'h " e - uI d'hd. (199)

From the boundary condition 6D,,/6z = wi, at z' = 0, it follows that A = -iwmA. To
match membrane and fluid particle velocities on the plane z = 0, rather than on the moving
surface of the membrane, requires that w, << 1/'i. The boundary condition 6,/bz = 84 /z
at z' = 0 gives A = C. The last kinematic boundary condition h, = O6,,a/z at z' = d is used in
conjunction with the above results to give

h5(h, (A) = - - ( cosh -hd + B sinh hjd). (200)

Since (D, =A sinh '?d + B cosh iid at the liquid surface, the Fourier transform of boundary
condition (195) becomes

12 tanh h~d + A1 A( . c) + (w, I? Wo2 W(,)= I (201)(tanh jdj P11I cosh ijd

In like fashion the boundary condition (190) governing motion of the membrane can be
Fourier-transformed to give

{-2p,,b 2 + IT 2 + (P1 - p,,)g]l WS = -iw(p,,,, - p14) - A P. (202)

Here the boundary condition aj,,/az = a@//a= w, has been used as well as the Bernoulli
equations (192a) and (192b). After some manipulation (202) can be rewritten as

{W 2tl + 2pjfb' + [T 1
2 + (p/ -p")g] h1p, A w

+ (Wop/p,) W w) = -- a, (i. co). (203)
P1

Let

[(p, - p,,)g + T 'IJ/p', (204)

in which

pt'= p, + 2pMb9, (205)

and let

PR = Pu/Pl'. (206)

Then the boundary conditions governing the motion of the liquid surface and of the membrane
can be combined into the matrix equation
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1W2tanh i~d + '~~I(c 2 + (a 2u)os

Itanh ' d J)J , oh (207)
+ w,, 4~P,

Consider the magnitudes of the frequencies w,, and wo,,, for typical values T -
0(10 N/cm), y 0(100 AN/cm), d < 0(0.10 cm), and PM, p,, and p, all of the order of
I g/cm3 . Assume i

2 > O[(pl - p,,)g/T] for stability of the system; otherwise, if p, - Pu is
negative, the membrane (and upper fluid) will sink. For the values quoted above, this requires

> 0(10-1 rad2/cm 2 ). Then ,, , w, for j > 10-2 rad/cm. Ph 'sically this means that
the membrane is much stiffer than the liquid surface. The determinant of the matrix equation
can then be approximated by a[-w4 + w2 (W',) 2 

- w(w:.) 21 , where ((,)2= o,/a and
a = PR tanh "?d + 1. Cramer's rule can be used to solve for A and B, which are then substi-
tuted into the appropriate expressions for h, and i . Taking the inverse transform with respect
tow gives I

,) e W, sin w,,t + , sin c sin
pog +- ,,, cosh 2 'ijd oi4,,, Wji

- P t) • fsin nt- -"t - sin w,,t (208)

cosh id w, J
and

,(', 0 P A ,(h, ) e sin w,,, + _ __' _ __ _

aplw,, Iap/w ,,cosh id

x t) e sin w,,t - sin wn (209)

In the preceding, the inequality (w,,/w,) 2 tanh id >> 1 has been used, which is valid for
>> 10-' rad 2/cm 2 .

The first term on the right-hand side of (208) gives the surface levitation for the case of
the rigid membrane, as comparison with (166) shows. The remaining terms arise because of the
coupling between motion of the membrane and motion of the liquid surface.

The coupling term

0 ( ' --- sin toni
ap~w,, M ,

will become negligible compared to the rigid-membrane surface levitation term if

12, tanh d > > .(2 0t%, >> I.(210)I PR
The inequality is easily satisfied at large depths and/or high spatial frequencies. For low spatial
frequencies and small depths it may not be satisfied. For fidelity in recording the acoustic-
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image at the surface, it is desirable that the spatial frequencies in P,,( i) be large enough so that
coupling terms are negligible. This will place a lower limit on hi,. Hence it is of interest to
determine the smallest spatial frequency range for which the above inequality is satisfied. For
the values of T p,, p., d, etc. that were quoted, the inequality is satisfied if the order of ¢2 is
much greater than the order of 10 - 3 rad 2/cm 2.

Similarly the coupling term

f--~Pj i, t) E sin w',
ap;€W, cosh 2f/d

will be negligible if

t tanh id cos ,(t - 2At) - cos w,,t
~ I I 1.(211)

(0,7 I PR cos &,(7 - 2At) - cos ,t

For 0 (10 rad/cm) and d > 0(10 - 2 cm) the system parameters give free-vibration fre-
quencies w, of the order of 100 rad/s. Typically the pulse duration 2At will be of the order of
10-' s, so that cos w(t - 2At) - cos o,,t - 0(oAt). Likewise, w', - O(104 rad/s), so
cos &o',,(t - 2At) - cos w,',,t - 0(1). The left-hand side of the inequality then is at least of the
order of 100, so that the inequality is satisfied. If h is decreased to the order of I rad/cm, then
the left hand side is of the order of 1, and the coupling term is no longer negligible.

The coupling term

W, P(,t) sin w~t

is negligible if

sinh hd >> 1. (212)
AP, Q) T? P R

It is shown in Appendix C that AP, < O(P) when 1p, - PII - 0(p). Even if P,, - p1il is
much less than pl, AP, still may not be negligible, due to the discontinuity in <P,2a> caused
by the presence of the membrane; however, AP, will still be of the order of P, at most. Hence,
as in the case of (210), the inequality above is satisfied for i2 much greater than the order of
10 - rad 2/cm 2.

The remaining coupling term

-AP,(h. ) @ sin w,,,t

cosh "hd

is negligible if

P(,( t) 2 sinh hd cos w,',,( - 2A1) - cos w,,,t >> 1. (213)
AP, (f. t) I J to PR cos ,( - 2A) - cOS Wt

Since Ap, < 0(0,), this is satisfied if inequality (211) is satisfied; hence, for the values of
T, ,. p,. p tf. d, etc. cited previously, i must be at least of the order of 10 rad/cm.
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At first glance it would seem that, sincew >>, 2, the coupling terms should always be
negligible. However, the rigid membrane levitation term is analagous to the response of a
mass-spring oscillator driven by the motion of the base to which it is connected. The base-
motion input is an impulse of duration 2At. Since woAt << 1, the response of this low-
frequency oscillator becomes smaller as - decreases.

Conversely the coupling terms become larger. For instance the coupling term

t) sin w ,,,t I

apw,,, cosh 2 "jd

is analagous to the response of a high-frequency oscillator (w,,, >> w,) driven by a pulse whose
duration is of the order of the oscillator period: At - O(/w,,). When h - 0( rad/cm), the
responses of the low-frequency and high-frequency oscillators are of the same order of magni-
tude.

In like fashion, it can be shown that h_,( , t) >> i,(h, t) for h > 0(10 rad/cm); that
is, the membrane appears rigid at these spatial frequencies, as compared to the liquid surface.
This justifies the use of the rigid membrane boundary conditions (160) and (175) used in calcu-
lating the transfer function for inviscid and slightly viscous fluids respectively. Since
X, = 2,r/ , the transfer functions (167) and (186) are valid for wavelengths of the order of 1
cm or less.

Recall that, from section 4, Pr(i, t) consists of four terms:

,l ) cc11(OE + 4Z() ED$ ('9

+ 4,(71 - T) + q, (,q + r,) Rect 6/At), (214)

where kt(71), the minitank transfer function calculated in section 3.1, is assumed constant over
the bandwidth of interest. q1' is the velocity potential in the focused acoustic image, &, is the
velocity potential in the reference beam, and 71, is its spatial frequency in lines/cm.

The term 0'('i- 71,), or its downshifted complex conjugate *(Ti + 71,), will be used
when the acoustic image is optically reconstructed. All spatial frequencies in these functions
should be at least of the order of 10 rad/cm; recall that - 27rw. Because of the cutoff due to
the acoustic lens system, '1(71 - 7l ) will occupy the bandwidth -7,, + n1, < q < q,, + 71,,
where 71,, is the maximum spatial frequency passed by the lens system. In section 2.1 it was
pointed out that if a is the lens radius, XI is the acoustic wavelength in the object tank, and D 2
is the distance from lens L 2 to the liquid surface, then n,, = a/A D 2. This assumes L 2 is the
limiting aperture. Also, q, = (sin O,)/Xt, for 0, the angle between the acoustic axis and the
direction of the propagation of the reference wave. Since it is desired that -71,, + 71, be at least
of the order of 10/27r lines/cm, the reference beam must be inclined at an angle such that

sin 0, > l, + a (215)

For an operating frequency of 5 MHz in water, and assuming a/D2 = 0.3, the above requires
0, > 200 .
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Terms such as #A,(n) E p,) in (214) will contain spatial frequencies lower than 10
rad/cm, as shown by Fig. 15. In calculating the liquid-surface response to these components of
P,, the transfer function (186) cannot rigorously be used, since h,('., ) is given by (208).

Some simplification in (208) is possible at low spatial frequencies (of the order of 1
rad/cm), if AP, << P,. Now

AP, <AP2,> + <(ApO) (via" e:)2> (216)

and

<AP <> <A Ipc2 J> - <A(pov. • via)>, (217)

where <AP 2> is the jump in the time average of P 2 at the membrane, etc. Suppose that the
imaging and object-tank fluids are the same; then <(Ap0 ) (via "e,) 2> and <A(Povta • Via)>
vanish. Equation (68) shows that AP - O[(2pMbW2Wa) 2]; furthermore, w0 -

where again hi, is the liquid-surface displacement predicted by linear acoustics. Consequently,
for system parameters quoted previously,

a<< P, (218)po
c 2

if (p,/p.,) 2 >> (47r b/A.,) 2. For p,/Pm - 0(1), the inequality is satisfied if the membrane is
"thin"; that is, if b << A,. Then, for t > 2Aiand - (1 rad/cm),

h (A t ,() ° n t sin w )t - At sin(ot]

+ , , (219)

where the first term in parentheses is the form assumed by (166) for small Wo,. If
d - 0(0.1 cm) then the first term is 10 times larger than the second; if d - 0(0.01 cm), they
are the same order of magnitude. Note that, even if APr=O, h 0 0(10 i ) for
d - 0(0.1 cm), and h, - 0(w) for d - 0(0.01 cm).

Another factor to be considered is the finite lateral dimension of the minitank. In reality
spatial frequencies lower than 7r/R, cannot exist, for R, the minitank radius. (This assumes a
reflecting minitank wall. For a perfectly absorbent wall h can approach, but not equal, zero.) In
fact the analysis of this section must be restricted to spatial frequencies much greater than
ir/R,. The analysis of the oscillations of the imaging flui I contained in a finite minitank with a
flexible membrane is rather complicated and will not be ittempted here. The case of the finite
minitank with a rigid bottom is considered in Appendix D.

5.7 Upper Bounds On Radiation Pressure and Mach Numbers

It was pointed out earlier that Ik,, - k;l w must be much less than 1, so that displacement
of the membrane causes negligible degradation of the acoustic image. Now w = w, + w,
where w, is the displacement due to first-order acoustic pressure acting on the membrane. For
subsonic flow thb particle displacement in the acoustic field is much less than ha. Since there is
continuity of displacement at the membrane, w, must also be much less than XA. Hence, it is
necessary only to determine whether Ik,, - k,I w, << 1. Obviously, if the imaging fluid is the
same as the object-tank fluid, the inequality is satisfied. The more interesting case occurs
when: for example, Ik,, - kJ - 0(k,).
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From (209) the order of magnitude of w(i 1 , ) for 0 > 0(10 rad/cm) is given by

;7, ) - 0 , I 1" (220)

Here previously cited values of T, -, ps,, p,, d, etc. have been used. Suppose that P, has one
dominant spatial frequency . Then, if w, is to be much less than 1/k, - kl, it is necessary
that

P, << p;(221)

jIk,- k1I

Assume that P, is due to the interference between beams emitted by the object and refer-
ence transducers and that the average intensity in each beam is of the order of 10 mW/cm 2.
Furthermore assume that each transducer has a pulse repetition rate of 60 Hz and a pulse dura-
tion of 10-4 s. The peak intensity in each beam is then of the order of 1 W/cm. For a plane
acoustic wave P, = 21/c, where I is the acoustic intensity [71, consequently P - 0(1 mN/cm2 )
for this example.

Let - 0(100 rad/cm), which corresponds to an acoustic frequency of 5 MHz in water
and 0, 30 If the imaging fluid is Freon E-5 and the object-tank fluid is water, then
A, - 0.47 A, and 111k, - kI 0.005 cm. The inequality (221) is easily satisfied, since the
right-hand side is of the order of 100 N/cm2 and P, is of the order of I mN/cm2 .

Suppose P, has a dominant spatial frequency component which is of the order of 0.1
rad/cm; this would correspond, for example, to radiation pressure in the reference beam and in
the acoustic image as given by the first two terms in (95). Then W ,,At << 1, so that in (209),

,P,(' , t) Q) sin cul,,t = , ,(h )At sin wJ ,,

for I > 2At; consequently

I P°J---- , 1'(222)

In order that fk,, - k11 w, << 1, it is required that

P, << (223)-Atlk,, -k1

Using previous system parameters, the right-hand side is found to be of the order of 0.1
N/cm 2, so that a radiation pressure of the order of 1 mN/cm 2 is again found to be permissible.

Comparison of inequalities (221) and (223) shows that the latter is more restrictive. It is
interesting to rewrite (223) in terms of Mach numbers in the object and reference beams. Let
V,,- 0(cA,,) and V, (cM), with V,, and Vr being the magnitude of the vertical particle
velocity in the acoustic image and reference beam respectively and M,, and M, being the
corresponding Mach numbers. Use of (98) and (99) allows the inequality (223) to be rewritten
as

M,, + M,2 << (224a)
PO'lTaht lk, - k11
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or

M,2 + M,2 << 10-  (224b)

for system parameters cited previously.

If the object tank and minitank are filled with the same fluid, then every plane wave
incident on the membrane with a given spatial frequency will be transmitted with the same spa-
tial frequency, regardless of the magnitude of w,. At first glance it would therefore appear

advantageous to use identical minitank and object-tank fluids.

Suppose that both tanks are filled with water. Then Figs. 12a and 12b show that multiple

internal reflections in the minitank can distort the acoustic image. Also, Figs. 22 and 23, taken
from Ref. 2, indicate that H(, ) is constant over a smaller bandwidth for water than for

Freon E-5. Consequently it is difficult to determine whether any advantage can be gained by
using water as an imaging fluid as well as the object-tank fluid.
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Fig. 22 T- Transfer function for the liquid surface
(water) subjected to a step function of radiation

pressure (At = -), the minitank depth is
effectively infinite. This figure is taken from Refs.
I and 2. by permission.
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Fig. 23 - Transfer function for the liquid surface (Freon E-5)
subjected to a step function of radiation pressure (At oo), the
minitank depth is effectively infinite. This ligure is taken from
Refs. I and 2, by permission.

It is also interesting to estimate the bounds on the permissible Mach number such that
the liquid surface responds linearly to a pulse of radiation pressure. Recall that for linearity the
term p0 (v, • e-)2 in boundary condition (136) was neglected on the assumption that V, << C,
or, equivalently, I, << X. From (168)

,,5  , H(i,. ,) jie",) '"A Ai = , h,(y, ,; -1,). (225)

where AS is small enough so that Hl(ji, t) .(,) constant in the interval ( A1 1- A-j,
"0, + Aji). Since A, varies with spatial frequency and h,(y, t, ii,) is the displacement of the sur-
face due to ,(i,), it is necessary that h, << 2r/j.

Consider the case j, - O(i1,); then j, - P,, the radiation pressure due to interference
between the focused image and the reference beam. From section 4,

=-p,,Yh V V,,(ilt) 1 sinc (ilYh) (226)

for V,(v) - V Rect(v/vb) and i =j - h,. This shows that ji, will be constant over an incre-
ment Ai1 O(l/.v) due to scanning by the sinc function. Let M, be the Mach number in the
reference beam and M,, be the Mach number in the acoustic image. Then VrI - O(C,,A,) and
I,,(i<) <
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The latter follows from the definition

2r V,,(' 1 ) = f Vo,(y) e-'; dy; (227)

assuming V,(y) = cMof(y) Rect(y/yb) and applying the mean-value theorem of integral cal-
culus gives

V = 2c,,Mof(y') ybe
-
"<. (228)

Here -y < y' < yb and it is assumed that f(y) is continuous in (-Yb, Yb). Since f(y) -
0(1), ](y') - 0(1) at most, so V,,(f ) < 0(c,,Myh).

Assume that jm >> 1/yb; then in (226)

y, sinc ( I.Yb) q) Vo(hd) Vo( I), (229)

so that P, - O(p,c2yhM,,M,/4). From (225), hi(y, t; j,) is given by H( i,, t) ,r,(ij) e';'' "
H( 7 ,, t) is obtained from (186) by replacing ' by j, etc., so that

H( ) 0 jt-tanh j (230)

It is assumed that w,At < 0(1). Recalling that A4 - O(l/yb) and using all the preceding
results allows the inequality h, << 2 7r/h, to be rewritten in the form

M,,M, << C, -(231a)c,,2fjAt tanh h,d"

Let the imaging fluid be Freon E-5, so that p,, = 1.8 g/cm3 and c,, = 0.7 km/s. It can be
demonstrated that C, 30 cm/s when, for example, ij 100 rad/cm and d - 0(0.1 cm). For a
typical At - 0(10- 4 s) the inequality (231a) becomes

M,,M, << 10-6. (231b)

Let "i, - 0(0.1 rad/cm). Then ., - P,,, the radiation pressure which gives rise to the

bulge of the liquid surface; see Equation (100). An analysis similar to that performed gives

P(, 01pcy(M, + M,2)/4]. (232)

The inequality h, << 2ar/ i, is satisfied if
M"2 + M'2 << 4C, (233a)

Cj,At tanh h 1d

With use of the values of At, d, etc. that were quoted it is found that C, 0 O(10 cm/s) and

M, 2 + M,2 << 10- 2. (233b)

6. OPTICAL RECONSTRUCTION

6.1 Transfer Function for the Optical System

It has been shown that h,, the surface levitation due to P,, contains information about the
focused acoustic image. This information is extracted and displayed optically by illuminating
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the liquid surface with a laser at the sampling times = nt,. Recall that h,(, t) =

H(t, t)fPrj) and that H( , t) constant over the bandwidth + - ), < - < , + ,
The surface levitation modulates the phase of the reflected laser light and hence acts as a phase
hologram.

In addition to hi the surface levitation is also made up of he, the complex conjugate of hi,
as well as hb, the liquid surface response to Prb. Recall that Prb is the sum of the radiation
pressures in the reference beam and in the focused acoustic field. Since h, = hi + h, + hb, it is
desired to eliminate the phase modulation of the laser light caused by h, + hb. Otherwise,
upon optical reconstruction, there will be interference between the image, its conjugate, and
background noise.

Let the liquid surface be illuminated with collimated quasimonochromatic light at normal
incidence at t = nt. The reflected light passes through an optical train (Fig. 24) consisting of
lens L 3 one focal length above the liquid surface, a spatial filter (pinhole) placed in the back
focal plane of L 3, lens L 4 placed so that the spatial filter is in its front focal plane, and a ground
glass viewing screen in the back focal plane of L 4.

GROUND GLASS
y

f4

SPATIAL FILTER

3y

REFLECTED LIGHT

MINITANK

Fig. 24 - Passage of reflected light through the optical
system. The drawing is not to scale.

The optical disturbance ' reflected from the liquid surface is the solution to the scalar
wave equation

V 2 q + k f 0 (234)
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for kL = 27r/XL, where XL is the wavelength of coherent light. The acoustic velocity potential
0,r also satisfies the scalar wave equation, for wavenumber k, = 27r/k,; 4, is the field
transmitted through the membrane into the minitank and is given by (76). Since both 'I' and
0t satisfy the wave equation, (76) can be used to calculate 4P by replacing 0, by W, and k,, by
kL, which gives

I k ek L'r I 1
4 i=f er ' dy. (235)

Here k L = (27r/XL) (sin O9 ey + cos 02 e); compare Fig. 13 and Fig. 25. The optical distur-
bance in the far field can then be related to the disturbance in the back focal plane of L3.

z

y

E0

"incr fL

SURFACE

B0 r

Fig. 25 - Quantities used in the far-field calculation of light
reflected from the liquid surface

It is necessary to calculate the values of T and 0P/0n on the liquid surface. The optical
disturbance in the incident laser light is represented by =,,. - Ae ikL: Rect (Y/YB), where yB is
the width of the laser beam. In the vicinity of the surface the reflected light is of the form

Al Ae-'kh' R (0')e ikLz - h,)cos2' Rect (Y/YB), (236)

where 0' ---cos- (e - n) is the local angle of incidence and R (0') is the local reflection
coefficient. For small angles 0' = 0i/Oy , with 6hs/Oy < < 1 since it is required that hi, < < X,
Then R (W') i R, the reflection coefficient for normal incidence, and

= (I + R) •,,Iz_4h; (237)

Likewise, since /On O/Oz for small slopes,

IP = -ik L (1 - R) P,,l(-h . (238)
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The quantities eikL'r/r and (/n) ( eikLr/r) in (235) are calculated from (78) and (79)
by replacing k, with kL. Combining all results gives the optical disturbance in the far field,
where 02 02,

i A e"kLR,S L [1 - cos 0 2 - R (1 + cos 0 2 )]2 R0XL

x f Rect (Y/YB) e-ikLh,1l+cosu2)eIkLYSino2 dy. (239)

Recall that h, = hi + h, + hb, where hi + h, is the response of the liquid surface to P, + Pc,8
and hb is the response to Prb. Since the liquid surface is sampled at nt,, and Pr, + Pr is given
by (97),

h, + h, 2 Pu n( 1 r, ) IVo(Y)IVr COS ['0rY + Xo(Y)J

hi cos IirY + Xo(y). (240)

Then the optical disturbance in the far field, where cos 02 1, is

AP - RA E Rect (Y/YB) e e e Sifl% dy. (241)

It is assumed for the moment that hb is constant over the illuminated portion of the sur-
face. There is an identity [71

_2ikLlh, lcos(Tt,.+Xo) +o.

e hI- , (-i) Jm(2kL~hiJ) e"") e( e , (242)

where Jm is the m th-order Bessel function of the first kind. Let Jm( 2 kL Ihi[) ei"'m" be denoted
as i,. For 2kLIh, I << I the Bessel functions have the property Jm(2kL Ihij) - (2kLIh, 1)!m, so
that 6mc(IhIe °)Im. From (240) Ihi - I Vol; hence (Ih,I ei'")I ' I1 -(I VIl e' °)Ilm. The
quantity I VI e' " is V,. then cc,, V for m > 0 and 6m (V,*)Im 1 for m < 0. Since

V0 - g , EDq contains information about the focused acoustic image, and f-I contains
information about the complex conjugate of the acoustic image. If k, ( ) constant over the
bandwidth I m, ,' then fc c (Ap 1)" for n > 0 and 6,cc (A * 1 ) [n for n < 0, where
A = kL P Ig (-q,)12 A, H (j, t,), with A. being the magnitude of the velocity potential in the
reference beam. When kL hi is of the order of 1 or larger, , +I will be an amplitude-distorted t -

image of tP1; the amplitude is distorted by the nonlinearity of J1(2kL hi1).

Returning to (241) and performing the integration gives

%P c - Ry e- 2,k i i" sinc (&, y) (1 ) (243)

where 4 = kL sin 02 and ii,- - n i,. Since sin 02 - Y'Ro in Fig. 25 and
= (2r/X,) sin 0,, the far-field optical disturbance consists of diffracted orders of light , cen-

tered at Y, = (n AL/A,)RO sin H. Each of these orders is scanned by the sinc (j 0 yB) function;

if ir/y 8 << "im, then v sinc (_,y le ,, (',) .,, ,,). Recall that m is the maximum
spatial frequency passed by the acoustic lens system and yH is the width of the laser beam.
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It remains to relate the far-field optical disturbance (243) to the field in the back focal
plane of the optical lens L 3 shown in Fig. 24. Now (14) shows that the field in the back focal
plane of a lens is the Fourier transform of the transmission function of an object placed in the
front focal plane of the lens and illuminated at normal incidence. Obviously the same is true if
the object reflects, rather than transmits, the disturbance.

The far field of a reflecting (or transmitting) object, illuminated at normal incidence, is
also proportional to the Fourier transform of the reflection (or transmission) function of the
object. In the case of the liquid surface (239) shows that the reflection function is-2Ak h,

R Rect (y/yB) e - . Consequently, the field in the back focal plane of L 3 is proportional to
the far-field disturbance 'I', which is given by (243). The back focal plane is the y' plane in Fig.
24, and now = 27r Y'/XL f3, where .f3 is the focal length of L 3.

A-pinhole is placed at y'= (XL/X).f3 sin 0r, or - (XL/X)f3 sin 0,, to block out all orders
except ,, or 6-1. Since the maximum bandwidth of spatial frequencies in the acoustic image is
171 n ,,, the pinhole should have a radius of at least 7,,ALf3.

It should be noted that the spectrum of 2( 2) will have a bandwidth of 4 ,,,_centered at
= + 2-,. In order that this spectrum not spill over into the region occupied by f (i), it is

required that f, > 3, The light field passed by the spatial filter then has the form

'I,(Y.') c () sinc (' IyB)I Rect ( j/ ). (244)

The light passes through lens L 4 and reaches the ground glass in its back focal plane. The
field there is given by the Fourier transform of (244), with appropriate magnification:

IL. ' ____ J f 3 Y"1 s f3 Y")lm i'I r I

P")Rect G sinc e (4a
f AYB ,,f 4

where f 4 is the focal length of L4. Recalling that I(y) = J1 (2k0 1h11) e and setting
Y, = -y'fJf 4 allows (245a) to be rewritten as

This is the output of the optical system due to an input h,. With the requirement kL h << 1
the quantity JI( 2 kL Ih, I) e I (vl can be rewritten as 2kLh,. The spatial frequency components
of the output optical field are then given by

(B sine 1' Rect (246)
f3 f3 ~

where the shifting property of the Fourier transform has been used. Recall that the spectrum
of h, is centered at i,. Hence the transfer function for the optics can be represented as in Fig.
26.
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+

Red c -2r

Fig. 26 - Transfer function of the optical lens system

With the assumption B >> l/l,, the output of the lens system as given by (245b)
simplifies to

1P(Yd1 0Y e' .d'C
r r l Rect (YlIYB). (247) '

The optical intensity, proportional to -*, is viewed by the observer. If kL h, << 1, then the

intensity is proportional to Ig,(y) ED i,()1 2, if gt (1) = constant over 771< -q,,, then the
intensity is proportional to Itij1 2. If the inequality kLh, << I is not satisfied, then the image
viewed by the observer is proportional to J1 (A I11 ).

If the pinhole is placed at y'= - Xr AL .1"I, the observer views an optical intensity propor-
tional to -t -t, which is proportional to 1i,12 if kL Ih,I << 1. Hence, the -1 order light
reflected from the liquid surface can also be used for imagery. This is true even if kLh, is of
the order of 1, since f -I _*-- c J1 (Ahk11).

6.2. Nonlinear Optical Reconstruction

In many cases it is unimportant that the optical intensity be linearly related to hi' 2 For
instance, suppose the acoustic object is a composite panel with an internal flaw, caused by a
delamination. Then the acoustic transmission function S, will be small at the delamination.
Recall that for negligible defocusing

SP I So fcc A Rect ("l~m)

where Rect (*'/',,) is the transfer function for the acoustic lens system, ft is the focal length
of acoustic lens Ll, and f2 is the focal length of acoustic lens L 2. Suppose the delamination is
surrounded by a region in which S, is much larger. Then the optical image will consist of a
bright background with a darkened area corresponding to the delamination, provided that
AI II < 1.8. It is only necessary that the contrast between these two areas be detectable by
eye. For visual detection of the flaw it is immaterial whether the observer views an intensity
proportional to lI' or to J1 (A "i).

Suppose there are regions of the liquid surface where Aqs1 > 1.8. The corresponding
regions in the optical reconstruction will then display a contrast reversal, as the acoustic inten-
sity is increased in these regions (with corresponding increase in tbl), the optical intensity will
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decrease. This is due to the behavior of J1 (A hq' 11), which reaches a maximum at approxi-
mately AJqII = 1.8 and then decreases. When A 1,11 = 3.8, J? (AJi I I) reaches its first zero.For A II Il > 3.8, j 2 (A h'J) increases again; now an increase in acoustic intensity gives an

increase in brightness in the optical image. This will continue until the second maximum of
J (A hIt 1i) is passed, when contrast reversal again occurs.

Return to the case of the delaminated composite panel, and let the acoustic image be
idealized by 4Pi = A - B Rect (y/.) with B < A. Suppose AA is < 1.8; then the optical image
again consists of a bright background with a dark region Iy I< . . If the acoustic intensity is
increased so that 1.8 < AA < 3.8 and AB is still less than 1.8, then the region Jy1 > 5
becomes darker as the region y I < 5 lightens. If A and B are such that J1 (A A) = J1 (A B),
then the object becomes invisible. If both AA and AB are greater than 1.8 but AA is still less
than 3.8, then j2 (AB) is greater than j2 (AA). The bad (delaminated) area of the panel now
appears brighter, and the good area is darker. This simple example suffices to illustrate the
perils of nonlinear imaging.

However, in some situations such imagery is either advantageous or impossible to avoid.
Consider, for example, a flaw in or near the corner of a highly attenuative panel. To obtain
sufficient power to penetrate the panel, it may be necessary to increase the acoustic intensity to
a level such that A hIt > 1.8 in that part of the acoustic image outside the panel. Another
situation arises when the panel is madc up of alternating areas of high and low transmission.

It is interesting to estimate the acoustic intensity and Mach number which would cause
nonlinear imaging effects such as contrast reversal. One such estimate was made by Pille I1,
who found that the intensity I in the reference beam should be less than 0.2 W/cm2 and that
the object beam intensity I, should be less than 0.02 W/cm 2. This is based on the following set
of assumptions:

* 2At = 10- 4 s,

* The imaging fluid is Freon E-5, so that p, = 1.8 g/cm 3 and c,, = 0.7 km/s,

W l(-l) 0.5 for spatial frequencies of interest;

* P, has one spatial frequency component, which has spatial frequency 200 rad/cm.

The reference beam amplitude 10,1 is 10 times greater than the object beam ampli-
tude 1,, i;

* The wavelength of the laser light is 0.6 Arm;

The surface is sampled by the laser light at t, - 0.2 ms, so that from Fig. 19,
H(j,, . - 0.275(l0-2 )/pug,

* Attenuation is negligible.

The acoustic intensities can be easily rewritten in terms of Mach numbers for the case of
plane waves. The radiation pressure at the liquid surface in a plane wave is P, - 21/c, with I
being the intensity. Since P, - pJ V,,1 2/4 in the object beam and P, - p,, V,12/4 in the refer-
ence beam, the requirement I, < 0.2 W/cm 2 is equivalent to
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M'2 < 10-8, (248)

and ! < 0.02 W/cm 2 gives
M 2 

< 10 - 9 . (249)

Another set of bounds on Mach numbers was generated earlier by the requirements
Ik. - kI ws << 1 and h,<< \,, with the bounds for typical system parameters being given by

Mo2 + M 2 << 10-  (224b)

at the membrane, and by
M M, << 10-6 (231b)

at the liquid surface. In the latter inequality hs is taken to be the maximum value of it, and
Xs O(A).

The inequalities (248) and (249) lead to

M, M, < O(10-9). (250)

Hence the requirement Aqs1 < 1, or equivalently h,(t.) < AL/47r, is more restrictive than
either I k, - k, I w, << 1 or h, << Xa. This is to be expected, since AL O(10 - 3 A).

6.3 Effect of the Liquid Surface Bulge Caused by Intermodulation
of the Focused Acoustic Image

As pointed out by Pille [I and Pille and Hildebrand [2], there will in general be a low
spatial frequency distortion, or bulge, of the liquid surface. This is caused by Ph, the sum of
radiation pressure in the reference beam and in the acoustic image. The latter is due to the
intermodulation of sound in the focused image and is given by the first term on the right-hand
side of (100). The effect of the bulge h, has been ignored by assuming it to be constant over
the illuminated portion of the liquid surface.

The restriction of constant hb will now be relaxed somewhat. For simplicity it is assumed
that the levitation of the liquid surface due to the radiation pressure in the reference beam is
still constant, but the levitation due to the intermodulation in the focused acoustic image is not.
The effect of this intermodulation on the optical reconstruction will now be studied.

The spatial frequency components of P, are given by (100) through (102) and depicted in
Fig. 15. In the figure it is assumed that 37), < 7, so that the spectra of Prb(r) and Pr,(q)
not overlap. Now 1r , (1/A,) sin 0,; if D1 < f, in Fig. 3, then -qm - a/A, D 2. Typically
sin 0, 0.5 and aID 2  0.3, SO r1 is not greater than 3-qm. It was stated in section 4 that this
could have an adverse effect on the optical reconstruction; the reason for this will now be made
clear.

For simplicity it is assumed that 2kLhb << 1, so that e-  
"h I - 2ikLh b . Here h, will

refer only to the levitation caused by the radiation pressure in the focused acoustic image. The
optical field in the back focal plane (y' plane) of lens L 3 is given by (241). For the moment
assume 2kLh, << 1, so that (241) gives
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'f ' - 2R (sinc 27r,yB) ED 1 (7) - 2 ikL [h,(1) + hh(q/)J}, (251)

where terms of order kZh, hb have been neglected and - = y'/AI fh. The 8-function represents
the focusing of the specularly reflected light by the lens. Since the laser samples the liquid sur-
face at t - nt,, h, is proportional to P,,. Consider that part of the y' plane for which

71, - m _< "1 4< "1, + i,,. In this region, hh(7J) H(c.c,) [q,(ie) @ iI" (q)], as indicated by
(100), assuming that k, () constant over 171 ,,,. Likewise h,(q) cH( ,, t')

x A, 4, 1 (-q - -. ,) for 0, = A,e 2 ijlv.

That portion of hb in this region will be passed by the spatial filter (pinhole) centered at
q = q,; h,(jq) will also be passed. Consequently in the back focal plane of L 4 the high spatial
frequency components of light reflected from the bulge will interfere with the light which
reconstructs the image. This may degrade the optical image.

The degradation may be negligible if hb << h, in the bandpass Rect [(,0 - ,0,)/,0mJ or if
t01 << A,, where A, is the magnitude of the velocity potential in the reference wave. If both
object and reference transducers generate waves of equal acoustic intensity, then to << A, for
a large variety of imaging applications. This is due to the fact that the insertion loss,
represented by the object transmission function S0, may be quite high; recall that (neglecting
degradations due to the acoustic lens system) 01 = S, #6. where 4 ,, is the velocity potential
due to the object transducer. Also, the attenuation will in general be greater in the focused
acoustic image, since the acoustic path length Lo from the object transducer to the liquid sur-
face is typically greater than L, the path length from the reference transducer to the surface.

The attenuation may be accounted for by multiplying the amplitude of the propagating
acoustic waves by the factor e- rL, where F is the absorption coefficient [1]. Hence, if

,= ,, then for hb to be much less than hi, it is necessary that S, e-r a L be much less than
1; here AL = Lo - L,. If a typical operating frequency of 10 MHz is assumed, then

= 0.04 cm - 1 in water [121, and if, for example, AL = 75 cm, then e-r&L = e-3 . Since
S, < 1, the inequality Soe - r a L << I is easily satisfied.

It will be shown later in this section that maximum efficiency of the recording process at
the liquid surface is achieved when tp1 = A,. That is, the signal-to-noise ratio at the liquid sur-
face, given by h/hb, is maximized when tp, = A,; now hb is the total bulge height, due to both
terms in (100). This requires that the intensity of the acoustic field generated by the object
transducer be much larger than that of the reference transducer.

If the object transducer is made more powerful, so that ti - O(A,), then the distortion
due to that part of h in the bandpass Rect[(,0 - ,0,)/,0,J may become objectionable. One way
to avoid this is to require ,7, < 3 q0,.. If it is inconvenient to increase sin 0,, then 1" may be
decreased by stopping down the acoustic lens system. This will have the effect of decreasing the
bandwidth Rect [(1 - "1 ,)/",J, since 1, is proportional to the acoustic lens width (Fig. 3).
Using smaller apertures in the acoustic lens system will degrade the quality of the acoustic
image, unless fl/f 2 is decreased in the ratio aID 2, in accordance with (21). In this fashion the
size of the acoustic image 0 1(-fl y-/f2) increases just as much as the line source response
sinc (27rya/AD2). Recall that the magnification of the acoustic lens system is fJfl, with .fA
being the focal length of acoustic lens L1 and [2 being the focal length of L 2. The focusing con-
dition (18) must still be satisfied.
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6.4 Effect of the Bulge Caused by the Reference Beam

It is also of interest to study the effect of bulge levitation caused by the radiation pressure
in the reference beam. Since the surface levitation satisfies a linear differential equation (for
h, << X,), the bulge due to the reference beam can be calculated independently of the bulge
due to the intermodulation in the focused acoustic image.

The liquid surface is assumed to be subjected to a train of pulses of the form
M (t-mtI

Prb(Y) , Rect

where t, is the reciprocal of the pulse repetition rate and Pb is now given by PuI Vr1/4. The
transfer function (186) will be used to estimate the bulge levitation h_. It was shown that,
strictly speaking, (186) can be used only for -> 0(10 rad/cm) and that hb should be calculated
from (208). Comparing (186) and (208) shows that the correct order of magnitude for hb will
be obtained, if not the exact value, for AP, < O(P) and typical values

V - (10-2 cmr/s),

PM - O(Pu)'
p/ - O(p.).

y - O(lOON/cm),

T - O(ON/cm),

and

d > 0(lO-2cm).

Let 2 Yb be the width of the reference beam. If gl(71) kjg(l") for 71, - 1/yb 1 <
71, + I/yb, then

I
Pb = - Pu I, (,71,) A. Rect (y/yb) = P Rect (y/yb). (252)

This can be expanded in the series

P't'= P (K,) cos Ky, (253)

where K, - nwr/R, and R, is the minitank width. The Fourier coefficients P,,(K,) are given by

Pb(Kfl) - Pyb/R,, n = 0 (254a)
2 yb P sincIrYbI, n>0. (254b)

=R, R, J .(5b

The expansion (253) represents Pb in the interval -R, < y < R, and repeats periodically out-
side the interval.

Hence, as pointed out by Pille [1], the bulge levitation can be calculated by assuming that
the minitank is infinite in the y direction and is subjected to bounded pulses of radiation pres-
sure of width 2

Yh centered at y - =t2nR,. Consider first the response to a single temporal
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pulse Rect (/A). An estimate of hb can be made by applying (186) where i is not continuous
but takes on the discrete values K,:

hb= P,,,(K,) I(K,,, t) cos Ky
n-0

= G,(t) cos K,y, (255)
n-0

where

H(K, ) = sin (3,,,t) E) Rect (t/At)
(peg + yK,2)'B" (256)

and G,(t) is the generalized coordinate associated with mode shape cos K,y. Quantities such as
o,, and q, are calculated by replacing . by K, where appropriate.

Let

H(K, 0)= Ot (257)(p.g + IK ,',

so that Q,(t) is the time-dependent part of the generalized coordinate G,(t):

Q, = ,e "'sin (f3,,w,t) 9 Rect (t/At). (258)

Now

"= 2/ +K, f7 (tanh Kd) -, (259)

where E = -2.3 for Kd < 1r/2 and E = 0 otherwise. Pille and Hildebrand [2] state that the
formula for q, is derived from a numerical analysis performed for K, > 0.047r/d. It will be
assumed here that to obtain an order of magnitude estimate of the bulge height, the preceding
expression for q, can be used for all K,. When n = 0, (o, = 0 and the pulse response Q,(1)
vanishes, as predicted by (258); the n = 0 mode corresponds to a uniform levitation of the
liquid surface, and for a finite-depth minitank this clearly violates mass conservation.

Then, for d - 0(0.1 cm), At - 0(10 - " s), K, < 0(10 rad/cm), and the values of
v, p w, etc. quoted above,

Q() 2woAt e - q"' " ' sin oJ,,t, I > 2At. (260)

Likewise, when K. > 0(100 rad/cm), and I > 2At,

Q,() =- -2pv [cospo),I - e OSo1,U, - At)]. (261)

Using these values of Q,(t, it can be shown that

G,(t 1)K_<o(0o rad/cm) >> Gn(t 1 )IA, > 0(100 rad/cm)" (262)

That is, when a new pulse of radiation pressure reaches the liquid surface, the response associ-
ated with the mode shape cos Ky is negligible for K, > 0(100 rad/cm). The damping factor

-2K 2.tl

e associated with these high-frequency modes causes them to decay more rapidily than
low-frequency modes (K, < 0(10 rad/cm)), which have an approximate damping factor

-2v tld2
e
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Consider next the response of the liquid surface to the pulse train

Pb = Pb(Y) Rect It, (M + 1)tj > I > Mt. (263)
m 0 At

Since G.(t) has already been calculated for the case of a single pulse, it is simple to calculate
the response due to a pulse train, the response is

h°b = G,(t - mtI)J cos Kay. (264)

Because G,(t 1 ) is negligible when n > 0(100 R,/r), the above equation can be split into two
summations:

N I M n
hb -- 7 7, G(t - mt 1) cos Ky + G,(t - Mt1) cos Kny, (265)

n-I m-0 n-N

where N - 0(100 R,/r). The first summation over n includes the low-frequency modes of
vibration of the liquid surface. These low-frequency modes have natural frequencies which are
at most of the order of l/ti and decay slightly during the interval between pulses. Hence the
response of the low-frequency modes will increase with time, up to some upper bound. The
high-frequency modes, represented by the second summation over n, have a response which
becomes small when t -. tj. Hence the high-frequency modes at time ( > Mt, respond only
to the previous pulse occurring at Mt.

Consider the summation

M Yb 4CUAt 1 sinc K~y bSG,(t - mtl ) z e P u r 3

m-0 J p~g + yKI J 1
X M e_ q ncw (t- m t)

x e sin 3 wn(r - mtl) X( - mt1), (266)
m -0

where Mis large, and X(t) is the Heaviside step function. Suppose that

e - q 
w,

(t - mt l ) sin 9,w, (t - mt1) 
-  constant (267)

over the interval jtj < t (j <Q+l)tj for any integer j > m. Then for large M
M IQ(f ml)

e sin 93 o,(t - mt 1) X(t - mt1 )
m-0

uli e- .q,,,-M,1 ) sin of3( - mt,) _ m,,,,l (268)
t1 7-- m-0

Performing the limiting process on the right-hand side of (268) leads to the convolution
integral

1~ -f e -Q ' (' - ') sin 3, cu(t - 7) X(t - r) X(r) dr.

Hence the summation in (266) can be approximated by the convolution

X(t)j [e-Qnnal sin pfw.t X(t)l,
'I

provided that (267) is satisfied.
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For typical depths d - 0(0.1 cm), a pulse repetiton rate of 60 Hz, and K, <
0(1 rad/cm) it is found that e q"' "' varies from a maximum of unity at t = 0 to a minimum of
approximately 0.85 at t = ti. Hence (267) is not satisfied and the summation in (266) cannot
be replaced by the convolution without incurring an error of about 15% over each time incre-
ment ti. At first glance it would seem that the error would accumulate and invalidate the calcu-
lation. However, sample calculations of the left-hand side of (266) show that the response of
the corresponding mode tends to a steady-state value within a few percent of that predicted by
performing the convolution.

Consequently

M 4  Y u _ At I sinc K.yb
I G,(t-mt) =--

,n-0 R, ;g +,K,2 j t,~'

x I e-q""'- sin /3, ,(t - T) X(t - r) X(r) dr, (269)

where t > Mt1 . The convolution is the response of a single-degree-of-freedom oscillator to a
step function. The response time of the low-frequency modes is much longer than the time t
between pulses. Even though the surface is driven by a pulse train, the effect is that of an
oscillator driven by a step function, weighted by the factor At/t. Evaluating the convolution in
(269) and letting t be large gives

M QAt f sinc K,yb I 4PYb.. G,(t - rntj) =_ - (270)
i- ti g + yK. j R,

showing that the low-frequency modes reach a steady-state value for K, < 0(1 rad/cm).

As a first approximation (264) gives

hb yb AtN (sinc KYb) cos Kny

R, j t, - p,~g +YK 2  (271)

where the summation is over those modes for which K, < 0(1 rad/cm).
Since yK2 << pgin (271),

hbY ) 2P At Rect (2721
P.9t I Yb J R,(2)

where the expansion

Rect -+ -b (sinc Kyb) cos Ky (273)
Yb R, n-I

has been used. Recall that the response of the n = 0 mode vanishes to satisfy mass conserva-
tion. It is also assumed that the summation on the right-hand side of (273) can be truncated
after N terms, where Kv - 0(1 rad/cm).

The approximation (272) predicts discontinuities in hh at ly I = Yb, indicating that the
effect of surface tension must be accounted for. Hence yK, must be retained and more terms
must be used in summation (265).
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Performing the summation (265) for Yh = 4 cm and retaining yK,1 shows that the bulge
is flat to within a 15% variation for jyj < 3.5 cm. At [vi = 4 cm, li, is about 10% of its aver-
age value in the region ly I < 3.5 cm. Here values of

M = 60,

N = 50,

R, = 10 cm,

p, = 1.8 g/cm 3,
and

-y = 160 MN/cm

have been used in the calculations. It should be noted that KN l 15 rad/cm. When Y.v = 7 cm
and the same system parameters are used, it is found that the departure from flatness of the
surface is of the order of 10% for ly I < 6.75 cm. The maximum bulge response for both
Yb = 4 cm and Yb = 7 cm is within a few percent of that predicted by the approximation (272).

In summary it would seem that there wil! be some nonuniformity in the bulge levitation
in the region [v I< Yb. The exact departure from flatness is estimated to be of the order of 10
percent. This estimate is based on neglecting interaction of the liquid-surface displacement
with membrane displacement, so that (186) can be used. It also assumes that the formula for

q, is valid for all spatial frequencies. Furthermore it assumes that there is no natural frequency
of the liquid surface which is an integer multiple of the pulse repetition rate.

The bulge is seen to roll off at some value smaller than Yb. This indicates that the laser
beam should illuminate an area somewhat smaller than the insonified area. Suppose that this
is done, so that within the illuminated area, hb h h,, + Alb for /i, = constant and Ahb < /1,.
Suppose also that Ahb is approximated by

N

Ah= I B, cos K,,y. (274)
n-0

The effect of Ahb on the imaging process will now be considered.

For simplicity let kZh,2 and kI(Ahb) 2 be much less than 1, so that e-  L 1 -2ikLh,,
etc. From (241) the field incident on the pinhole at = , in the back focal plane of L 3 is,
ignoring a scanning by sinc (' YB) and assuming i, c qI e ,

%p ,k(,) - 2ikL B,, I ± K,,); (275)
n -0

recall that ij = - i
7 ,. The light field is made up of the Fourier transform of 4'1 upshifted by

,r plus ghosts of tI, upshifted by j_ ± K. and multiplied by B,,. For -,, > > K,, the pinhole
will pass almost all components of qj( j ± K,,). Ignoring scaling factors, the light field in the
back focal plane of L 4 is

All a tpi(y") (I - 2 ikLAhII e""". (276)
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It is assumed that to, sine (YDm) s P1 in the above. The optical intensity is given by

,12 _P Ip121 +4k 2 (Ahb) 21. (277)

Consequently the optical intensity will be proportional to the acoustic image Iq, 11
2 plus the image

kb, 2 modulated by 4(kLAhb) 2 .

For example, a reference transducer generating a typical peak intensity of the order of
10-2 W/cm2 at the liquid surface gives rise to a Ahb which is of the order of 10-2 XL. This esti-
mate is based on performing the summation (265) for M = 50 and using the previously cited
values of p, y, y, R,, At,XL, etc. The magnitude P of the radiation pressure is calculated
from P = 21/c, where I is the intensity and c, the sound speed, is of the order of 1 km/s. For
intensities which are of the order of 1u- 2 W/cm 2 the effect of bulge distortion is negligible; that
is, k2(Ahb) 2 << 1. If either the ratio At/ti or the peak intensity is increased by an order of
magnitude, then (272) predicts that kLAh - 0(1), so that bulge distortion may be objection-
able in the optical reconstruction.

Bulge distortion may be objectionable in one class of imaging applications even if
(kLAhb) 2 << 1. Suppose that tpI = A - AA Rect (y/yo) with A A << A. This would
correspond, for example, to a weak debonding in a composite panel. Then (277) predicts that
the image will be of the form

14l 2 - A2 1 + 4k2(A1b)2] -2A(AA) Rect .-,. (278)

If kL(Ahb) 2 
_ O(AA/A) and I/K-' < O(y,,), then the weak object, which is represented by

-2AAA Rect (y/y,,), becomes difficult to detect.

6.5. Beam Balance Ratio

It has been shown that h, carries useful information about the acoustic image whereas /i,
carries no information and can distort the optical reconstruction. One can think of I as signal
and h, as noise; it is desirable to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio h/ li,. -his ratio can be
maximized by adjusting the intensities in the reference beam and in the focused acoustic image.

As an illustration assume that the object fills the entire field of view of the acoustic lens
system and let

i~~=A I - Rect Y "' Jf(279)
This is an idealized representation of, for example, a composite panel with a debonding which
causes a large change in acoustic impedance.

With the assumptions gl(") a- k10(,) over 1Il < "1,, and b, A A, e -
', (100) gives

= I Pk1(T1,)i (,,11,2 + A,2). (280)
4
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The bulge height for lY I < Yb is approximated by

h=2- -A it -- i.Y (281)

Likewise P,, becomes (l/4)pkgl(',)12A. e r  and if H(-q, t ) H( 1 . t ) over the
bandpass Rect [(1 - "lr)/lm], then /, = H(7 1,, t) Pr,.

It follows that the signal-to-noise ratio for lY I < Yb is
h, H( , di

hb At + A82
I p (1 - Yb/RI)

The ratio will vary with y, since q/i is a function of y. Let A be a measure of Itj, since what is
desired is to make the modulation h, as large as possible and the "background" 1b as small as
possible. Hence, in maximizing the ratio, ,1 will be replaced by A. The ratio becomes large as
Yh - R,. As the insonified area of the surface becomes larger, less acoustic energy is converted
into noise h,.

Let B = A/Ar be the beam balance ratio and V = 11,/h h . Then (282) can be written as

V -K (B+ (283)

where K = H0),, ) (pgtl)/At(1 -yb/R,). Now V will be maximized for the value of B
which causes a V1OB = 0. This occurs for B = 1, or A = A,. Now A = S,,,,. for a perfect
acoustic lens system, where S,, is the maximum value of the object transmission function, and
0b,, is the 'elocity potential in the beam which insonifies the object. For a weakly transmitting
object, S, << 1, and, since , = AS,, for maximum V, the object transducer must generate
much more power than the reference transducer.

Suppose the intensities in the object and reference beams are adjusted so that B = 1, and
consider the resulting value of V. For a typical system employing Freon E-5 as an imaging fluid
and having 0, (150 rad/cm), Figs. 19 and 20 show that for 2At = 10- 4 s,

[H'(71 r, ts)1] -30 24

10 logl 0  HN J -30, (284)

with H%. = l/pg. Let v,' = 4 cm, R, = 10 cm, and 1/t, = 60 Hz; for this example V = 1/6.

Suppose that

01 = A - AA Rect [ Y YO, (285)

with AA << A. Here the acoustic object has a slight reduction in transmission in the region
y,, - Y, < y < y,, + yl. For this low-contrast object, it is desirable to adjust the reference and
object transducer power levels to maximize the contrast in the optical reconstruction. This
occurs for the value of B = AA/A, which maximizes

KB
(A/AA )2B2 + (286)
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It is found that B = AA/A. Since B is defined as the ratio AA/A, the optical contrast is
optimized when A = A,. Hence for both low- and high-contrast acoustic objects, it is desirable
to have qjl = Ar.

6.6. Detection of Phase Objects

It has been shown that when the +1 (or -1) order reflected light is used in the optical
reconstruction, the optical image is ideally proportional to Itp 12. Any phase information con-
tained in i/i is lost.

Suppose the object is a composite panel which is being inspected for internal flaws. Some
flaws, such as debonding between the layers making up the panel, change the amplitude of the
sound passing through the panel and can be detected on optical reconstruction. Other flaws
which only slightly reduce transmission may not be detectable by the usual method of optical
reconstruction.

In a typical construction of a composite panel, sheets of composite material are glued
together. Often these sheets are covered with thin layers which are peeled off prior to gluing.
In any area where a layer (peel ply) is not comp'etely removed, the glue forms a weak bond,
which can lead to failure of the panel under loading. The acoustic impedance of the peel ply
may be close to that of the panel. This, coupled with the thinness of the peel ply, makes its
presence difficult to detect, since acoustic transmission is only slightly reduced.

However, any flaw which causes a modest phase change in the transmitted acoustic wave
may be detectable by using more than one order of reflected light in the optical reconstruction.
The various orders contain phase information about the acoustic object, and, by allowing them
to interfere, this information is preserved.

To see how this may be done, consider a simple phase object on a uniform background:
__ = X, Rect (y/yo) and kp11 = A, where /_j1 is the phase angle of 0 1. Recall that tJ1

c Sol,, with 0k,,, being the velocity potential in the beam generated by the object transducer.
For simplicity the levitation system is assumed to have perfect fidelity, so that h, cc qI e 27ri77

and /k,. cc t' e-2-t,.v Suppose that the +1 and -I orders are allowed to pass through the
optics, by suitable spatial filtering in the back focal plane of lens L3. The magnification is
assumed to be unity. For kLh, << 1 and l/im << YB, the optical intensity will be proportional
to kZLh, + /.I2.For q/iI as given for the simple phase object being considered,

1112 ,- A2l + [1 - Rect (y/y,)] cos 47T-r,y + Rect (y/yo) cos (47r-qy + 2X,)). (287)

The optical image for lyI > y,, consists of fringes having spatial frequency 4
7"t'r. When lyI

< y,,, the fringes have the same spatial frequency but have a phase shift 2x,, which is twice the
phase in the acoustic object. The nulls in this fringe pattern will be displaced by an amount Ay
= Xo/ 2 7rTr. Assuming that Ay is detectable by eye if it is greater than 1/10 the wavelength of
the fringe pattern, it is required that X, > 0.27r for detection of the 'hase object.

The phase change for an acoustic wave at normal incidence passing through the peel ply is

,= 27r(I/X 1 - I/X2) T 27rT(Ax)/X2 .  (288)
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where T is the ply thickness, \I is the wavelength in the ply, and X 2 is the wavelength in the
panel; it is assumed that X- = X A. If AX := 0.05k, for example, it is necessary for T to be at
least 2X to make KI > 0.27r. Suppose the sound speed in the panel is 3 km/s and the acoustic
frequency is 5 MHz; then 2X = 0.12 cm.

If the thickness is such that Ixot < 0. 2 7r, then it may be possible to make the outline of
the phase object visible by tipping the panel so that the acoustic wave is not at normal k
incidence. In this case the effective ply thickness is r/cos 0, where 0 is the angle of incidence.
Another possibility is to increase the transducer frequency, which decreases X. This will also
increase the fringe frequency, however, and it may be necessary to magnify the optical image so J
that the eye can resolve it.

It has been assumed here that Xo is constant. If the phase object is such that X, = 27'r)'j,-
then in the region Iyl < y, the spatial frequency of the fringe pattern will now be 47T (-q, + )V
for lyI > y, it remains 4Tr77,y.

It is possible to use orders other than the ± 1 orders. For example, if the 0 and + 1 ord-
ers are used and til is as given previously, then

1P1
2 

.1 + 4kLIhI cos (27iq y + X,, Rect (Y/yo) - 7r/2) (289)

when kLh, << 1. The optical image consists of a bright background laced with fringes of
amplitude 4 kL Ihil. The fringe pattern has an abrupt phase shift of X, at Iyl = y. When the
+ 1 orders are used, the corresponding pLase shift, as was shown, is 2Xo, but the fringe fre-
quency was also doubled. Hence using the 0 and + 1 orders neither increases nor decreases the
sensitivity of this method of detecting phase objects. (This assumes that Ay = 0.1/(fringe fre- -
quency) is the governing criterion for detecting phase shifts by eye.) However, the modulation
due to the fringe pattern is much less than when + 1 orders are used.

If the + I and +2 (or-I and -2) orders are used, then

1P 11 o, 4k21h,, 11 + 4kL 1h, I cos [2 7r7,y + X, Rect (y/y,) - 7r/2). (290)
For iP as given, this optical image is the same as that formed from the 0 and + I orders, with a
uniform reduction in intensity of 4k? lh, 12.

In all of these cases the change in location of the local minima of the fringe pattern Ay is
X,/21rij. Suppose that, instead of the criterion Ay > 0.1/,, it is desired that AY > y', where .

y' is the smallest change in fringe location detectable by eye. Then for the case of X X-, = A
the thickness of the phase object must be such that

T > x
2
y, (sin 0')/X J;A

to make its outline visible. As the acoustic frequency is varied, the ratio X2/XAA remains con-
stant. The required thickness T for detection of the phase object is invariant of frequency when
this criterion is used. Hence it remains a matter of experiment to determine whether increasing
the transducer frequency will increase the sensitivity of this method of detecting phase objects.

"S l MM,%RY .

I hc preceeding analysis has demonstrated that, subject to certain restrictions, the levita-
1.-i L.in produce an optical reconstruction of a focused acoustic image, which has been
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recorded on the liquid surface. Some of these restrictions will be automatically satisfied by any
imaging system of practical interest. This section will recapitulate only those restrictions which
place constraints on the design and operation of a liquid surface levitation holography system.

In section 2 an aberration-free acoustic lens system of effective aperture a' (Fig. 3) was
assumed to focus the acoustic image onto the liquid surface. The acoustic object was assumed
insonified by a plane quasimonochromatic wave at normal incidence. The velocity potential in
the focused image is

[- f2 er,, 'f

S (- 1f]jRect ( e/m) , (291)

where

So = A(v,) So (y),

A 0 ) = amplitude of the wave which insonifies the object,

S, (y0 ) = acoustic transmission function for the object being imaged,

J'2 = focal length of the acoustic lens L 2 ,

71,= a'/X f 2,

,. = acoustic wavelength in the object-tank fluid,

= acoustic wavelength in the imaging fluid,
E, E V2(flf 2 (,X /X,)

and

--- distance to the object from the position of sharpest focus.

It was shown that the cutoff frequency -qm equals a/AD 2 if the object is placed less than a
distance f, from lens L1; lens L 2 becomes the limiting aperture. The half-width of L, and L 2
is a. For an object farther than f, from L1 , 7)m = (a/D 1)(fV/f 2) and L, is the limiting aper-
ture. This aperture restricts the range of spatial frequencies passed by the lens system to

S . Because of the magnification ffl the range of spatial frequencies in o increases
asf f /f2. Hence magnifying the image will improve its quality.

The image will be degraded by the phase distortion eI' k"fn2 due to defocusing. The effect
of defocusing is negligible if E << (fil/a') 2(X,/ir); the lens system is then diffraction limited.
For a large-aperture lens system such that a' - O(f), this inequality is satisfied when the
object is placed within a few acoustic wavelengths of the plane of sharpest focus; that is, the
depth of field of the lens system is of the order of A. All the usual assumptions pertaining to
linear acoustics must be satisfied.

The vertical velocity of the fluid particle at the liquid surface due to the velocity potential
(291) was calculated in section 3. The velocity potential was assumed due to a temporal CW

pulse; that is, (291) is to be multiplied by e- ' Rect (i/At), where wa is the transducer fre-
quency and 2At is the pulse duration. Internal reflections in the minitank were accounted for,
as well as the mechanical properties of the membrane at the bottom of the minitank. The
membrane was assumed thin, with a thickness 2b such that
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2b << xi,

2b << x,,
2b << xi,

and

2b << xP,

where X, is the wavelength of a shear wave in the membrane and Xp is the wavelength of a
dilatational wave in the membrane. The inequalities 2b << X, and 2b << X, allow thin-plate
theory to be used in calculating transmission and reflection coefficients at the membrane.
Furthermore it was assumed that

T - w >> E(2b) 3 w / (1-,p); (292)

consequently, tensile forces in the plane of the membrane greatly exceed flexural forces. Here
T is the tension per unit length in the membrane, E is Young's modulus in the membrane, and
V is Poisson's ratio in the membrane.

The analysis was restricted to two dimensions for simplicity, and the membrane displace-
ment w was required to be much less than Xa. It was found that the elastic restoring force in
the membrane is negligible compared to the inertial force if

2 pMb w I >> 4,r 2,1 2 T,

where PM is the membrane density. For spatial frequencies in the focused image, -02 (id so
that this inequality is satisfied if

2p, bc, >> T(a 'f 2),

where c, is the sound speed in the object tank. This is satisfied for typical values

c 0 (1 km/s),

PM - 0(1 g/cm3),

b- O(10- 3 cm),

T- 0(10 N/cm),

and

a'/f2 - 0(0.1).

The transmission and reflection coefficients at the membrane were calculated for an
incident plane wave of infinite extent; Appendix B shows that the same results are obtained for
a bounded wave whose width is much greater than Xa.

It was found that the effect of the membrane on the coefficients is negligible if
4"Trpb << p/Xt + PuXu, with p, being the density of the object-tank fluid and pu being the
density of the imaging fluid. These coefficients were substituted into the transfer function
k, (77) for the minitank, where k, (-7) relates the vertical particle velocity at the liquid surface to
the acoustic velocity potential in the plane wave incident upon it; that is,
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-vo.(, t) = 2ik,, kl(j ) -k(-q) Rect (t/A ) e- O"' (293)

and

V,(n, t) = 2ik, gl(q) 06r(') Rect (7/A) e -
a'. (294)

Here

-o. = vertical velocity due to the object's focused image,1 , = vertical velocity due to the reference beam,
k, = 27r/X,,

and

= velocity potential in the reference beam.

In Figs. 10 and 11 k was plotted for various ratios of minitank depth to acoustic
wavelength and for PM = 0 or PM = 1.5 g/cm3. It was assumed that the imagirg fluid is Freon
E-5 and that the object-tank fluid is water. The membrane thickness was assumed to be 0.0025
cm, and the acoustic frequency was assumed to be 5 MHz. The plots show the following:

* As d/X, decreases, the range of spatial frequencies for which kl(q) -: constant
increases.

* When d/X- 9, the presence of the membrane causes the region 91 6q) Z constant to
shrink. Also, the effect of constructive and destructive interference (due to multiple internal
reflections in the minitank) is enhanced, due to the membrane.

0 For d/Xu= 9, gl(71) is sensitive to depth changes as small as 1/8 wavelength. If it is
necessary to operate the system in this regime, care must be taken to control the depth.

* For both d/X, : 2 and d/X, - 0.1 the presence of the membrane is much less objec-

tionable, since the region k(-q) = constant is about the same for PM = 0 and PM = 1.5 g/cm3.

These conclusions are based on an acoustic lens cutoff of a'1.12 < 0.5.

Section 3 concluded with a discussion of the consequences of violating the requirement
w << X,. It was shown that for w > O(X,_) and IX,, - X11 O(-C) an incident plane wave
transmitted through the membrane will emerge as a superposition of plane waves with spatial
frequencies given by q = qo + nK, with n = 0, ± I, ± 2 etc., where "00 is the spatial frequency
of the original wave, and where the membrane displacement is assumed proportional to cos Ky.
Since the membrane displacement is in general given by a superposition of sinusoids, the pres-
ence of side orders q1 - 0 + nK (n ;e 0) can have objectionable effects on the imaging pro-
cess.

When k, - kI << l1w, the transmitted wave has the same spatial frequency as the
incident wave. The only effect of the membrane then is to change the local transmission
coefficient T12. It was assumed that the wavelength of the membrane displacement is much
longer than X, or X,, and that the slope of the membrane is much less than 1.
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In section 4 it was shown that the momentum flux per unit area in the acoustic field will
have a low temporal frequency component, called the radiation pressure vector. The vertical
component of this vector, called the radiation pressure, was shown to consist of four terms at
the liquid surface.

Two of these terms carry no information about the acoustic image, these terms are the
radiation pressure in the reference beam and the radiation pressure in the focused acoustic
image. The latter term is due to intermodulation of sound in the image.

Since the radiation pressure is a nonlinear quantity, there will be interference between

sound in the image and sound in the reference beam. As a result of this interference the radia-
tion pressure will have a component Pr, which carries information about the amplitude and
phase of the object being imaged. Another component Pr, is the complex conjugate of P,; Pr,.

carries information about the amplitude and phase of the complex conjugate of the object.

Because the liquid surface levitates In response to the radiation pressure, it is necessary to
have a reference beam to generate the interference terms Pr, and Pr which preserve informa-
tion about the acoustic object. If Pri is used to record the acoustic image, then

Pri(j) Rect (t/At) = - pu(',, ) Ar [sinc( - i,)yb] E 0 ), (295)
4

where a factor 2
f'ik,, has been absorbed in g (hr). For a plane wave reference beam of con-

stant amplitude A, spatial frequency "r, and beamwidth Yb, the spatial frequencies present in
Pi are upshifted by an amount "0,, and those in Pr, are downshifted by the same amount. This
shift should be large enough so that spatial frequency spectra of -P, and P, do not overlap the
spectrum of Pb. Recall that Prb is that part of the radiation pressure carrying no useful infor-
mation about the acoustic object; that is, Prb is the sum of the radiation pressures in the refer-
ence beam and in the focused acoustic image.

Section 5 began with a brief review of nonlinear acoustics. The mass and momentum
conservation equations were reduced to the usual first-order (linear) acoustic equations for
small perturbations in pressure, density, and velocity. That is, with V1. and p I as measures of
the velocity and density perturbation, the first-order acoustic equations were recovered for

= M. - 0 j, M" << 1, (296)
C PO

where Ma is the Mach number, c is the sound speed in the fluid, and p() is the equilibrium den-
sity in the fluid. Furthermore, viscosity was assumed small, so that the Reynolds number R, is
>> I. The Reynolds number is the dimensionless ratio cJv, and v is the coefficient of

kinematic viscosity.

The second-order (in Ma) acoustic equations were then derived, which are nonlinear in
the first-order quantities (velocity, density, etc.). Irrotational flow was also assumed, so that
acoustic streaming was ignored. It was demonstrated that the nonlinear terms in the second-
order acoustic equations cause a steady momentum flux per unit area, which is the radiation
pressure vector.
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The fluid was next considered to be semi-infinite, so that the effect of its surface must be
taken into account. The momentum balance normal to the quiescent surface contains nonlinear
terms due to the momentum flux per unit area in the acoustic field incident on the surface.
The steady component of this momentum flux per unit area is the radiation pressure in the
acoustic field; this will induce low temporal frequency motion of the liquid surface. The surface
levitation will in turn generate changes in velocity, pressure, etc. in the fluid. For the surface
to be capable of recording the acoustic image, the first- and second-order acoustic quantities
must be unaffected by surface motions.

In the absence of the acoustic field (propagation of free waves on the liquid surface) the
fluid behaves as if it is incompressible; the density perturbation p5, due to motion of the sur-
face, is of the order of Mp 0 . Furthermore, both the momentum equation for the fluid and the
boundary condition at the liquid surface are linear, if IvI << C, , where v, is the velocity
induced by surface motion and C, is the speed of propagation of a free wave on the surface.

For an acoustic field incident on the liquid surface, it was shown that the first- and
second-order acoustic quantitites are unaffected by motion of the surface. The mass and
momentum conservation equations for quantities such as p, and v, were likewise shown to be
independent of the acoustic quantities. The coupling between the acoustic field and the
surface-wave field occurs at the liquid surface, where levitation is induced by the presence of
radiation pressure. The radiation pressure is balanced by forces per unit area due to surface
tension, gravity, and inertia.

The transfer function H (i, ), which relates the levitation of the surface to radiation
pressure, was derived. The fluid was considered infinite in lateral extent but of finite depth.
This models the behavior of the fluid in the minitank when the effects of its finite radius can be
ignored. (The finite minitank was considered in Appendix D.) It was assumed that the mem-
brane at the bottom of the minitank is stiffer than the liquid surface; that is, h, >> w. For typ-
ical values

T- 0(10 N/cm),

y 0(100 AN/cm),

2b- O(10 - cm),

PM, Pu, P/ - 0(1 g/cm 3),
d 0 O(0.01 cm),

and
At- O(10-4 S)

the inequality h, >> w is satisfied for spatial frequencies at least of the order of 10 rad/cm.
The imaging fluid is also assumed slightly viscous; as pointed out by Pille and Hildebrand [2],
this requires the viscosity v to be no greater than the order of W /i 2. Here (a,, is the frequency
of free vibration of the surface associated with spatial frequency -).

The transfer function has the form [1,2]

(,t = o, e ' 1(sin/3w,t) ) Rect (/At)
-(p.g + .yi2)p (297)
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for a pulse of radiation of the form Pr(' ) Rect (t/At). Here P,(j ) can be any of the four com-
ponents of the radiation pressure that were mentioned in section 4 and

rI- f -- q2,

q =Vi2=jA
= 2 ( +y2) (tanh d)E,

and

E = 0, di > 7'/2,

E = -2.3, dj < 7r/2.

The corresponding levitation is then

k (i, t) = H(i, t) P,(w). (298)

The transfer function was calculated on the assumption that the relation between levitation and
radiation pressure is linear, which requires that Iv1l << C , or h, << X. This allowed an esti-
mate to be made of the permissible Mach numbers at the liquid surface. It was found that

M2 << C 4 1 (299)
c, c,14At tanh4"d

for linearity; here a pulse of radiation pressure of spatial frequency i and duration 2At was
assumed. Furthermore, the pulse duration is assumed such that t At < 0(1); otherwise the
quantity 1/At in (299) is to be replaced by w,,. When h, is due to Pi, then M,2 = MoM,; when
h, is due to P,,, M 2 = Mo2 + M 2.

The liquid surface was assumed to be subjected to a train of pulses occurring at regular
intervals. The form of H(1 , t) for various minitank depths and pulse durations was calculated
by the authors of Refs. I and 2 and reproduced here. There is a time t, after the initiation of
the pulse when H(j, t,) is approximately constant over a given bandwidth of spatial frequen-
cies. Since P, contains information about the focused image, t, should be selected such that
H(j, t,) is constant over the bandwidth Kr - ',, < ", <4, + ,, then

h, , t5 ) = n(j,, t) P(i0). (300)

Here i, = 2vrq, and -i, - 2 v7)Tm; -q,, is the maximum spatial frequency passed by the acoustic
lens system.

When the pulse duration is infinitely long, the liquid surface reaches a steady-state levita-
tion. The corresponding plot of H( , t) shows that the region where H(i, ) ; constant is
confined to low spatial frequencies. Pr,(i) is upshifted to the region - O(j,); in this region
the liquid surface has poor fidelity-hence the need for pulsing the liquid surface.

It was assumed that the interval t, between pulses is long enough so that
hk(j, 11) << h,(j, t). The levitation associated with P,,(j) is then negligible when the next
pulse of radiation pressure reaches the surface. However, a low spatial frequency bulge may
build up as the surface responds to Pb, the sum of the radiation pressures in the reference
beam and in the focused image. These pressures constitute a source of noise in the imaging
process.
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The effect of coupling between the membrane and surface displacements at low spatial
frequencies also was investigated. When the order of i is less than 10 rad/cm and the previ-
ously cited values of T, -, d, etc. are used, the membrane displacement w, is comparable in
magnitude to h. This is true even if there is no discontinuity of radiation pressure at the
membrane. The calculations of H(,j, t) in Refs. 1 and 2 were done on the assumption of a
rigid membrane, or h, >> w,; hence their results may be invalid at low spatial frequencies.
However, the spectrum of P, (-j), which carries information about the acoustic image, is usually
upshifted by the order of 100 rad/cm, since typically , , is of this order of magnitude. In this
frequency range the calculations of H(j, t) in Refs. 1 and 2 are rigorously correct.

It was pointed out in section 3 that unless w << I/Ik, - k, I, distortion in the acoustic
image can result from diffraction of the acoustic field by the membrane. In a typical operating
system with Freon E-5 used as the imaging fluid and water used as the object-tank fluid,
IX,, - xI - O(X,). Hence the membrane displacement must be a fraction of an acoustic
wavelength. This places an upper bound on the radiation pressure; for the values of T, PM, b,
etc. used previously, it is required that

P/tom

P, << kPM (301),qAtlk. - k1I

at the membrane. Here Pt is the density of object-tank fluid, wn is the frequency of free vibra-
tion of membrane (submerged), and P, is due to a single plane wave (such as the reference
beam), so that P, O(p,, V11/4). Recalling that Via = cMa allows the above inequality to be
rewritten as

M] << P in 4 (302)
Pu Oa ciAt"

For a reference beam with a beamwidth of the order of 10 cm and an acoustic frequency of 5
MHz, it is required that

M,2 << 10- , 0 0(0.1 rad/cm). (303)

It is assumed that w, is due to only the reference beam in the preceding and that o 'At << 1;
otherwise, At is replaced by l/w,'m in (302). If w, is due to Pri, and if Pr, has only one spatial
frequency of the order of 100 rad/cm, then

MoM << 10
- 1, - 0(100 rad/cm). (304)

Another inequality must be satisfied by the Mach number. Linearity of the response of
the liquid surface is obtained if Iv, I << C,, or

M, << C, 4 1 (299)
cu cu71At tanhid)

at the liquid surface. It is of interest to establish whether inequality (299) or (302) is the most
stringent for a typical system. For the typical values

y - 0(200 MN/cm),

P" - 0(1 g/cm 3),

Cu - (10 cm/s),
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and

d - 0(1 cm)

inequality (299) gives, at the liquid surface,
Mo2 + M,2 << 10- 2, 0 - 0(0.1 rad/cm) (305)

and
MM r << 10- 6 , 0(100 rad/cm). (306)

Comparing (303) and (305) shows that for low spatial frequencies the requirement
w, << 1/ku - kil is more stringent, with the assumption IX\, - X, I- O(X,). This is because
w 0(h) at low spatial frequencies, whereas X, >>X. Comparing (304) and (306) shows
the requirement h, << X, to be more restrictive at high spatial frequencies. Now h, is > w',
but X, - O(K,). It is assumed that Pb and P r each have one dominant spatial frequency com-
ponent.

Section 6 considered the optical reconstruction of the focused acoustic image, which is
recorded as a phase hologram at the liquid surface. Laser light was assumed to illuminate the
liquid surface at times t = ntl, with H(, t5) being approximately constant in the bandpass
-, + "j, < ( < i. + ,. For light at normal incidence to the surface the effect of surface
levitation is to cause a phase change - 2ikLhs in the reflected light, where kL is the optical
wavenumber 27r/\ L.

For simplicity it is assumed that hb, the bulge levitation, is constant over LI < y'. the
illuminated area of the surface. The reflected light passes through an optical lens placed I focal
length above the surface. The light field in the back focal plane of the lens consists of
diffracted orders having spatial frequencies centered around - n ,; ", is the spatial frequency
of the reference beam and n = 0, -±_ 1, ±2, etc. If most of the spatial frequencies present in
the focused acoustic image are much greater than l/y B , then the nth order is proportional to the
Fourier transform of ,, = J, (2kLIhi1) e '"X, where X, is the phase of hi. Each order is cen-
tered at y'= nXLf3v,, where f3 is the focal length of the lens and y' is the coordinate in its
back focal plane. If most of the spatial frequencies in the acoustic image are no greater than
the order of 1/18, then each order is given by 6,, scanned by a sinc function.

The + I order contains information about i 1, and the -1 order carries information about
q4l°. Let kLh be much less than 1; then, for a plane wave reference beam whose width is much

greater than I/, the + I order is proportional to gl I 4/1, as shown by (293) and (295).

Likewise, the -I order is proportional to (g I e '1)*. If 7)() : constant over the bandwidth

In I < -q, then g, EDP I a/41 and (g1 @ ) * cc (01). Either the +I or -I order can be used
to form the optical image, since it is the intensity in the light field that is viewed by the
observer.

Assuming that the + I order is to be used, a pinhole is centered at y'- X.f3 . in the
back focal plane of the lens. The pinhole is large enough to pass the +I order but blocks out
all others. The light passed by the pinhole then passes through a second optical lens, which is
placed a focal length f4 away from the pinhole. A ground-glass viewing screen is placed in the
back focal plane of this lens. The light field there is
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q {[kL hi(y1) Rect (Yl/YB) IED sincy} e
i n,  (307)

where yn = -5'ff 4, kLh, << 1, and . is the coordinate in the back local plane of the second
lens.

The input to the optical system is the levitation hi; the output is the optical disturbance
IV. In the Fourier-transform domain,

ED sinc 3I ct

1h,1 I Jf I (308)ec [4L

where m = - ,. The optical system

* Degrades the image due to scanning by sinc 17IYB. This arises because of the finite
area illuminated by the laser and can be neglected if "Or >> 1/YB and h, fills the bandwidth
IW I <'m

* Blocks all spatial frequencies outside the bandwidth - m + ij, < <im + "I,. Recall
that h, occupies this portion of the spectrum due to upshifting by the reference beam.

S Increases the bandwidth of spatial frequencies in the optical image in the ratio f3/f 4.
As this ratio increases, the image becomes smaller and harder to see by eye.

When the scanning by sinc tmY is negligible, the optical disturbance at the viewing
screen is

S[g, Es -f] e '  (309)

The reference beam is assumed to cause a particle velocity (fj)Ar at the liquid surface, and

have spatial frequency ,. If g1 I 1 E) ( k)P ,I then

P U) -: 01(y1) e* "y l .  (310)

In this case the optical disturbance is proportional to the velocity potential in the focused acous-
tic image. The optical intensity 'PP* is viewed by the observer.

If gl ' 1 ( ) g( ,)'i and kh, h- 0(1), then 'l'" is proportional to J'(aIliI), where a
is a constant. This gives an amplitude-distorted optical reconstruction of the acoustic image.
When g, ED q I is not proportional to q)i, then

'4' '. J?(AI VoI), (311)

where A = kLPuArj(r) H(j,, t,) and Vo = g, 4, t. This is an amplitude-distorted image of
Vo, the first-order acoustic particle velocity at the surface. V, in turn reflects degradation of the
acoustic imaging process due to the lack of fidelity in the minitank transfer function.

All the above calculations have been done on the assumption that e - 2 kL1 constant over
the illuminated portion of the surface. Since Pb will in general cause a low spatial frequency
bulge hb, it is necessary to consider the effect of the bulge on the optical reconstruction.
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The bulge was first assumed to be due to the radiation pressure in the acoustic image,
which occupies a spectrum 1-1 < 2iim. Unless j, > 3jm, some of the spectrum of Pb(W)
overlaps that of Pi. Consequently the high spatial frequency components of hb will reflect
some light which will be passed by the pinhole in the back focal plane of the first optical lens.
This light will interfere with that in the optical reconstruction of the acoustic image and some-
what degrade the reconstruction. This can be avoided by

* Increasing 0, the angle made by the reference beam with the vertical. This in turn
increases ,.

Decreasing m by decreasing the aperture of the acoustic lens system. However,

unless the acoustic image magnification is increased as fast as the aperture is decreased, the
acoustic image will be degraded.

0 Causing tI to be much less than the velocity potential A, in the reference beam. This
case often occurs in practice due to insertion loss caused by the acoustic object or by attenua-
tion in the fluid. However, decreasing the ratio ti 1/A, also decreases the efficiency of the
recording process at the surface, as more acoustic power goes into producing the noise hb and
less into signal h,.

The effect of the bulge due to only the reference beam was next considered. It was found
that, for typical system parameters, the bulge reaches a steady-state levitation as it responds to a
train of pulses of radiation pressure. For typical system parameters each spatial frequency com-
ponent hb(i) for h < 0(1 rad/cm) has an associated response time which is longer than ti, the
reciprocal of the pulse repetition rate. To a first approximation hb(l) responds as a lightly
damped low-frequency oscillator subjected to a step function of radiation pressure. The magni-
tude of the step functiov is weighted by At/ti. It was assumed that the pulse repetition rate is
not an integer multiple of any of the w,7. Recall that w is the frequency of free vibration of the
liquid surface associated with spatial frequency &.

For a typical reference beam width of 4 cm and minitank width of 10 cm, it was found
that hb varies by less than 15% from its average value h0 in the region lyI < 3.5 cm. At lyI =
4 cm hb is is about 10% of its average value in the region lY I < 3.5 cm. This indicates that the
laser should illuminate an area of the surface somewhat smaller than the insonified area.

If this is done, then in the illuminated region hb = h0 + Ahb, with h 0 >> Ahlb and h0 =
constant. The phase of the light reflected from the liquid surface is changed by an amount

-2ikL(h, + hi+ Ahb). With the assumptions kLhi << I and g, (D qji c qol the optical distur-
bance at the viewing screen will be of the form

41 - p[l - 2ikLAhb - 2kt?(Ahb) 2 - ...J. (312)

Each low spatial frequency component of Ahb causes an additional set of orders to be
reflected from the liquid surface. The spatial frequencies of these orders are so close to those
of h, (j) that they are passed by the pinhole and reach the viewing screen, where they interfere
with the image term tI.

Usually this interference will be negligible if kLAhb << 1. This occurs for example for a
reference transducer generating a peak intensity of the order of 0.01 W/cm 2 over a pulse dura-
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tion 2.t O(10- 4 s) with a pulse repetition rate of 60 Hz. The imaging fluid is assumed to be
Freon E-5, with kL = 0.6 Am.

There is a class of imaging applications for which the effect of the bulge may be objection-
able even if kLAhb << 1. This is the case of a low-contrast acoustic object. An example is a
weak debonding in a composite panel, causing a slight local reduction in tiansmission of sound.
The optical reconstruction consists of a background with a slight darkening corresponding to the
presence of the debonding. If itP = A represents the background and 41, = A- AA corresponds
to the debonding with AA << A, then the effect of the bulge is objectionable if AA/A is the
same order of magnitude as kLAhb.

Since the bulge hb contributes nothing to image formation and can even degrade the opti-
cal reconstruction, it can be thought of as noise. The levitation hi records the acoustic image;
hence h, is signal. For maximum efficiency of the recording process at the surface, it is desir-
able to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. For both low- and high-contrast acoustic objects the
ratio reaches a maximum when 0r, the velocity potential in the reference beam and %pl, the
acoustic image velocity potential, are equal at the liquid surface. In general the acoustic path
length from the object transducer to the surface is longer than that traveled by the reference
beam; hence there will be more attenuation in tP1. The potential 41' is also decreased due to
insertion loss caused by the acoustic object. For 0 , to equal 0, it is generally necessary to have
the object transducer more powerful than the reference transducer. Even when the signal-to-
noise ratio is maximized, its value is only about 1/6 for typical system parameters.

Section 6 concluded with a discussion of the effect of using more than one order of

reflected light for optical reconstruction. With the assumption g I q@ I c tp 1, each reflected
order carries phase information about the acoustic object. When either the +1 or -1 order
only is used for reconstruction, this information is lost. By using multiple orders and allowing
them to interfere at the viewing screen, the phase information is retained.

The effect of using pairs of orders was considered. For a phase object on a uniform back-
ground, this leads to a fringe pattern having spatial frequency 27T In - n 1, when the mth and
nth orders are used. At the edge of the phase object the fringe pattern has a phase shift of
Im - nlx,. Here x is the phase change which occurs as sound travels through the phase
object. The phase shift is assumed detectable by eye if it causes a displacement of the fringe
pattern greater than 0.10/-r; hence, X, must be at least 0. 21r. If this measure of sensitivity is
used, then any pair of orders can be used. However, the depth of modulation (contrast) in the
fringe pattern is greatest when the -I orders are used. One way of increasing X, is to increase
the acoustic frequency, which decreases the acoustic wavelength. However, this also increases
the spatial frequency of the fringe pattern, making it harder to resolve by eye.

Another possible criterion for detection of the phase object is that the displacement in the
fringe pattern must be greater than some minimum value t'etectable by eye. This value may be
independent of fringe spacing. If this criterion is used, then detection of the phase object is not
related to the acoustic frequency.
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Appendix A

Derivations of (14) and (19)

DERIVATION OF (14)

Suppose an object q(, is placed at a distance D, in front of a cylindrical acoustic lens and4insonified with a plane wave at normal incidence. It will be shown that the field in the back
focal plane of the lens is proportional to qi0 ().

The field in this plane (Y2 plane) is given by

S(2) - e'k e iy 2  {Rect (y/a)e - / [0, (Y,) S eiy 2/2D e ] (13)

Writing out the convolution integrals indicated in (13) gives

At '/2I ' v/D It ik, 212D, - 27iY1(IIf1 + wJI )/x
e 2 D, f J eI e 1  dyI dyo. (Al)

The Y, integration will be performed first. If y >> 2 DI/k for lyIl > a, then e k ' 2/ 2D , oscil-
lates rapidly when yl is at least the same order of magnitude as the lens half-width a. Conse-
quently there will be little contribution to the integral from the region Yi > a due to cancella-
tions in the integrand caused by oscillation of this exponential function (4]. The quantity
e-2n(+VIyII + / oD )/X will vary much more slowly than eki 2DI for v > a . These considera-

tions allow the limits of the y, integration to be extended to -L_.

If the quantity -(y2fl + y,,/Di)/X is denoted as i, which has units of spatial frequency,
the j integration becomes 141

e_ eikj 122D, e 27rirl dy, -: e - ,, A aD1€ 2  WA )

When the quantity e -rIaD 2 is substituted into (Al), quadratic phase factors involving yo2 can-

cel, leaving

0o(Y2) e 2-/ el + f_ oyo) e - Jdy. (A3)

The integral is the Fourier transform t,(r) for ) = yJXaf1, so that (A3) becomes (14).
Hence the field in the back focal plane of a lens is proportional to the Fourier transform of :i~e
object distribution. Note the constant phase factor, which gives the phase change of a plane
wave traveling from the y, to the Y2 plane.

DERIVATION OF (19)

The calculations leading to (19), the field in the image plane, will also be performed. The
field 00,7(Y 3) incident on L 2 is (see (15))
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60(y3) - eikf2f_ e ik ( 3- y
2)

2/ 2f2 Rect (y2/a') 6o(Y2) dY2, (A4)
and +'(y3) is the field emerging from acoustic lens L2:

0+(y3) = Rect (y3/a) 403) e-kYl/2f2. (A5)

The lens has a vidth 2a and focal length f 2. The field in the Y4 plane is, from (17),

6O(Y4) - eikD2 f eik (Y4 - Y3) 2/ 2D2 '+(y 3) dy3. (A6)
Combining the preceding equations gives, with L = D1 + f, + f2 + D 2,

° (N4) - etkL I e k4 /2D2 e- Ify;--aeIk'Y/2D2 e-2 y3 4/ D2+yiAf2) dY3

x O~l Rect (y2/a') ei (/ l lf - f 2 dy2I  WA)

The Y3 integration will be performed first. Since ka2/2D, >> 1, the limits of integration can
be extended to +Lo. Let 01, = y4/XD 2 + y/X f 2, so that [4]

e*122e- 2vr iy - Y 3 - e-' lr AaD2. (8

When this expression is substituted into (A7), quadratic phase factors involving y 2 will cancel.
Furthermore quadratic phase factors in y 2 will cancel if

1/f1 + l/f 2 = D/f2 + D21f2. (A9)

If the above is satisfied, then (A7) reduces to

o(y4) e kf Rect (y2ja') C,0 (7) e-2"#Iy2y4/Af 2 dY2. (AO)
Since

0 f o(Yo) e- 2 iyy2/J Afl dy, (All)
then

6o(Y4) oekL f_ uo(yo) Sf Rect (y2/a') e-2w y ° dYf+y f2 d 21 dy0. (A12)

The Y2 integration is performed first. Let "2 = Y0/Xf 1 + Y4/kf 2; then

_ Rect (yja') e - 2 1r
7?2y2 dy2 cc sinc (2iri 2a'). (A13)

Substitution of (A13) into (A12) gives

Oo(Y4) - e' kL 0 0 (yo) sinc I 21ra' + -J dy° . (A4)

Let .Yo - -y0 fh/fl, so that (A14) can be rewritten in the form of a convolution integral
O(v) - e AL(fi/f 2) f l --P62 , Jsinc (y4 -o) d, (A15)

which is the same as (19).
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If (A9) is not satisfied, then quadratic phase factors would appear in (Al 5). These factors
would cause a phase distortion: the system would be out of focus. This justifies the use of the
terminology "focusing condition" in referring to (A9) and (18).
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Appendix B

Bounded Acoustic Beam Incident on a Finite Membrane

In the analysis of section 3, (70) shows that an infinite plane wave incident on the mem-
brane separating the imaging fluid from the object tank fluid gives rise to a traveling wave on
the membrane. Since the minitank is finite, such a wave would reach the minitank wall and be
reflected, a circumstance not considered in section 3. Hence it is necessary to consider the
effect of the finite size of the minitank to see if it causes any corrections to be made to the
transmission and reflection coefficients T 12 and R 21.

The finite size of the acoustic lens system limits the size of the incident beam in the
focused acoustic image; also, the reference transducer emits a collimated beam of finite size.
Hence the problem to be considered is illustrated in Fig. BI, where a beam of width rb falls on
a membrane of width R, at an angle 01.

Zy
-Rt

LIQUID SURFACE

~MEMBRANE .

Oinc

Fig. B - Bounded beam incident on a finite minitank

For simplicity the beam striking the membrane will be assumed symmetric about the
center of the membrane. The problem is assumed two-dimensional, with variations in only the
y and z directions allowed. Furthermore the fluids above and below the membrane are assumed

identical and extend to infinity in the -z direction. To conform with the analysis of section 3,
the membrane is subjected to uniform tension and is thin enough so that in-plane stretching
forces are much larger than flexural forces. The membrane is initially at rest.

The equations governing the behavior of the system consisting of membrane plus fluid are
the wave equation

(4B
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for the fluid and the equation of motion

-T -- w + 2pmbi - -po(b, - 4u)[ (B2)

for the membrane. Here 0,u is the velocity potential for the upper (z > 0) fluid, 01 is the velo-
city potential for the lower (z < 0) fluid, and Po is the equilibrium density of the fluid. The
boundary condition at the membrane is

W ___ (B3)

Oz 8z'

and the boundary condition at y - ± R, is

w = 0. (B4)

In the lower fluid let

4'inc + Orefl + 01,, (a5)

where the velocity potentials in the incident and specularly reflected acoustic beams are 6,c and

k,efl respectively, with ',efi satisfying the boundary condition

-(B6)

z Oz

at the membrane. 01, is the velocity potential in the acoustic field generated by motion of the
membrane and satisfies

CO,, W~(137)

at the membrane. Taking

Oic-Ae 2w,%y e 2ItCO e -I~ ec / Rect y coj1-zsn0 (118)

gives

2vC--wIDI+ Z/C fycos01+ z sin 01
A e e A ' e2 a do e I Rect Ib(139)

to satisfy the boundary condition (B6) and the scalar wave equation. Small angles of incidence
are assumed.

Let the membrane displacement w be expanded in a series of the membrane eigenfunc-
tions:3

win s - 1 W , ( ) c o s K n y j e -' -d , ( 1 3 1 )

where K - (2n + l)ir/2R,, so that w - 0 aty- R,. Note that the cos K,y form an
orthogonal set:

f , cos Kny cos Kqy dy -O, n * q (Bl Ia)

- 1, n - q. (Blib)
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The natural frequencies of free vibration of the membrane (with no fluid present) are

(02 TA2 (B12)
=2p,b"

To satisfy the wave equation and the boundary condition (B3), let

Ii"()cos K~y 2 Ce-'"' dw (B13)

and

'kiW = ,()Cos Ky e-2in 1 dw, (B 14)

where 2v4,, = v/(c/c)2 - K,2. Also, from boundary condition (B7),

13,(ca) - W,,(w) (B15)2ar ,,

where the orthogonality property (BI 1) has been used.

The net pressure acting on the membrane is

-Po (4,onc + - refl + 4?r -+ 41 ) .1--0-
Expanding 4,,,,. + 4),1,1 at z = 0 gives

2Aei (21r y - w) Rect (y/yb) Rect GAt

2A f sinc((.w - wa)At) e' ' W -aW.' e-iwl dwJ

X ~ sinc ((K, - 21T,)yb) + sine ((K, + 27r710).b)j cos KY.. (B 16

Here Yb = rb/cos 0. For simplicity the notation sinc (K,,:t 2 r'1,,)yb sinc (K,, - 2 7r',,)yb +
sinc (K,, + 2

n"qo)yb will be introduced. Using this notation plus (BIO), (B13), (BI4), and
(B15) in the equation of the motion of the membrane leads to

=-8A: Ybi ,Awpo [sine (w - w0,)AII e '" - )' sinc (K, ±t 21ri1,,)Yh b1
[-2pfb(-w 2 + w )2rC,, + 2i1 2poIR,

This fairly complicated expression can be simplified. Consider the term sinc (-W - W.)At
for typical values W.a_ 0(107 rad/s) and At - 0(10 - 4 s). Since wa, >> 1/A, then
sinc (w - w,)AI - 0 unless w Oaa) in (B17). Likewise, considering sinc (K,, ± 2 rqro)yb
for rb - 0(20 cm), cos 91 - 0(1), and c 0 (1 km/s), it is seen that K,, ; 2tro~0 . Hence
2,r , - v(OJa/c) 2 - (2,1r-,)2 - 2ii- o Farthermore for K, - 0(21r',%) the natural frequencies
of the membrane are much less than the operating frequency wa of the transducers; that is,
TK2/(2pwb) << w2. Here typical values of

T - 0(10 N/cm),

P H O(1 g/cm 3),
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and

b - O(10 -3 cm)

have been used. Using these results gives the simpler expression

-,() -8At Yb vrioAwpo [sinc (w - woa)Atle sinc (K,+ 2r-q0 )y. (B18)
12pb (r ,,(o) + 2iw'p]R ,

This can be given a physical interpretation. Recall that the incident pressure P,,,,. equals-POO,,,,, which gives

P,,, (K,,, w) - 2At Yb iepoA [sinc (w - )A] e'''' [sinc (K, + 2 7rq(,)yb]/R,.(B19)
Furthermore the velocity of the membrane is

1= l -iwW,"(W) Cos Knyj e"'w' d., (B20)

where from (Bl8) and (B-19)
-W,()= 2FP,,,(K,,, w,)

_iw(2pMb) + 2p 0c/cos 01 (B21)

for 21r4,,- (wa/c) cos 01. Note that -iw W,,(j) is the (Fourier-transformed) generalized
velocity associated with the nth mode of motion of the membrane. Consequently the denomi-
nator in (B21) is the impedance Z(w) presented to the nth mode by the membrane inertia
force and also by a resisitive force due to the fluid. Writing

Z,,(0) = -iw( 2pmb) + 2poc/cos 01 (B22)
shows that the reactive component is due to membrane inertia. The resistive component
damps membrane motion because sound is radiated to infinity. The quantity 2p0c/cos 01 isanalogous to the characteristic impedance presented by an acoustic fluid to passage of a plane
wave. The factor l/cos 01 appears because the plane wave propagates at an angle 01 to the
direction of membrane velocity (z direction).

Recall that the membrane displacement is given by (B0), repeated here for convenience:

w f W,,(w) cos KYJ e-' ' dw. (BIO)

The summation will be performed first, followed by the integration. From (B18),

, W,,(w) Cos K,,y 2Yb [sinc (K,, + 2
1r")')Yb] COS KJ (B23)

where the right-hand side is recognized as the series expansion for e2' Y"' Rect (Y/yb). Conse-
quently

w = A e2 "'vt Rect (y/y)

S-44At rig,,wpo [sinc (w - ,,) Ad e' ( - )Ai e-"' dw
21rC,(2pmb) w2 + 2iwIPo (B24)
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Note that the response of the membrane is in the form of traveling waves of finite lateral
extent, due to the factor Rect (YIYb). Hence for Yb < R, there will be no reflection of these
waves from the minitank walls.

Furthermore, since w c Rect (y/yt), the boundary conditions w = 0 at y - ± R, are
automatically satisfied, and it is possible to express w as the double Fourier integral

w - ff (ir. w) e2T"1y e - "° ' d'tido, (B25)
where dw A

wh e-SAt ybri4oAWopO [sinc (a) - (oa)At] e'( - 
wa
°

&
t sinc 2 r(q - 1 o)Yb (126)

2PMb (2oC) 2 + 2iolp0 (

In like fashion let the velocity potential 4, in the upper fluid be given by

r fu = ff 4u(wi, w) e2lr i )y e2briO e- i didoi. (B27)

The boundary condition ,z = i' at z = 0 gives

= 4At Ybi 2poA [sinc (w - ca)Atl e'W'- a ) A' sinc 21r(q - qo)Yb (B28)

[2iuo 2po + 2 7rCo(2pMb) W2]

For reasons of image fidelity, it is desirable that ;. CX ;,,,; then 0,, will have the same form as
*,,, but with a constant change in amplitude and phase. The result (B28) will now be applied
to determine whether this can be achieved with values of w., pp, etc. used in typical levitation
systems.

Consider the case of a membrane of density 2 g/cm 3 and thickness 2b = 2.5(10- 3) cm
submerged in water and insonified by an acoustic beam having a frequency of I MHz. Then
Po/Pu >> 2irCob, so that s

2A At Yb [sinc (c- w.) Ad e '  sinc 2r(t) -- o)Yb. (B29)

When the incident beam is expressed as -ooI
-ff c)e2ri 71- e2wIf4 e-'w1 d'qdc, (1130)

it is discovered that ;,,, is also given by (B29). Consequently 0,u is just , continued into the
upper (z > 0) fluid; the transmission coefficient is now unity. This is be expected, since any
effect of the membrane on 0,,., is insignificant when Po >> 2 arCop~b.

Suppose the acoustic frequency is increased to 5 MHz; then the inequality no longer holds

for the values of Po, pm, etc. used previously. Since

, 2AAt Yb [sinc (wv - c.) Adl ei(W- Wa '
I sinc 2r(7) - qo)Yb, (B31)

(B28) shows that the transmission coefficient T12(1), defined as the ratio &./c,,, becomes

2po - 4wipubC' (B32)

which is just the form assumed by (73) for pu, - p, and X,, - X1.
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If the membrane is not to distort the acoustic field, then 0,, must be a bounded beam
traveling the same direction as oi,,c when the imaging and object-tank fluids are identical.
Hence T12(Q) must be essentially constant over the bandwidth of spatial frequencies corresond-
ing to the dominant frequencies in the spectrum of ;ic._The only variable in 7412() is 2vC, so
it is necessary for C to be constant in this region. Now 0i~c c sinc 2r (7 - 'lo)Yb, which has its
dominant spatial frequencies in the region -Yb! 2 + 7o K. q < yd2 + 7). Then 7 - 71, + Au,
where A71 - O(yb/2). Recall that for a quasimonochromatic pulse

2irC a f(.Ia/C) 2 - 2n'2  (B33)

or

21TC a V/(Wa,/C) 2 cos 20 1 - 21r71A) - (A-1) 2. (B34)

Obviously, for 21rriA + (A 1)
2 << ((a/C) 2 cos 2 01, 2wrC is essentially constant. At (or near)

normal incidence this requires (1/yb) 2 << (oa/c) 2. For a typical beamwidth Yb of 5 cm in
water at 5 MHz, the inequality is easily satisfied. The utility of this inequality is that it acts as a
lower bound on the beamwidth.

The velocity potential in the upper fluid is now calculated from

'u = ff T1 2 (7)) ic(1, (0) e2 "'i ly e2r iCz e -(o ddw. (B35)

Since T12 (Q) is constant, 0,, will just be ,,. continued into the region z - 0 but with a con-
stant change in amplitude and phase.
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Appendix C

Proof that AP, < O(Pr)

In reducing equati (208) to the simpler form (166), it has been assumed that

Ar <O (0r).

A5,(6) represents one spatial frequency component of AP,, with APr being the radiation pres-
sure at the membrane. P, is the radiation pressure at the surface. The above relationship will
now be verified for pu, - pIf - O(p,).

From (90) and continuity of velocity in the vertical (z) direction at the membrane,

-AP= (Ap <V> + <P12 > - <P,,2>) Rect GIAt), (C1)

where Ap = p I - p- vz via e, P12 is the second-order acoustic pressure in the object-tank
fluid, and P,2 is the second-order acoustic pressure in the imaging fluid. From (118)

< P/2> = 112 P2>  - <V11 < V11>, (C2)

where c, is the sound speed in the object-tank, p is the first-order density perturbation in the
object-tank, and v1 is the first-order acoustic particle velocity in the object-tank. Use of the
relations pi I PI/c12 and P, I - , ItI and of similar relations for p,1. P,2, etc. leads to

-A p <V±> 2 2>
2 2 P, <v/> +

o,<, > + 2__L (c3)

where v, = vi1 " ey, etc.

Suppose an acoustic wave is incident on the membrane, as shown in Fig 5. Due to
reflection from the membrane as well as multiple internal reflections in the minitank, the velo-
city potential 01, in the object-tank is

011 = ,, + Ri12 - T1 t21e 4 , i4 R21 e4-' ,,d) e- 27 L-n (C4)
n-O

Here er - i( y+Cz) is the velocity potential in the incident wave, and the membrane is at
z = 0. The factor Rect (I/At) has been omitted for simplicity. R 21 is the reflection coefficient
for a wave incident on the membrane from the minitank side (Fig. 9); T12 is the transmission
coefficient for the case of a wave incident on the membrane from the object-tank side. These
were calculated in section 3.2. T21 can be obtained by interchanging the roles of p,, and Pl, c

and c1, etc. in (73). It is assumed that w << X,.

S in ce 4

k (-R 21 )" e
4 '41Cd' 1 (C5)

n -o + R2 e
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and v: = Ol at the membrane,

~oI-+ 1+ T21 e 4vj
v, = 27ri4ik. 0o I- R 1 2 + 1+ R2 e4-iIud (C6)

It is easy to show that the right-hand side is of the order of 27r,,. -_0. Then the term
Ap<v?> in (C3) is of the order of p u(2ir i",) 2, if Ap - 0(p), as it is for a water-Freon E-5
interface. This is to be compared with the order of magnitude of P, the radiation pressure at
the liquid surface. Recall that P, = (1/2) pu<Vla • el>; from (58) and (59)

Via " ez = 4"ri4.u T"20in, (Z = O)e
2

iud / (l+-R2 1e"iUd), (C7)

so that Pr,- 2 rn,,)2]. For , O( ) and T12 - 0(1) it is seen that P, and
Ap <v2 > are the same order of magnitude. It is desirable to have T12 - 0(1) in order to
transmit sound energy into the minitank.

Consider the remaining terms on the right-hand side of (C3). For example, the term
(p /c,2) < 21 > becomes

p.J(Wa/ c,) T1211 - 147 JJ, +k1-2 '0rj, (z = 0) 1,
T~~~l~ +~C~ -. e~iu

where multiple internal reflections in the minitank are accounted for. For moderate angles of
incidence, 2n-/; - 0(&..1cq), and it is seen that the above is of the order of P,. In this fashion
it can be shown that AP, - O(P,), for Ap - O(p,),4, - 0(), and T 12 - 0(1).

If the minitank and object-tank fluids are the same, then

[<21 < 1 <,21 >
C U2 P.C. (C8)

since vi, - v, by Snell's law. If "T12 - 1, then 0u - 01, at the membrane and AP, = 0.
From (73) puXu must be much greater than 4lrpMb for this to occur; otherwise there will be a
discontinuity in first-order acoustic pressure at the membrane and AP, will not vanish. For any
case of practical interest, 47rpMb < O(p1 ,X1 ). Hence, even if A, ; 0, APr will at most be of
the order of P,.

If Ap1 >> p,, then A, >> T, since most of the incident acoustic waves are reflected
at the membrane. However, this would be an exceedingly poor design of the levitation system,
since most of the acoustic power would be wasted.
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Appendix D

Response of the Liquid Surface to a Finite Pulse of Radiation Pressure

In section 5, the minitank, the reference beam, and the focused acoustic image have been
assumed infinite in l.teral extent. Actually, the reference transducer is of finite diameter 2 rb,
and, if the liquid surface is in the near field of the transducer, the reference beam is also of the
same finite diameter. The lateral extent of the focused acoustic image is limited by the field of
view of the acoustic lens system. If the acoustic object to be imaged is placed in the near field
of the object transducer, only an area of radius ra of the object will be insonified. Due to
magnification by the acoustic lenses, the focused image occupies an area of radius (f2/fl)r on
the liquid surface. To record the entire field of view in the image, it is necessary that
rb > (f2/f )r..

Hence it is of interest to consider the case of a bounded pulse of radiation pressure
incident on the liquid surface of a finite minitank of radius R,. It was shown in section 5.6 that
the response of the infinite liquid surface can be calculated, for i > 0(10 rad/cm), on the
assumption that the membrane at the minitank bottom is rigid. It will be assumed that this is
true also for the finite minitank. Consider the response of the liquid surface to a bounded
pulse of radiation pressure having spatial frequency j :

P(y', 0 - P eii y Rect (y/Yb) Rect (t/At), (D)

where for simplicity a two-dimensional problem is assumed.

To calculate this response, it is necessary to solve

V 27 s - 0 (D2)

in the minitank for the velocity potential ,. Viscosity is neglected for simplicity. The boun-
dary condition which governs the motion of the liquid surface will be

PU0 - pgh, + y, P,, z'= d. (D3)

If the minitank walls are assumed to be rigid, the normal velocity must vanish at y - + R':

=0, y = R,. (D4)ay

At the bottom of the minitank
a0 - 0, z'= O. (D5)
Oz'

It is assumed that P, is centered about the z' axis. Let Os be expanded in terms of the
symmetric eigenfunctions 0,:

4$(y, z' 0 A,(0,)(y, z'). (D6)
n
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The 0,, are solutions to V 2 ,, = 0 that satisfy the rigid-wall boundary conditions and are the
normal modes of free vibration for the fluid in the minitank. It is straightforward to show that

0, = cosh Kz' cos Kny (D7)

for Kn = nir/R, and n = 0, 1, 2, etc. In like fashion let

h,= h,(t) cos Kny. (D8)
n=0

Satisfying the relation h, = Is,- at the liquid surface requires that

An W = h0 (t) (D9)
() K sinh K~d"

It remains to satisfy boundary condition (D3). To do so, P, is expanded in the series

P(y, z' = d, t) = P 2(yR,) -[sinc (K, + )yb

I n-0

+ sinc (Kn - h)ybJ Icos Kx IRect (/A). (D10)

Substitution of the above into (D3) and invoking orthogonality of the cos K,,x leads to

h0 ) + (pg+ y K,2) ts ta nh K, h,(zW = P (2yb/R,) [sinc (K, - j)yb + sinc (K, + ij) Ybl
Pu I

x - tanh K~d Rect(t/At). (DII)
Pu

Let wj 2 (pug + yK, 2)(K/p,) tanh K,,d, where o,, is the nth natural frequency of the fluid in
the minitank. Then (Dl) has the solution

= P[sinc (K - i)Yb + sinc (K + )yb] oj , sin ,,t E Rect (t/At) (112)
p. g +yKn

Consider the behavior of sinc ((K, - )yb) as a function of the eigenvalues Kn. This
function is centered at K,, - , and becomes negligible when K, differs by more than the order
of 7r/yb from "j. For a typical value.of Yb 10 cm (corresponding to a 10 cm diameter refer-
ence beam incident at an angle of 600), the significant values of K, are given by
K, = j + AK0, and AK,< O(r/10). The quantity K.' can be approximated by 2 with 6%
error when j = 10 rad/cm and 0.6% error when i = 100 rad/cm.

This allows the approximation

w,, sinc [(K n - h)ybl sin &,t I ; ,: sinc [(K , - 'j)Yb] sin w 1t (13I3)

pug +yK, P's + (,D13)

where (a = (P,.g + Yi 2)(i/p.) tanh i d. Applying the same reasoning to terms in (D12) mul-
tiplied by sinc (K, + ii)yb and substituting into (D8) gives
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P[o., sin cu,,t9 Rect (t/At)] 7 [sinc (K, - i)Yb + sinc (K, + ii)yb] cos K,,y
h, (y, t)=-p~g + , (D14)

The summation is e'i- Rect (Y/Yb), so h, reduces to the form calculated for an unboundedpulse of radiation pressure. This occurs because K, = j, for j >> (7rIyb). The fact that thewavelength .s of the surface levitation equals 2,r/j gives the requirement Xs >> 2Yb. As longas the insonified area of the liquid surface greatly exceeds .s, effects of finite lateral size arenegligible. If the inequality x, >> 2yb is not satisfied, (D8) and (D12) predict that h, will be
given by a superposition of normal modes of vibration of the liquid surface.
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